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Abstract
The interference between an incident stream of spheres and those rebounding from a flat
surface was described using a computer model. The model was capable of examining the
effect of material and process parameters on the severity and frequency of inter-particle
collisions for systems consisting of in excess of 104 particles. Useful dimensionless
parameters were identified, and a parametric study of their role in erosion testing and
blast cleaning processes was performed. It was demonstrated that certain trends in
erosion testing could be explained in terms of the interference effects predicted by the
model. Predictions of the critical flux at which interparticle collisions become important
were also determined for a wide variety of input parameters. The results of the present
study have applications in erosion testing, blast cleaning, and shot peening.
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1

Introduction

1.1

Motivation and Background

Blast cleaning and shot peening are two industrial processes that involve streams of
particles accelerated towards a target surface by a jet of air. Blast cleaning is the process
of launching abrasive particles at coated or contaminated substrates resulting in the
coating or contaminant being removed by mechanical means. This provides an
environmentally benign alternative to coating removal that depends upon using harmful
solvents. Approximately spherical particles are used in many blast-cleaning applications.
In shot peening applications spherical particles are also used and are launched at bare
metal substrates in order to induce compressive residual stresses that inhibit the formation
of fatigue cracks. In both of these processes, when the particle flux is sufficient, the
incident stream of particles experience collisions with particles that have rebounded from
the target. This phenomenon has been observed by several authors, and because in their
observations it usually acts to degrade the incident power of the nozzle, it has been called
an “interference” effect. This interference effect has obscured the comparison of data
from different erosion labs, as the parameters that are responsible in controlling the
magnitude of the effect were often not reported. The interference effect is responsible for
degrading the incident power of the nozzle in shot peening and blast cleaning processes.
The experimental determination the effect of particle interference would be extremely
difficult and so a computer model was constructed, validated with existing empirical data,
and utilized for this purpose.
Chapters 5 and 6 present the determination of the important factors that control the
magnitude of the particle interference, and provide a detailed study on the effect of these
parameters over a large domain. The results from these studies are applicable to blast
cleaning and shot peening applications.
In addition, to avoid the confusion caused by interference effects in erosion testing it is
desirable to know the critical flux at which interparticle collisions become significant for
a wide range of process parameters. Operating slightly below this critical flux would
ensure that interference effects are minimal and that the erosion test would require the
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least dwell time. Although this critical flux can be determined experimentally, this is
generally very time consuming. Chapter 7 contains a study that results in these
predictions of critical flux.

1.2

Literature review
There is much literature dealing with solid particle erosion of coated and uncoated

substrates. The pioneering work in the prediction of damage due to the impact of single
particles on bare substrates was done by Finnie, who considered the theory of an angular
particle cutting a bare substrate [1], and obtained the equations of motion of a particle by
considering the forces at the tip of a cutting particle to be constant. The resulting
equations provided estimates of crater volume and particle rebound parameters.
Improved estimates of crater volume and rebound parameters for both single spheres
and single square particles were obtained by Hutchings and co-workers [ 2-4] through the
application of a rigid-plastic theory. The rigid plastic theory assumes the target is
completely plastic, and the particle non-deforming. The force resisting indentation was
equal to the resisting force divided by the instantaneous contact area and was
characterized by a dynamic hardness of the target. The resisting force was assumed
perpendicular to the contact area and the contact area was a function of time, therefore,
the magnitude and direction of the resisting force were functions of time and the resulting
equations of motion for the particle had to be solved numerically.
In order to accurately predict the crater dimensions and rebound parameters in the
analysis of impact of single spheres with a coated substrate, the rigid-plastic theory had to
be extended into an elastic-plastic theory to account for elastic spring-back [ 5]. The rigidplastic theory was then extended for arbitrarily shaped particles. A parametric study
revealed that the shape, velocity, angle of incidence and orientation of incident particles
contributed greatly to the size and shape of the impact craters [6,7].
One important area that does not appear to have received much attention in the
literature is interference between incident and rebounding particles. For example, all of
the single particle models discussed thus far predict that the maximum crater size occurs
at close to normal incidence [2-7]. In erosion due to particle streams, however, it has
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sometimes been found the maximum erosion rate occurs not at normal incidence, but at
some intermediate angle, (e.g. [8]). It is possible that, at normal incidence, more of the
particles rebounding from the surface interfere with the incident particles, thus causing
the effective energy transfer to the surface to be reduced, resulting in reduced erosion of
the target.
Particle interference effects are often overlooked in erosion testing. For example, it is
generally believed that the erosion rate (volume of target material removed per unit
weight of eroding particles) should be independent of the flux of particles ( Kg m 2 s ) in
the absence of inter-particle collisions. However, several investigators have reported a
decreasing erosion rate with increasing particle flux [9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14].
Despite this, erosion rates are often reported without specifying flux, which has lead to
confusion and misleading comparisons of data regarding effects of various particleerosion parameters obtained under apparently similar conditions (but in reality, under
differing levels of flux). This target shielding effect has been reported by several authors
(e.g. [15-17]) who have also used this hypothesis to explain the dependence of erosion
rates on particle flux; however, little work has been done to model this effect.
Only two other articles on modeling particle inference effects can be found in the
literature. Anand et al. [16] derived an analytical model of particle interference to explain
flux effects in solid particle erosion tests, and were able to correctly predict trends in
experimental data.

The authors found that the surface was partially shielded from

incident particles due to interference-effects. However, they used a highly simplified
model of collision dynamics [16]; that is, the result of a particle-particle collision was the
removal of the incident particle from the system. Furthermore, this model did not
consider divergent nozzles, the effect of standoff distance, and the fact that some particles
hit the surface multiple times. Andrews and Horsfield [18] modified the theory of kinetic
gases to derive expressions for the mean free path of a spherical particle in a stream and
the probability of particle collisions. Their model was used to consider particle
interference effects in an erosion test. In addition, the authors derived an expression for
the critical flux of spheres necessary for a high collision frequency, and noted that, for
low fluxes, collisions do not reduce the number of particles reaching the surface. This
conclusion contradicts the view that the surface is protected by interference between
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incident and rebounding particles. Instead, the authors claim that the target-surface
protection phenomenon is due to particle collisions degrading the incident stream by
increasing its angular divergence and by creating a spectrum of incident velocities and
angles of attack. The principal limitations of their approach are: (a) only frictionless,
elastic collisions are considered for particle-surface and particle-particle and collisions;
(b) the 3-dimensional particle-particle collision model is simplified to essentially a 2dimensional analysis, (c) only incident particle-streams with all particles traveling on
parallel paths are considered; (d) the effect of standoff-distance is neglected, and (e)
multiple collisions of spheres with the surface are not considered, and (f) all spheres are
assumed to rebound from the surface in the same direction and this direction must be
known a priori.

4

2 Computer modeling of particle streams
It is evident from Chapter 1 that there is a need for a generally applicable model
capable of predicting interference-effects under a wide variety of conditions. Such a model
has been developed and implemented in the form of a computer simulation and has been
shown to provide good predictions of interference-effects when applied to realistic blast
cleaning and shot peening applications. Thus, the limitations of the model due to Andrews
and Horsfield [18] and those of the model due to Anand et al. [16] have been addressed by
the computer model presented in this thesis.
The aim was to predict the effect of particle interference on the incident power to the
surface and to predict the critical particle flux at which the interference-effects become
significant. The model was written in the computer language C++, and allows the blast
simulation to be visualized using OpenGL® animation. The model was used in a
parametric study pertinent to erosion testing, peening and blast cleaning processes and to
provide predictions of the conditions at which particle collisions become significant.
Much of content in this chapter has been submitted for publication [19].
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2.1

General description and assumptions
The model simulates incident streams of spherical particles of radius, rp, mass, m,

velocity, vp, and angle of attack, α, emanating from a circular nozzle of radius rn, and
stream divergence angle, φ, at a launch frequency fl, impacting a flat surface at a distance
d from the surface (see figure 2.1).

α

rn,vp, fl

Nozzle Exit Plane

φ

d

Ae
Surface
Figure 2.1: Definitions of parameters modeled in simulation

Circular nozzles which launch equally sized particles having a velocity distribution
that varies uniformly or parabolic were considered. The intention of the present study
was to model particle interference effects, and not the particular mechanisms of target
material damage or removal. Thus, a coefficient of restitution approach was used to treat
both interparticle and particle-surface collisions. Only the kinematics of the particles was
considered important and the effect of a geometric change of the surface on the
kinematics of the particles was neglected. Energy losses in collisions were accounted for
using coefficients of restitution epp, for inter-particle collisions and eps, for energy losses
associated with particle-surface interactions (e.g. target plastic deformation or cutting).
Accounting for friction in inter-particle impacts requires the solution of fifteen linear
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equations in fifteen unknowns for each event [20]. To prevent the computational time
from becoming prohibitively large, inter-particle collisions were assumed frictionless,
while a friction coefficient, µ, was assumed for particle-surface collisions. The details of
the collision mechanics are presented in Section 2.5.
Fluid effects such as drag were neglected, as were gravitational effects. Thus,
particles were assumed to travel outward in straight lines from the nozzle. Initially, for
diverging nozzles, particles exiting the nozzle at a distance r from the centreline of the
nozzle were assumed to leave on a path described by:

θ (r ) = φ

r
rn

{r ∈ R | 0 ≤ r ≤ rn }

(2.1)

Where θ(r) is the angle between the normal to the nozzle and the trajectory of a
particle leaving the nozzle at a radius r, rn is the radius of the nozzle, and φ is a user
defined maximum nozzle divergence. This equation implies that particles at the centre of
the nozzle leave on a path along the normal to the cross-section, and particles on the outer
edge of the nozzle leave at an angle equal to the divergence angle of the nozzle. It should
be noted that in Chapter 7, a modified description of stream divergence was considered
for simulation of experimental data. Finally, in the present work, only one particle was
launched at a time, although the model allows for multiple simultaneous launches.
In the computer model, particles are created on the nozzle exit plane shown in
figure 2.1. There is an equal probability of a particle appearing anywhere in the nozzle
exit plane. Care is taken to ensure that a particle is not created in the same place as an
existing particle. When a particle is created, it is assigned a speed and a direction given
by equation (2.1). The speed of each particle is considered uniform across the nozzle in
all studies in this thesis, with the exception of Section 6.7, which deals with the effect of
a non-uniform distribution.
2.2

Event-based computer algorithm
In an earlier (and abandoned) version of this model an equal time-step algorithm was

used. Collisions between particles were detected by determining if any particles had
volumes that were sharing the same space. For spheres this is easily accomplished by
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determining if the distance between the mass-centres is less than or equal to the sum of
the particle radii at every step in time. The central problem with this methodology is in
the choosing an appropriate time-step. If the time-step is too large then some particles
that should have collided at some time between time-steps would have never been
overlapping at a time-step; the collision detection would miss the collision and the
particles would simply move through each other. Choosing extremely small time-steps
greatly decreases the probability of such an outcome; however, it also greatly increases
the computational requirements. In addition, the overlapping volumes method of collision
detection is very unlikely to identify collisions until after it occurs; thus, particles will
rebound from slightly incorrect positions.
The event-based algorithm solves all the shortcomings of the equal time-step model
and therefore, improves the accuracy of the particle kinematics to the limit supplied by a
C double data type. Event driven means that time increments are taken from event to
event, rather than in equal time-steps. From the most general perspective, an event is an
action that is associated with a time. Many such events are handled by the model: particle
creation at the nozzle exit plane, a collision between a particle and another particle, a
collision between a particle and a surface, a particle colliding with the system boundary.
Some examples of events involving hypothetical particles with arbitrary subscripts are:
Particle P1 will hit particle P2 at time t1, a particle P34 will be created at the nozzle exit
plane at time t10, particle P4 will collide with surface S1 at time t2, and particle P10 will
collide with the system boundary at time t3. Each of these actions (collisions and particlecreations) occurs at a given time in the model and thus each is considered a type of event.
The model is limited to considering collisions between pairs of objects, thus, at most, an
event will involve two objects and a time. In some cases only one object is involved, such
as in a particle-creation event. An exactly simultaneous collision of more than two
objects is very unlikely, and thus, this limitation is a reasonable one. In any case, the
equations involved in simultaneous collisions of more than two particles are usually
unsolvable as there are more unknowns than equations. The event-based algorithm is
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implemented in a collection of C++ classes. The Event * class is the base class that
describes the behaviour and data in common with all event types. The Event class is not
“instantiated” (C++ term denoting the creation of an object from a class definition), but
provides through polymorphism, a method of handling events that does not require the
knowledge of the type of event object that is being handled. This implementation requires
that every type of event class must “inherit” (C++ term denoting the inclusion of a
parent/base class’s members in a child/derived class) the Event class. EventNozzle,
EventParticle EventPlate, and EventBound are derived classes of the Event class. The
data in common with all event classes is the time of the event, and so a time data member
is provided in the Event class. Every event must be executed during the event-execution
portion of the algorithm. A virtual member function is provided for this purpose that each
event-type must overload this to provide the desired functionality during event-execution.
Currently, the EventNozzle class is used to instantiate particle creation events. The
EventBound class is used to instantiate system-boundary collision events. The
EventParticle and EventPlate classes are used to instantiate particle-particle and particlesurface events respectively. The EventHandler class contains the event store and provides
all the logic for event creation, event selection, time advancement, and event deletion.
Also contained in the EventHandler class is logic that starts the event-execution process,
however, the logic that is performed during event execution is always contained within
classes that inherit the Event class: EventNozzle, EventParticle EventPlate, and
EventBound. The C++ computer code can be found in Appendix C.
The simulation progresses without regard to the types of events involved, by
repeatedly executing a cycle of event creation, event selection, time advancement, event
execution and event deletion. Event creation uses the state of the simulation, predicts all
future events, and stores them in the event store. Event creation relies on multiple calls to
the collision detection algorithm to accomplish this. The collision detection algorithm has
the job of predicting if and when collisions will occur between pairs of objects, and
ultimately this information is used in the creation of events. In many cases, collision
*

In this section (2.2), words in italics refer to “classes” (C++ term denoting modular sections of computer
code) that are in appendix C. The use of capital letters in these italicised words is appropriate as they are
part a class’s designation as per ANSI C++ specifications.
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detection will report that many possible collisions are possible for a certain particle. In
this case, an event is only created for the collision that occurs first. The only events that
are not a product of collision detection are particle creation events, as these are selfperpetuating. Executing a particle creation event creates a particle and another particlecreation-event in the future. Thus, all that is required for particle creation throughout the
simulation is a manual insertion of a particle creation event in the event-store at the onset
of the algorithm. After the Event creation algorithm is complete, the event store contains
a prediction of the future state of the system. It is only guaranteed to be an accurate
prediction up until the time of the earliest event in the event store. The future state of the
system after the earliest event will be altered by this event and thus is uncertain, however,
many of the predicted events will not change over this period.
Usually every particle in the simulation will be associated with an event after event
creation is complete with the exception of stray particles. Any particle that is not
associated with an event is considered a stray particle. Stray particles are not accounted
for by the event handling system and thus the simulation considers them particles that
will not be involved in any event during the current cycle. This is only appropriate for a
special class of stray-particles called valid-stray particles. These are particles with zero
velocity that will not be hit by another particle during the current cycle. A valid-stray
particle can in a following cycle become involved in a particle-particle collision event; in
this case, it would no longer be a stray particle of any kind. Another class of stray-particle
called an invalid-stray particle is created by the event deletion algorithm. These are
undesirable and are ultimately associated with events in the following step of eventcreation (although event creation may create some more invalid-stray particles before
assigning all of them to events). When the algorithm starts event selection, no invalidstray particles should exist in the system or the algorithm will fail to account for them.
Thus, the event-creation algorithm is also responsible for ensuring that no invalid-stray
particles exist, and that events in the event-store are valid. Because the model depends on
being able to calculate what will happen to each particle at a future time, each particle
must be associated with an event (with the exception of valid-stray particles as they do
not effect the system). To accomplish this, it was necessary to put every object in the
system within a closed surface. The surface was chosen to be a rectangular prism, since
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this shape facilitates the detection particles that will collide with it. All particles that are
created inside the volume never leave it as they are deleted when they collide with it. A
collision against the closed surface is considered an event and it is always possible to
associate an event with a particle if it is moving since it is always moving towards the
system boundary. The surface or the system boundary serves this purpose and it provides
a way to remove particles that will no longer effect the power availability at the target
surface.
Event selection simply determines which of the stored events has the smallest value
of time associated with it; then time advancement is achieved by setting the simulationtime to the time associated with the event. This is the way time progresses in the
simulation, and is the origin of the term event driven. Usually, time is advanced to the
next event, but there is a small probability that the event chosen in event-selection has the
same time as the one chosen in the last cycle, in which case time-advancement does
occur. This is how the model was made to be tolerant to simultaneous events.
Event execution involves executing the action associated with the event. In the case
of a particle-particle collision event, the resultant velocities of the particles involved in
the collision are calculated and the particles have their velocity data updated. In the case
of a particle creation event, a particle is created on the nozzle exit plane, is assigned a
velocity, and a new particle creation event is created at a time one period in the future. In
the case of a particle-surface collision, the particle is assigned a new velocity. In the case
of a collision with the system boundary, the particle’s history is logged; if the system is
already at steady-state, that is, the stream is fully developed and the average collision
frequency with the surface is relatively constant with time, then the particle is deleted
from the system.
After the event is executed, event-deletion occurs, and the event that was executed is
removed from the event store. If the recently deleted event was one that involved an
acceleration, or creation of a particle then, the particle or particles involved are
considered invalid-stray particle(s). Events must be created to account for what will
happen to these particles; thus, the cycle then begins again with event creation. There is
one complication; at this point, no stored events can be trusted as it is possible that up to
two among them will no longer occur. This is because the new trajectories given to the
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particles in event execution may cause collisions with other particles earlier than the
event(s) already in the event-store. It is necessary to identify such invalid events in the
store and replace them with events that will occur; doing so sometimes creates another
stray particle. In this case, it would still be possible for more invalid events to exist.
Stray particles are created when the invalid event is a particle-particle collision event and
it is deleted. Only one of the particles in the invalid event could be hit by the original
invalid-stray-particle thus there is one particle left over; it becomes the new invalid stray
particle and must be deal this in the same way as the original. Collision detection and
event creation and the removing of invalid events are performed on each stray particle
until there is none left. Event creation should occur until all stray particles are associated
with events; this is equivalent to removing all the invalid events.
This algorithm allows for an unlimited number of collisions of any object in the
system, and allows for an unlimited number of objects.

However, in practice, the

limitations of the computer system will put a limit on the number of particles considered.
The simulation is animated using OpenGL® so that the particle interactions can be
observed as they occur. Screenshots of the simulation can be seen in figure 2.2 and
figure 2.3. The system boundary is not visible in these figures. Particle-particle collision
events are visualized in these figures as pairs of lines emanating from each particle and
converging to the site of the possible collision event. The lines are the paths of the
particles as swept out by their mass centres up to the time of the possible collision event.
Data is collected when a particle hits the system boundary. The life history of the
particle (i.e. time of impacts, incident and rebound velocities and angles, coordinates of
collisions on the surface) is recorded so that various calculations can be made. It should
be noted that data points only begin to be written to a file when the system has reached a
steady-state condition, when the number of particles in the system is approximately
constant.

The simulation ends, under steady-state conditions, when either a user

specified number of particles exit the system, or, when a user specified simulation time
has passed. The data written thus represents a ‘snapshot’ of the process at steady state.
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Figure 2.2: Screenshot of typical simulation run at: α = 45°, rn*=50, rp*=7, d*=1000,
φ=6° ρs=0.04, epp=1, eps=0.3, f=0

Figure 2.3: Screenshot of typical simulation run at: α = 90°, rn*=50, rp*=7, d*=1000,
φ=6° ρs=0.04, epp=1, eps=0.3, f=0
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2.3

Collision detection algorithms

In the present simulation, it is possible for collisions to occur either between two
particles or between a particle and a surface. As discussed in Section 2.2, the system
boundary was a rectangular prism made from six planar surfaces, and collision detection
between a moving particle and the system boundary was accomplished through collision
detection between the particle and each of the six surfaces. Collision detection operated
on two objects at a time. To determine if a single particle would collide with other
objects in the simulation, it was necessary to perform collision detection between it and
all other objects, one pair at a time.

All of the collision detection algorithms are

contained in the C++ class “Collision” in the C++ computer code of Appendix A .

2.3.1 Particle-Particle Collision Detection
At any given time, the system will have a fixed number of particles in it. Let n be a
natural number that represents the total number of particles at some time. Let each
particle have a unique numerical designation from the=
set D

{1, 2,..., n − 1, n} . Collision

detection must be preformed for every unique pair of particles in the set D. That is, for n
particles, collision detection must be performed the number of times given by eq. (2.2)
for every time step.
n −1

∑ (n − j )

where j ∈ N

(2.2)

j =1

For example, if n = 4 , collision detection must occur for each of the subsets of D:
{1,2},{1,3},{1,4},{2,3},{2,4} and {3,4}. This can be expressed in a compact and general
form via the eq. (2.3) and a redefinition of multiplication and addition: addition should be
taken as a comma, i.e. a separator; multiplication of numbers defines the numbers as
elements of a set.
n −1



n



∑  ∑ ik 
i= 1

k = i +1
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(2.3)

Eq. (2.3) would give 1⋅2+1⋅3+1⋅4+2⋅3+2⋅4+3⋅4 for the previous example with n = 4 . This
output should be interpreted as the same collection of sets derived in the previous
example. In the context of (2.3) i and k are each designations of a particle in the set D;
that is, k ⊆ D and i ⊆ D . Eq. (2.3) outputs two-element sets that are in the form {i, k} .
The collision detection algorithm operates each of these sets and determines if a collision
between the particles in the set will occur. If a collision is detected for a set of particles,
the collision detection algorithm also reports the time of the collision. Determining which
particles will collide in the set D, requires collision detection to be carried out for each set
outputted by (2.3). Although the detection of a collision by the collision detection
algorithm is a necessary condition for a collision to occur between particles in a set, it is
not a sufficient condition. It is possible the collision detection algorithm to detect more
than one collision for an element (or particle) in set D, although the time of the detected
collisions would differ. Of course, this could not occur in reality; only the earliest
collision could occur. In these cases, it is necessary to discard all collisions with the
exception of the one that occurs earliest. Doing this provides sufficient conditions for
determining which of the particles in set D will collide.
Thus far, the discussion has been on determining how to identify sets of particle pairs
such that when all of them are used as operands in the collision detection algorithm it
would be known which of the particles in the system would collide. A description of how
the collision detection algorithm operates is the focus of the remainder of this section.
Gravity and fluid effects were neglected in the computer model. This had the
consequence of making the particle trajectories peicewise linear. Eq. (2.4) describes the

change in displacement, ∆d , over a change in time, ∆t , of a particle with a linear

trajectory, travelling at velocity v .

 ∆d
v=
∆t

  
where: ∆d = d 2 − d1 and ∆t = t2 − t1

(2.4)

In the computer model t1 is chosen as the time of the particle’s last acceleration or as the

time of the particle’s launch from the nozzle. The position vector d1 is the position of the
particle’s centre of mass at time t1 . Eq. (2.5) is derived by rearranging eq. (2.4).
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d 2 ( t2 ) = d1 + ( t2 − t1 ) v



where: d1 , t1 and v are considered constant

(2.5)

The collision detection requires the trajectory to be in the form of eq. (2.5) as it is

necessary for it to retrieve a particle’s position d 2 as a function of time t2 .
Consider a single set of two particles {i, k} that is determined from eq. (2.3). The
trajectory of particle i and k can be represented in the form of eq. (2.5) as in shown is
eqs. (2.6) and (2.7) respectively.



li ( t ) = di + ( t − ti ) vi

(2.6)




lk ( t ) = d k + ( t − tk ) vk

(2.7)

Spherical particles k and i with radii Ri and Rk respectively, have surfaces in contact
when the distance between their mass centres is equal to the sum of their radii (eq. (2.8)).
This condition must be satisfied for a collision to occur.


li ( t ) − lk ( t ) =
Ri + Rk

(2.8)

Solving eq. (2.8) for the time t determines if a when a collision will occur. If and only if
t is a real number, that is, t ∈ R , will a collision between k and i will occur at time t . If
t is a complex number or infinite number then a collision will not occur for particles k

and i .
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2.3.2 Particle-Surface Collision Detection
The computer model used a plane surface as a target for the particle stream. Collision
detection must be performed between all the particles in the system and this planar target.
This section describes the details of the collision detection for this task.
A planar surface was expressed in parametric form using parameters s2 and s1 along



with two vectors in the plane a = ( ax , a y , az ) and b = ( bx , by , bz ) and rp = ( rpx , rpy , rpz ) is
a point on the plane:

 

p =rp + s2 a + s1b

(2.9)


 
n p= a × b

(2.10)

The plane’s normal is given by:

The time t at which the trajectory (eq. (2.6)) of particle i will intersect the target plane
eq. (2.9) is given by:
   
n p ⋅ rp − n p ⋅ di
t
=
+ ti
 
vi ⋅ n p

(2.11)

If the time t given by eq. (2.11) has an infinite value then no collision of the particle with
the plane will occur and collision detection ends. If a finite real value of time t is
retrieved by eq. (2.11), then a collision is possible. In this case, a subscript “c” will be
added to the time t to indicate that it is the time of a collision tc . Eq. (2.6) can be used to

retrieve the position of the particle lic at the time of the collision tc . This result is shown

in eq. (2.12). In eq. (2.12) a subscript “c” was added to li ( t ) of Eq. (2.6) in order to

indicate that this is the position of the particle at the time of the collision tc . lic can also
be interpreted as the position on the plane where the collision of particle i will occur at
time tc .



lic = (licx , licy , licz ) = di + ( tc − ti ) vi

(2.12)

It is still not certain if a collision has occurred as the analysis above neglects the
dimensions of the surface and treats it as a surface that is infinite in extent. The point of
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intersection given by eq. (2.12) must occur within the dimensions of the plane for it to be
considered a collision. Thus, it is necessary to determine this by retrieving the values of
the plane parameters at the point of intersection. The point of intersection in terms of the
plane parameters s2 and s1 is found by substituting via eqs. (2.13) and (2.14). The
subscript “c” is added to the plane parameters s2 and s1 given by eqs. (2.13) and (2.14) to
indicate that they are values that correspond to the collision location.
s1c =

ax ( liyc − rpy ) − a y ( lixc − rpx )

(2.13)

ax by − bx a y

s2=
ax ( lixc − rx ) − bx ax s1c
c

(2.14)

The dimensions of the rectangular plane are expressed as intervals of the plane as is
shown in figure 2.4
S1

w

S2
surface

l
Figure 2.4: The dimensions of the planar surface are expressed as intervals of the
plane parameters s1 and s2 and the dimensions w and l : s1 ≤ 0.5w , s2 ≤ 0.5l

If the parameters given by eqs. (2.13) and (2.14) are within these intervals, then a
collision is detected. That is, if the statements s1c ≤ 0.5w and s2 c ≤ 0.5l are true then a
collision is detected. If the particular collision being considered is between a particle and
the target surface, the dimensions of the particle must be taken into account so that the
particle’s surface is in contact with the target surface at the time of the detected collision.
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This was easily accomplished by creating an addition surface that is translated above the
target surface a distance of the radius of particle i . Collisions of spherical particles
detected with reference to the collision detection surface would have their surface in
contact with the target surface at a single point. This small adjustment in the algorithm
was made in the computer model; however, it was not necessary as the standoff distance
d is usually much greater than the particle radii rp and the error would be negligible.

2.4

Particle scattering for particle-surface collisions
In general, a particle may first rebound from the target surface, interact with other

particles, and subsequently return to impact the surface again (and indeed this cycle may
repeat many times). Upon striking the surface for the second time, the particle may
acquire a significant amount of rotational and translation velocity in a plane different
from that of the incident translation velocity vector and the target normal vector. The
effect of friction was also included in the model of the particle surface collisions because
of its importance in rebound particle scattering. Thus, a full 3-dimensional collision
analysis was required to properly model particle-surface interactions.
The use of dimensionless coefficients to model frictional three-dimensional impacts
has been proposed by numerous investigators (e.g. [20]-[ 24]]). The approach used in
this thesis is a simplification of the general three-dimensional case first presented by
Brach for the impact of a sphere with a flat surface [20]. It is assumed that no moments
develop at the point of impact, which is equivalent to saying the impact occurs at a single
point. The development presented here follows from the two-dimensional case presented
by Brach in Ref. [25].

2.4.1 Scattering equations
Consider a sphere impacting a flat surface as shown in Figure 2.5, which has origin
at the point of contact.
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n

ωn
Pt'

ωt'

ωt

t

Pt
t'

Pn

Figure 2.5: Definition of angular velocities, ωi, and impulses Pi in three coordinate
directions, n, t, and t´ at point of contact between sphere and flat surface.
A resisting force will act on the sphere as the sphere contacts the surface and the
components of the impulse in three coordinate directions, n, t, and t´ resulting from this
force are Pn, Pt, and Pt´ respectively. To avoid unrealistic results, Brach [25] has shown
that three distinct cases must be analysed: sliding throughout the impact, sliding ends
prior to the end of contact, and rolling occurs. Using the fact that an impulse equals a
change in momentum, the following kinetic coefficients or impulse ratios are defined, for
the case of sliding throughout the impact [20]:

µ=
t

Pt Vt − vt
=
Pn Vn − vn

(2.15)

µ=
t′

Pt ′ Vt ′ − vt ′
=
Pn Vn − vn

(2.16)

Along with a coefficient of restitution:
e ps = −

Vn
vn

(2.17)

Capital and lowercase letters (V and v) indicate rebound and incident velocities,
respectively. Conservation of angular momentum in the t´ and t directions gives:
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mrpVt + I Ω
=
mrp vt + I ωt ′
t′

(2.18)

−mrpVt ′ + I Ωt =− mrp vt ′ + I ωt

(2.19)

Where capital and lowercase letters (Ω and ω) indicate particle rebound and incident
rotational velocities, respectively, and m, rp, and I are the mass, radius, and mass moment
of inertia of the sphere. The system of eqs. (2.15)-(2.19), when solved, gives rebound
velocities for the case of sliding throughout impact, as follows:
Vn = −e ps vn

(2.20)

Vt =
− µt vn (1 + e ps ) + vt

(2.21)

Vt ′ =
− µt ′vn (1 + e ps ) + vt ′

(2.22)

Ωt = ωt −

5
µt ′vn (1 + e ps )
2rp

(2.23)

Ωt ' = ωt ′ +

5
µt vn (1 + e ps )
2rp

(2.24)

For the case of sliding ending prior to the end of contact (i.e. sliding followed by rolling),
eqs. (2.21) and (2.22) must be replaced by eqs. (2.25) and (2.26) respectively:
Vt= rp Ωt ′

(2.25)

Vt ′= rp Ωt

(2.26)

Vn = −e ps vn

(2.27)

This results in:

=
Vt

5
2
vt + rpωt ′
7
7

(2.28)

Vt ′
=

5
2
vt ′ − rpωt
7
7

(2.29)
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5
2
vt ′ + ωt
7 rp
7

(2.30)

5
2
vt + ωt ′
7 rp
7

(2.31)

Ωt =−

=
Ωt ′

Brach [25] has established that the point of transition between sliding and rolling
behavior defines critical impulse ratios, µtc and µt´c, which are the greatest possible values
regardless of the mechanism by which tangential impulse is created. The critical impulse
ratios, µtc and µt´c can be obtained by setting the expressions for the final tangential
velocities in the rolling solution equal to those obtained using the sliding solution, giving:

µtc =

2 vt − rpωt ′ 
7 vn (1 + e ps )

(2.32)

µt ′c =

2 vt ′ + rpωt 
7 vn (1 + e ps )

(2.33)

These critical impulse ratios correspond to the case of maximum energy loss during a
collision. Apparent energy gains reported in the literature result from ignoring this fact,
as explained in Ref. [25]. Substituting eq.s (2.32) and (2.33) for µt and µt´ in the sliding
set of eqs. (2.20)-(2.24), produces the rolling set of eqs. (2.27)-(2.31). Thus, only eqs.
(2.20)-(2.24) are needed to solve a problem, the values of impulse ratio being replaced by
critical impulse ratios if the rolling solution is required.

2.4.2 Effect of friction and implementation of equations
The analysis presented in the previous section 2.5.1 is valid regardless of the
mechanism generating tangential impulses. In the present work, the assumed mechanism
for generating tangential impulses was dry-friction on an isotropic surface. In this case,
the direction of impulse must oppose the direction of relative sliding contact. Stronge
[23] has demonstrated that for dry friction the direction of slip is a constant so that,
referring to figure 2.6, the following holds:
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2
µ=
µt 2 + µt ′ 2

(2.34)

µt = µ cosη

(2.35)

µt ′ = µ sin η

(2.36)

µt
t

µ

vt-Rωt'

η

η

µt'

vt'+Rωt

t'
Figure 2.6: Directions of velocity components, and resulting impulse ratios, µi, in
tangential directions t and t´.

η is the angle between the resultant impulse ratio and the t axis in the tangent plane. η is
also equal to the angle that the resultant contact velocity vector makes with the t axis.
Given that the relative contact velocities shown in figure 2.6 appear in eqs. (2.32) and
(2.33), the signs of the critical impulse ratios can be used to determine the relative contact
velocity direction. The procedure to find a specific value of the friction coefficient, f, is
outlined as follows.
(i) Using equations (2.32)-(2.33) and following the sign convention given in figure 2.6,
calculate the values of the critical impulse ratios. Use these results to calculate µc, the
resultant critical impulse ratio:

=
µc

µtc 2 + µt ′c 2
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(2.37)

(ii) If f > |µc| then the sphere begins rolling in the direction of relative contact at some
point during impact, and eqs. (2.20)-(2.24) should be used with µt = µtc and µt´ = µt´c with
the signs of the critical impulse ratios preserved.
(iii) If f ≤ |µc| then the sphere slides in the direction of relative contact throughout the
whole impact, and eqs. (2.20)-(2.24) should be used with µt = ±|fcosη| and µt´= ±|fsinη|
where the signs of µt and µt´ are the same as the signs of µtc and µt´c, respectively. This
will ensure that the assumed directions of the tangential impulses are correct.

2.5

Particle scattering for inter-particle collisions
All collisions in the computer model were assumed to occur in pairs, and as explained

in Section 2.1, friction between the colliding particles was neglected. Thus, forces could
only be transmitted in the direction defined by a line between the two particles’ mass
centers. Because of this, acceleration is only possible in this direction. This direction
will henceforth be identified as the normal direction. Assuming the components of
incident particle velocities in the normal direction are vn1 and vn2, the final velocities of
the two particles in this direction, Vn1 and Vn2 are given by conservation of momentum,
eq. (2.38), and by the definition of the coefficient of restitution of the particles, eq. (2.39).
m1vn1 + m2 vn 2 = m1Vn1 + m2Vn 2
e pp = −

Vn 2 − Vn1
vn 2 − vn1

(2.38)
(2.39)

Solving for the final velocities of the two particles gives,

Vn1 =

Vn 2 =

m2 vn 2 + e pp ( vn 2 − vn1 )  + m 1 vn1
m1 + m2
m1 vn1 − e pp ( vn 2 − vn1 )  + m 2 vn 2
m1 + m2
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(2.40)

(2.41)

Equations (2.40) and (2.41) were used to determine the simulated scatter velocities
and angles for all inter-particle collisions.
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3 Dimensional analysis
A dimensional analysis was performed in order to aid in presentation of the results
and to reduce the number of experimental treatments required to determine the effect of
the parameters on the power availability at the surface. The inputs of the model and their
associated units are shown in Table 3.1.
Much of content in this chapter has been submitted for publication [19].

Parameters

Description

Units

fl

launch frequency (total number of particles launched per second)

[1/T]

φ

nozzle divergence angle

[1]

α

angle of attack

[1]

rn

nozzle radius

[L]

rp

particle radius

[L]

m

particle mass

[M]

vp

particle speed leaving nozzle

d

standoff-distance

[L]

epp

coefficient of restitution for particle-particle collisions

[1]

eps

coefficient of restitution for particle-surface collisions

[1]

friction coefficient between particle and target

[1]

f

[L/T]

Table 3.1: Parameters and associated units. T=time, L=Length, M=Mass
An infinitesimal moment before it collides with the surface, each particle (after
having possibly collided with a number of other particles) has an associated kinetic
energy, considered in the present work as the energy ‘available to the target surface’. The
energy available to the target surface per unit time, defined as the ‘power availability’ at
the surface, P, thus includes the effects of interference between incident and rebound
streams, and is considered to be the output of the model. The relationship between the
inputs and output of the model can be described as:
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P = f ( fl , φ , α , rn , rp , m, v p , d , e pp , e ps , f )

(3.1)

Five of these parameters in table 3.1 are already dimensionless, and the Buckingham
Pi Theorem [26] indicates that at most four additional dimensionless groups can be
formed. The following dimensionless parameters were selected:
P* =

P
1
mv p 2 f l
2

rn* =

fl rn
vp

rp* =

fl rp

d* =

fl d
vp

vp

(3.2)

(3.3)

(3.4)

(3.5)

These dimensionless groups have the following meanings: P* is the dimensionless
surface-power availability, the power of particles incident on surface, divided by the
power of the particles launched from the nozzle. rp* is the dimensionless particle radius,
and can be interpreted as the number of particles launched in the time taken for a particle
to travel a distance equal to the particle radius. rn* is the dimensionless nozzle radius and
can be interpreted as the number of particles launched in the time taken for a particle of
to travel a distance equal to the nozzle radius. d* is the dimensionless standoff-distance
and can be interpreted as the number of particles launched in the time taken for a particle
to travel the standoff-distance.
It is also possible to form a geometric interpretation of the dimensionless groups. The
rational number v p fl has units of length and describes the component of distance along
the nozzle centreline between particles in the incident stream. Thus, dimensionless
groups can be interpreted as ratios of different dimensions shown in figure 3.1.
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rn

vp / fl

vp / fl

Nozzle
Exit
Plane

d

φ

vp / fl

vp / fl

rp

α

Target
Surface
Figure 3.1: Geometric interpretation of dimensionless groups as the ratio of
different dimensions that describe the incident particle stream.
This geometric interpretation reveals that it is not the absolute size of the dimensions
that characterize an incident stream, but, the size relative to v p fl .

The relationship between the output and inputs of the model in dimensionless terms is:

P* = f (rp* , rn* , d * , φ , α , e pp , e ps , f )

(3.6)

An alternate input group is the dimensionless stream density, ρ s equal to the ratio of the
volume of particles in the incident stream, to the volume of the stream itself. Given that
d* can also be interpreted as the number of particles in the incident stream in the absence
of collisions, the following expression was derived:
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ρs =

4rp*3
3rn*2 + 3rn*d * tan φ + d *2 tan 2 φ

(3.7)

Particle interference-effects are usually reported as depending on the incident flux of
particles. The following relationship between dimensionless stream density, ρs, and
particle flux (i.e. kg/s of erodent per unit nozzle area) is expressed in eq. (3.8).
flux = ρ v p ρ s

(3.8)

ρ and v p in eq. (3.8) are the density of the eroding particles and the particle launch
speed respectively.

Thus, interference-effects resulting from changes in flux are

described by stream density for a given erodent material and launch speed.
P* can be interpreted in two different ways, depending on the specific definition of P
in eq. (3.1). When P is defined as the power available to the entire surface, the
dimensionless variable is identified as P∞*.

In the absence of inter-particle collisions,

only a portion of the surface, area Ae shown in figure 2.1, would be subjected to
collisions. The area, Ae is formed by the intersection of the frustum of the cone in figure
2.1 with the target surface. If P is defined as the power available to the portion Ae of the
surface, then the alternate dimensionless group Pe* (called the dimensionless power
available to the target) should be used. Thus, the definition of Pe* is the ratio of the
incident power of the particles on the area Ae with respect to the power of the particles
launched at the nozzle, and is thus a measure of the degree to which incident stream
power is spatially redistributed due to inter-particle collisions.
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4 Model performance and verification
Execution and actual simulation times vary with input parameters, and the speed of
the computer; but to give an idea, the following typical parameters were used in a
simulation run on an Intel Pentium III 600 MHz computer (with the graphics turned off):
angle of attack, α=30°, divergence angle, φ=3°, particle velocity vp=120 m/s, particle
radius, rp=210 µm, nozzle radius, rn=2.4 mm, particle launch frequency fl=664000 s-1,
standoff-distance, d=10 cm, target friction coefficient, f=0.1, and coefficients of
restitution, eps and epp, both equal to 0.3. The system-boundary was a cube of 10 cm on
each side. The simulation time to steady-state conditions was approximately 2 ms,
corresponding to approximately 7 s of execution time. The tracking of 104 particles
through the system and recording data associated with these 104 particles required
approximately 130 s of execution time. The 130s of real-world time corresponded to 19
ms of simulation time. In general, the execution time of the computer model is
approximately proportional to the factorial of the number of particles in the system.
Much of content in this chapter has been submitted for publication [19].
4.1

Comparison with existing models and experimental data
It should be noted that the validation of the computer model provided in this section

is based on a computer model that implements stream divergence with equation (2.1). In
Section 7 a different model for stream divergence is used that is based directly on
experimental results from [27]. Validation of this modification is provided in Section 7
with figures 7.5 and 7.6; however, it also lends credibility to the model in general.
In order to test the validity of the present model it would have been desirable to
compare it to another in the literature. One such statistical model exists [18] and is based
on a modified kinetic gas theory; however, due to the simplifying assumptions of that
study, direct numerical comparisons would be impossible or meaningless. For example,
the relative energy of scattered particles as a function of scattered angle is predicted and
given in Ref. [18], however, the calculations assume that there can be only one relative
scattered energy associated with a given scattered angle. Thus, this is essentially a
simplified 2D collision analysis as it is assumed that there can only be one rebound path
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for a particle striking the surface. The computer model presented in this thesis allows for
a multitude of scattered energies for a given scattered angle and depends only on the
collision history of the particle in question. Because of the limitations of the model
presented in Ref. [18], a direct comparison with the present model would be meaningless.
Instead, validation of the model was accomplished by comparison to experimental data.
The ultimate test of any model is against experimental data, however, most
experimental studies in the literature focus on determination of erosion rates, rather than
direct measurement of interference-effects. An exception is the work of Shipway and
Hutchings [38]. They devised a method to experimentally determine the minimum
particle flux at which particle-particle interactions become significant [38]. Shipway and
Hutchings coated an aluminium plate with a dye and blasted it with known doses of
erodent. They found that the radius of the scar of removed dye initially increased linearly
with the natural logarithm of the mass of erodent under low flux conditions [27]. Linear
increases in scar radius were attributed to the divergence of the nozzle due to nozzle
roughness effects. A non-linear change in the scar radii with respect to the natural
logarithm of erodent mass was attributed to particle interference-effects. Experiments
performed with various fluxes bracketed a critical value of particle flux at which a
departure from the linear behaviour occurred. It was thus concluded that fluxes below the
critical one resulted in conditions in which inter-particle effects were negligible [38].
Shipway and Hutchings determined the critical flux for three sizes of spheres in this
manner. These results are reproduced in Table 4.1 and are presented together with the
predictions of the computer model.

Sphere
Diameter
(µm)
69

Range of Flux in which
Critical Flux lies [38]
(kg·s-1·m-2)
0-0.4

Predicted
Critical Flux
(kg·s-1·m-2)
0.07

231

0.76-2.9

0.9

700

0.6-2.9

8.0

Table 4.1: Critical flux for negligible particle interactions: measured (from Ref. [38])
and predicted by computer model that implements stream divergence using eq. (2.1)
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The measured critical fluxes of Table 4.1 are given as a range extrapolated from the
graphs in Ref. [38], with the lower number representing the last tested flux where particle
interactions were insignificant, and the higher number representing the first tested flux
where particle interactions were found to be significant.
All of the input parameters necessary for the computer model were given in Ref. [38],
except the nozzle divergence angle, φ, the coefficients of restitution epp and eps, and the
friction coefficient, f. Nozzle divergence was estimated as 13° as it matches the typical
range of 12.5-15° given in Ref. [42] and is representative of the work of Shipway in Ref.
[28]. The coefficient of restitution for particle-particle collisions, epp, and the coefficient
of restitution for particle-surface collisions, eps, was taken as 1 and 0.3 respectively. The
latter was based on measurements taken with single glass particles impacting steel targets
[38]. The friction coefficient was chosen as zero, because surface friction has little effect
on interference. The critical flux at which interference between rebounding and incident
particles began to occur was determined by incrementally increasing the incident flux in
the simulation until it was reached. Predictions of the critical flux by the computer model
were within the range given in Ref. [38] in two out of the three cases. This level of
agreement between measured and predicted results was encouraging.
It should be noted that in Ref. [38], for the 69 µm spheres, the lowest flux tested was
0.4 kg·s-1·m-2. The authors found that this flux resulted in a non-linear variation of scar
radius across the entire domain of the logarithm of mass of erodent. They concluded that
some mechanism other than flux effects was responsible for this behaviour, and thus,
they abandoned other tests with this configuration. The computer model presented in this
thesis predicts a relatively low critical flux of 0.07 kg·s-1·m-2. This provides an
explanation of the variation from linear behaviour seen at 0.4 kg·s-1·m-2 based on a flux
effect mechanism.
Another study where interference effects were observed is that due to Oka et al. [29].
The authors obtained erosion rates as a function of particle flux for the case of SiO2
particles launched against iron targets. It was found that at normal incidence, for certain
particle-sizes and incident velocities, erosion rates were relatively constant up to a critical
flux, which, when exceeded, caused erosion rates to decrease. The authors attributed the
decrease in erosion rate at higher fluxes to inter-particle collisions. The present model is
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incapable of predicting erosion rates, as it does not consider the erosion mechanism.
However, it can predict the change in incident stream power due to interference-effects,
and it was of interest to determine whether the present model would be capable of
predicting the general trends seen by Oka et al. with respect to flux effects. In other
words, it was assumed that Pe* was directly proportional to the erosion rate.
Oka et al. [29] expressed their results in terms of two non-dimensional parameters,
the relative erosion rate, and the relative distance between particles, L*. The relative
erosion rate was obtained by dividing the measured erosion rates by the maximum
measured erosion rate seen at the particular set of conditions. L*, the relative distance
between incident particles was calculated by dividing the average distance between
incident particles by the diameter of the particles. The relative distance between incident
particles was also used by Shipway and Hutchings [38]. The stream density, ρs, eq. (3.7)
and L* both express the flux in non-dimensional terms. At normal incidence with zero
divergence, they are related as follows:
1

 π 3
L* = 

 6ρS 

(4.1)

All of the input parameters necessary for the simulation were given in Ref. [29],
except for friction, which was considered negligible, and the coefficients of restitution eps
and epp. Thus, the values for the coefficients of restitution eps and epp were chosen as
unity. This was assumed to be a good assumption because the coefficients of restitution
eps and epp only affect the magnitudes of the observed interference-effects and not the
general trends with flux, as is shown in Section 6.6.
figure 4.1 reproduces the relative erosion rate data plotted in Oka et al. (Fig. 12 of
[29]) and also includes the corresponding plot of the present model’s prediction of the
dimensionless power availability to the target, Pe*.
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Figure 4.1: Predicted dimensionless power availability, P*e, and measured relative
erosion rate (data from Ref. [29]) versus relative distance between particles, L* for
SiO2 particles impacting Iron target for particle-sizes and velocities:  - 326 µm,
104 m/s;  - 326 µm, 74 m/s.
The predictions of the present model show that Pe* decreases with decreasing L*
(relative distance between particles). This implies that the erosive power available to the
surface decreases with increasing flux, which, in turn, leads to the decrease in the
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measured erosion rate [29]. The experimental data shows a sudden drop in relative
erosion rate at an L* of approximately 17. Oka et al. [29] attributed this to a sudden
increase in interference between incident and rebounding particles. The present model
follows the same trends with L* as the experimental data and thus predicts a sudden
decrease in dimensionless power availability, at approximately the same L*. This
confirms the hypothesis put forward by Oka et al. [29] and gives a further validation of
the present model.
The present model’s ability to predict the spatial spread of the scattered particles can
be determined by comparing the size of erosion scar given in Ref. [29] with the
predictions of the area containing particle-surface collisions provided by the present
model. In making this comparison, it is assumed that every particle-surface collision
reported by the present model would result in erosion. Oka et al. (Fig. 13 of [29])
measured the surface roughness of the resulting erosion scar and found that over 90% of
the damage occurred in the region directly below the nozzle (i.e. within the Ae area shown
on figure 2.1) when 326 µm SiC particles were launched at normal incidence at an iron
target at 99 m/s (flux of 3 g/sec). The present model predicts that 95% of the impacts will
occur within Ae if it is assumed that the nozzle divergence, φ, is zero so that any particles
landing outside of Ae are due solely to inter-particle collisions. The agreement is
remarkably good considering that: (a) the nozzle used in the experiments is likely to have
a certain degree of divergence due to particles scattering off of the nozzle walls [27]; (b)
the present model considers only interference-effects and does not consider the erosion
mechanism; and (c) that the SiO2 and SiC particles used in Ref. [29] were angular, and
those used in the present model were spherical. Additional validation of the model is
provided in Section 7.3, where the incident stream divergence was modeled differently
than that in eq. (2.1).
4.2

Model consistency and verification of dimensional analysis
The consistency of the dimensional analysis was determined using a series of

simulations. They were carried out so that the individual values of fl, rn, rp, vp, and d were
all varied randomly by factors of up to ten in such a manner as to keep the dimensionless
groups rn*, rp*, and d* constant (the other dimensionless groups, α, eps, epp, and f were
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kept constant). The resulting dimensionless model output values of both P∞* and Pe*
were found to vary no more than ± 2% from the average. This verified the dimensionless
groups, and thus, the functional relationship given in eq. (3.6).
The confidence in the accuracy and consistency of the model was strengthened
further by a series of model predictions under conditions that gave known results. For
example, the model was expected to predict zero energy loss for the case of elastic,
frictionless particle-surface and particle-particle collisions irrespective of the specific
values of any parameter so long as these conditions were maintained. This required that
epp=1, eps=1 and f=0. In the case where epp=1, eps=1 and f=0, the model checks to ensure
energy conservation is not violated because of the collision. A variety of tests under these
conditions revealed, as expected, that no energy was lost or gained by the system as a
whole. In addition, the case of low flux and eps=0 was examined. The rebound velocities
in the direction perpendicular to the surface were equal to zero; as expected.
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5 Sensitivity Analysis
Even after the dimensional analysis of Chapter 3, a large number of input parameters
remained. A sensitivity analysis was thus performed to determine the input parameters
having the greatest effect on the output of the model, so that they could then be studied in
detail.
Much of content in this chapter has been submitted for publication [30].
5.1 Method
Using a factorial experiment [31] at two levels, the sensitivity of the dimensionless
output variable P* to changes of the input variables was determined. The sensitivity
analysis was based on the output Pe*, rather than P∞* . In this scheme, particles that
deflected and missed the target area Ae in were considered ineffective in transferring
energy to the intended target, in accordance with actual blasting applications in which
particles scattering beyond the target contribute little to the process.
All eight dimensionless factors of eq. (3.6) were considered, resulting in 256 model
runs. In addition, to assess the variability in the output one repetition of each treatment
was performed. It was found that the pooled estimate of run variance for the experiment
was only 2x10-4 which was considered negligible. The average values of the two
replications for each treatment were used to slightly improve the accuracy of the result
from each treatment. The sensitivity analysis was accomplished through the application
of Yates’s algorithm [31]. Almost all of the effects were greater than this variance and
were thus considered to have a significant effect on the output, however, since the
purpose of this study was to provide practical information, not all of the 28 effects were
considered in detail; only the eight largest effects were studied in depth.
The choice of parameter levels in such a sensitivity analysis is somewhat arbitrary.
Care must be taken in choosing these levels to avoid artificially biasing the outcome. The
levels were chosen to represent a configuration encountered in a real blast-cleaning
application. Thus, the level-0 parameters were chosen from experimental data [32] that
described a real particle stream, and the level-1 values were obtained by multiplying the
level-0 values by two. The two levels chosen for each parameter were considered to
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bracket a large portion of the factor’s realistic domain, and thus, the possible range of
values each parameter would realistically attain in an experiment. The chosen values are
listed in Table 5.1 together with the values of the parameters making up the
dimensionless groups in Table 5.2.

Factors

Level 0

Level 1

rn *

13.28

26.56

rp *

1.16

2.32

d*

553.33

1106.67

φ

3 deg *

6 deg

α

30 deg

60 deg

epp

0.3

0.6

eps

0.3

0.6

f

0.3

0.6

Table 5.1: Dimensionless parameter values used for sensitivity analysis.

Factors
rn
rp
d

Level 0

Level 1

0.24 cm

0.48 cm

0.021 cm 0.042 cm
10 cm

20 cm

fl

664000 Hz

vp

12000 cm/s

Table 5.2: Model parameters used to achieve dimensionless parameter levels.

*

Angles are expressed in terms of degrees for the convenience of the reader; however, radians were used in
the actual analysis.
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5.2

Results
The effect of varying each possible combination of input parameters (rn*, rp*, d*, φ, α,

epp, eps, f) on the output, Pe* was revealed by the sensitivity analysis. The eight largest
effects are listed in table 5.3.

Factors

Effect

α

-0.0961

rp *

-0.0876

eps

-0.0584

α, rp*

-0.0474

d*

0.0314

φ

0.0306

eps, rp*

-0.0296

rn *

0.0207

Table 5.3: Effects of factors.
They are a combination of main effects and two-factor interaction effects. Appendix A
shows all the treatments together with the complete set of results from the Yates
algorithm
The main effect of a factor measures the average effect of the factor over all
conditions of the other factors considered by the experiment. For every factor, there are
128 sets of two treatments differ only by the level of the factor in question. That is, one of
the treatments has the factor at level-0 and the other treatment has the factor at level-1.
The main effect of a factor is the average of the output, Pe* , of all the treatments with the
factor at level-1 subtracted by the average of the output, Pe* , of all treatments with the
factor at level-0.
A two-factor interaction effect is a result of one factor’s effect on the output having
some dependence on another factor’s value. Consider two hypothetical factors A and B .
If the output due to A has a correlation with the levels of B , then A and B are said to
interact. The combined effect of A and B on the output is called an interaction effect,
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and is denoted as the “ A x B interaction” in symbolic form. Let A1 and A0 denote the
set of outputs due to treatments with factor A at level-1 and level-0 respectively.
Similarly, let B1 and B 0 denote the set of outputs due to treatments with factor B at
level-1 and level-0 respectively. Let avg ( st ) denote the arithmetic average of the
elements of the set st . st is a set of numbers for which the arithmetic average is defined.
For a factorial experiment at two levels the A x B interaction effect is calculated by:

{

} {

}

1
avg ( A0 ∪ B1 ) − avg ( A0 ∪ B 0 ) − avg ( A1 ∪ B1 ) − avg ( A1 ∪ B 0 ) 

2

(5.1)

The coefficient of friction, f, is not found in table 5.3, therefore it’s effect on the
output was not significant under the chosen levels, and it was not considered further. The
coefficient of restitution for particle-particle collisions, epp, did not have a strong effect
under the experimental conditions. It had a small effect on the output variable when
interacting with the angle of attack, but the effect was significantly less than that due to
the other 8 factors studied. Most practical applications involve particle speeds and
materials (e.g. glass, ceramic, steel, etc) where epp is relatively high, therefore, interparticle collisions were considered elastic for the parametric study (i.e. epp =1).
Table 5.3 shows that the greatest effect was due to α, rp*, and eps. The 4th and 7th
entries reveal that these effects were not due to independent changes in these factors;
Instead, the effect of α depended on the value of rp* and, the effect of eps depended on the
value of rp*. In Section 6.2, it will be shown that changes in rp* result in changes in the
dimensionless stream density, ρ s , and thus these interaction-effects imply that the effect
of changes in stream density depends on the particular particle-surface coefficient of
restitution and angle of attack. When rp* was at level-0, the change in the output due to an
increase in α from level-0 to level-1 produced only a 0.003 decrease in Pe*, however,
when rp* was at level-1, the same change in α produced a much larger decrease (0.143) in
the output, Pe*. Thus, an increase in α resulted in a decrease in Pe*, and this change in
Pe* due to α was amplified by increases in rp*. Similarly, with respect to the interaction of
eps and rp*, when rp* was at level-0 the change in the output due to increasing eps from
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level-0 to level-1 produced only a 0.028 decrease in Pe* . However, when rp* was at level1, the same change in eps decreased Pe* by 0.088. Thus, an increase in eps resulted in a
decrease of Pe*, and this change in Pe* due to eps was amplified by increases in rp*.
Individual changes in d*, φ , and rn*, were responsible for the next three largest effects
on Pe*. The effect of each respective variable was to cause the increase of Pe* .
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6 Parametric Study for Typical Blast Cleaning
Application
6.1

Parametric Study involving important parameters identified in Chapter
5
In Chapter 5, it was found that the parameters that affected the model output were due

to changes involving combinations of α, rn*, rp*,α, φ and eps (Table 5.3) In this chapter,
a detailed parametric study of these important parameters is presented, so that
conclusions regarding their effect on real blasting applications can be drawn.
Model runs were conducted by varying one factor while holding all others constant at
the values in Table 6.1, which are based on those found in actual blasting applications
[32].
Much of content in this chapter has been submitted for publication [30].

Factors

Level

rn *

50

rp *

4

d*

1000

φ

6 deg.

α

60 deg.

epp

1

eps

1

f

0

Table 6.1: Base levels for the parametric study.
figure 6.1 shows values of dimensionless power availability, to the whole surface,
P∞*, originally intended target area (Ae in figure 2.1) Pe*, and the region outside of the
target, P∞*-Pe* as a function of incident angle of attack, α, at several values of rp*.
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Figure 6.1: Effect of angle of attack, α on: dimensionless power available to surface,
P∞*, dimensionless power available to target, Pe*, and dimensionless power available
outside of target, P∞*-Pe*, for rp* values of: - 1, - 2, - 3, - 4, - 5, - 6, -7.
All other input parameters at the values listed in Table 6.1.
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The trends shown in figure 6.1 for Pe* further demonstrate the previously mentioned
interaction effect of α and rp*; that is, the response to α depends on rp*. Increasing rp*
always resulted in a decrease of Pe*. The minimum values of Pe* occurred at
approximately α = 90°. For example, at rp*=4 (which is typical of blast cleaning),
and α = 90° approximately 70% of the nozzle power is available at the target. A high
P∞*-Pe* implies a large portion of the nozzle power available to the surface arrives outside
of the target ellipse; implying that a large amount of particle scattering occurred. Figure
6.1 shows that P∞*-Pe* increases with increasing rp* and α. For shallow α and small rp*,
the power available outside of the target area (and thus particle scattering) is negligible.
This is as expected as one would expect more particle-particle collisions, and therefore,
more scattering for higher α and rp*. More particle-particle collisions are expected at
normal incidence because spheres that collide with the surface rebound directly back into
the path of incoming spheres. This expected increase in particle-collisions would result in
a large amount of scattering.
Figure 6.2 is a collection of curves, each representing a unique eps value that show the
effect rp* and eps have on P*. The eps and rp* interaction effect mentioned in Section 5 is
also evident in this figure, as explained below.
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Figure 6.2: Effect of rp* on: dimensionless power available to surface, P∞*,
dimensionless power available to target, Pe*, and dimensionless power available
outside of target, P∞*-Pe*, for eps values of: - 0.1 , - 0.2, - 0.4, - 0.6, - 0.8,
- 1.0. All other input parameters at the values listed in Table 6.1
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The dimensionless power available to the target, Pe*, always decreased as eps
decreased. The changes of Pe* due to changes in rp* depended on the value of eps. Pe*
decreased approximately linearly with increasing rp* when eps ≥ 0.4, while Pe* exhibited
different non-linear behavior for eps < 0.4, such that Pe* increased when rp* < 5, decreased
for rp* > 5, and was a maximum at rp*=5. The scattering effects overall do not strongly
depend on the on the value of eps, as can be seen by the P∞*-Pe* curves, which are very
close to each other. The dimensionless power available to the entire surface, P∞*
consistently increases with increasing rp*. Thus the maxima observed on the Pe* curve
were due to particle scattering effects. For high eps, P∞* ≈ 1 irrespective of rp*. This is an
interesting result because P∞* =1 is the expected value for zero particle interference and,
in fact, significant inter-particle collisions occurred. Thus, despite the fact that there were
significant scattering effects, as is shown by the P∞*-Pe* curves, the energy available to
the whole surface did not decrease due to scattering. In fact, P∞* > 1 in many cases in
figure 6.5. Section 6.5 explains the mechanism responsible for P* values greater than
unity. The effect of changing d*, φ, and rn* is shown in figure 6.3, figure 6.4, and figure
6.5, respectively. The trends are similar for each parameter, with P∞* remaining at a
constant value slightly less than one, and increases in d*, φ, and rn* resulting in an
increased Pe* due to decreased particle scattering. The observed trends can be explained
in terms of the effect each of these parameters has on stream density (Section 6.2).
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Figure 6.3: Effect of d* on: dimensionless power available to surface, P∞*,
dimensionless power available to target, Pe*, and dimensionless power available
outside of target, P∞*-Pe*. All other input parameters at the values listed in Table
6.1.
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6.2

Effect of stream density and rn/rp
The sensitivity analysis described in Section 5 revealed that the input parameters rn*,

rp*, d*, and φ strongly affect Pe*. These parameters alter the volume of particles in the
incident stream, or the volume of the stream itself. The dimensionless incident stream
density, ρs, is defined as the ratio of the volume of particles to the volume of the incident
stream:

ρs =

4rp*3
3rn*2 + 3rn*d * tan φ + d *2 tan 2 φ

(6.1)

The incident stream density, ρs, depends only on rn*and rp* for φ=0.
Decreases in d*, φ, or rn* and increases in rp* cause ρs to increase. Figures 6.2-6.5
showed that changes in these parameters that caused increases in ρs always resulted in an
increase in the dimensionless power availability outside the elliptical target region
P∞*−Pe*. This is attributed to an increased probability of inter-particle collisions. This
trend led to the hypothesis that the sole effect of changes in d*, φ, and rn* and rp* might
be only to change the probability of inter-particle collisions by altering ρs; that is,
individual changes in d*, φ, and rn* and rp* were not independent; they only served to
change the stream density, ρs. If the hypothesis were true, it would reduce the number of
parameters affecting interference by three, making it much easier to draw generalized
conclusions regarding interference effects.
The hypothesis was tested with a series of model runs that were made with α and eps
constant and φ=0. If the hypothesis was true, the model output would have a low
variance for several treatments keeping ρs constant while randomly changing the
parameters making up ρs.. The resulting Pe* values were relatively uniform for a given ρs,
(standard deviations on the order of 2-3% of the mean), with the exception of low rn/rp.
Thus, the hypothesis was supported by this experiment; that is, ρs can describe the effects
on the output due to rn*, rp*, and d* so long as rn/rp is high enough. Additional
experiments presented in the next section were performed to determine the values of rn/rp
over which ρs can replace rn*, rp*, and d*.
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6.3

Oblique Impact (α ≠ 90°)
The typical dependence (at eps=1) of the dimensionless power availability, Pe* on rn/rp

for a range of constant stream densities and angles of attack is shown in figure 6.6. The
dependence on rn/rp is very weak at low ρs; however, at higher ρs, the dependence of Pe*
on rn/rp becomes weak only when rn/rp > 15, irrespective of angle of attack. At normal
incidence the behaviour is complicated an additional dependence on rp/d (see Section
6.4). Figure 6.6 shows that ρs is capable of approximately describing the interference
effects due to d*, φ, or rn* and rp* , provided that rn/rp > 15.

Figure 6.6: Effect of ratio of nozzle to particle radius on dimensionless power
available to target, Pe*, for ρs and α values of, respectively:  - 0.0001, 45° ; 0.001, 45° ; - 0.001, 15°; - 0.01, 45°; - 0.001, 90°; - 0.01, 60°; - 0.03, 45°;
- 0.01, 90°
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The dimensionless stream density ρs measures only the ratio of particle volume to
stream volume, and thus the dependence of Pe* on both ρs and rn/rp for low rn/rp can be
understood by considering the extreme case of rn/rp=1. In this case, the particle-stream is
only one particle wide, and thus, at oblique incidence it is impossible for interference to
occur. This explains why all the values in figure 6.6 tend to Pe*=1 for low rn/rp. Even
when rn/rp=1, ρs is definable, however, the same ρs can also be achieved with a larger
rn/rp. This results in a stream with many particles packed across the nozzle, and
consequently, a high likelihood of interference; this in turn has the effect of lowering Pe*.
Figures 6.7-6.11, obtained at rn/rp=20 were constructed, and allow calculation of
interference effects for any combination of α, eps, and ρs. The interference behavior
depends on all of the parameters described by eq. (3.6) when rn/rp<15, and generalized
curves of this kind unfortunately cannot be constructed. Certain applications rely on
rn/rp<15, and this important domain merits further study.
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Figure 6.7: Effect of dimensionless stream density, ρs on: dimensionless power
available to surface, P∞*, dimensionless power available to target, Pe*, and
dimensionless power available outside of target, P∞*-Pe*, for eps values of: - 0.1 ,
- 0.3, - 0.5, - 0.8, - 1.0. Angle of attack, α=15°.
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Figure 6.10: Effect of dimensionless stream density, ρs on: dimensionless power
available to surface, P∞*, dimensionless power available to target, Pe*, and
dimensionless power available outside of target, P∞*-Pe*, for eps values of: - 0.1 ,
- 0.3, - 0.5, - 0.8, - 1.0. Angle of attack, α=60°.
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Examination of figures 6.7- REF _Ref15022439 \h 6.11 reveals a number of interesting
trends. One would expect increases in stream density to result in increases in interference
effects, and indeed, it can be seen that the power availability to the region outside the
target, Ae, always increases with increasing stream density. This could only be due to
increased particle collisions with increasing stream density. One would also expect that
the interference effects would result in a ‘shielding’ of the surface from incoming
particles, and thus lower power availability at the surface.

If fact, this ‘shielding’

hypothesis has often been used to explain the observed decrease in erosion rate due to
increases in particle flux. However, increased interference does not always result in lower
power availability at the surface, as demonstrated by figures 6.7- REF _Ref15022439 \h
6.11 that show P∞* was usually above unity, even in the presence of particle interference.
This means that the energy of every particle that is launched from the nozzle is somehow
available at the surface. It is thus likely that most of the scattered particles do indeed land
somewhere on the surface. However, it is not necessary for every particle to collide with
the surface for this to occur. A rebounding particle could be struck by an incident particle
causing the rebounding particle to hit the surface a second time, and the incident particle
to be deflected away from the surface. In this case, the energy from both particles is still
available to the surface, even though one of them didn’t collide with it. In fact, the
dimensionless power available to the surface, P∞* was found to be greater than one in
many cases, and this can be attributed to increases in surface collision frequency brought
about by an increased probability of inter-particle collisions (see Section 6.5).
It is apparent in figures 6.7- REF _Ref15022439 \h 6.11 that the dimensionless power
available to the entire surface, P∞*, always increases with increasing dimensionless
stream density, ρs, although the increases were very small for high eps.

The

dimensionless power available outside of the target, P∞*-Pe*; also always increased with
increasing dimensionless stream density, ρs; this being due to increased interference
between incident and rebounding spheres. Thus, the increasing P∞* with increasing
dimensionless stream density, ρs, is a result of this interference.
In most cases the dimensionless power available to the target area, Pe*, decreased
with increasing ρs.

The exception was for low eps, and low ρs, in which case Pe*
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increased slightly over a range of ρs, until a maximum was achieved, after which the
trend of decreased Pe* with increased ρs was apparent. This is because at low eps, the
particle-surface collisions slow the particles and thus amplify interference-effects (see
Section 6.5). Rebounding particles do interfere with the incident stream, however, this
does not necessarily result in shielding of the surface, but instead lowers the power
availability at the intended target. Thus, the present model supports and has quantified
the claims made by Andrews and Horsfield [18] that interference between incident and
rebounding streams of particles degrades the incident stream by increasing its angular
divergence and by creating a spectrum of incident velocities and angles of attack so that a
large portion of the power is not available to the originally intended target area.
Figures 6.7- REF _Ref15022439 \h 6.11 also show that increasing the angle of attack

α lowers the dimensionless power availabilities to the surface, P∞* and target, Pe*. At
higher α, the overlap in ‘collision volume’ between incident and rebounding streams
increases (see figure 6.12), and particles that collide with the surface rebound more
directly back into the path of incoming particles, increasing the probability of a collision.
Increasing the probability of a particle-particle collisions does not necessarily result in a
reduction of the power availabilities to the surface, P∞* and target, Pe*. However, at a
higher α, particle-particle collisions are more likely to occur at a greater distance from
the surface (see figure 6.12) than at a smaller α, thereby increasing the probability that
particles will be deflected away from the target region or the surface when a particleparticle collision occurs. Thus, increasing the angle of attack, α, increases the collision
volume size and its height above the surface and results in a reduction in dimensionless
power availabilities to the surface, P∞* and target, Pe*.
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Figure 6.12: The effect of varying the angle of attack, α, on the size and height of the
collision volume. α 2 > α1 ∴ h2 > h1 , and , V2 > V1 . Where the V1 and V2 are the collision
volumes, and h1 and h2 are the height of the respective collision volumes above the
surface.
The collision volume is the spatial region where interparticle collisions are possible
and this corresponds to the region where particles could have intersecting trajectories. At
low flux, the collision volume is the three-dimensional spatial region formed by the union
of the incident particle stream and the reflected particle stream; a two dimensional
analogy of this collision volume is illustrated in figure 6.12 and is represented by the grey
filled area. At high flux, where interparticle collisions are very likely to occur, the
collision volume is no longer described very accurately by the union of the incident and
reflected streams. This is because the interparticle collisions give particles random
velocities that can result in intersecting particle trajectories outside the collision volume.
Thus, the collision volume definition requires that these regions be encompassed by the
collision volume. However, it seems that with randomization of particle’s velocities,
interparticle collisions are possible anywhere. It is also apparent that the probability of
interparticle collisions diminishes with increasing distance away from the region defined
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by the union of the incident and reflected streams. Thus, if we limit our consideration to a
region where some large fraction (95%) of the possible collisions can occur, then this
region will not be infinite in extent, but will have a definable boundary. The volume
contained by this boundary can then be defined as the collision volume for high flux
cases. Unfortunately, in this case, it is not easy to define the boundary as it was in the low
flux case. However, for the case of oblique incidence, the size of the high flux collision
volume is thought to follow the same trends with the angle of attack, α, as in the case of
low flux.
It is expected that the randomization of particle velocities in the case of high flux
would act only to increase the size of the collision volume with respect to the low flux
case. This allows the use of the low flux collision volume for explaining the observed
trends on the dimensionless power availability also in the case of high flux.
It is suspected that the size of the collision volume is not the only factor that affects the
probability of interparticle collisions. Also suspect are the number of particles in the
collision volume, the particle’s volume, and the number of different velocities the
particles have at some time. The number of particles in the collision volume, and the
particle’s volume is represented by the dimensionless stream density. The number of
different particle velocities is thought to be a direct cause of the dimensionless stream
density and the collision volume size, so it is sufficient to only consider these two factors.
At a higher α, particle-particle collisions are more likely to occur at a greater distance
from the surface (see figure 6.12) than at a smaller α, thereby increasing the probability
that particles will be deflected away from the target region or the surface when a particleparticle collision occurs. This is a consequence of the collision volume increasing in
height above the surface as is shown in figure 6.12. This makes it possible for collisions
to occur at a greater distance above the target surface. In addition, this in turn increases
the probability that a particle-particle collision will result in particles being deflected
away from the surface. This behavior is illustrated in figure 6.13; Particle-1 is further
from the surface than particle-2, thus β < θ. If it is assumed that a collision results in a
random resultant velocity ( i.e. no angular scattering direction favored) for the particles
involved, then, because β < θ, particle-1 will be less likely to collide with the target
region, Ae, than particle-2. The same explanation is valid if the target region considered is
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taken as the entire surface, (so long as it has finite dimensions). In this case, the same
conclusion would be reached, that is, the probability of particles being deflected away
from the surface is increased.
1

β

2
θ

Ae
A

Figure 6.13: The effect of a particle’s distance from surface on the probability of it
colliding with the target region Ae. Particle-1 is further from the surface than
particle-2, thus β < θ. If a collision results in a random resultant velocity for the
particles involved with no angular-direction favored then, because β < θ, particle-1
will be less likely to collide with the target region, Ae, than particle-2.
Thus, a large number of incident spheres are deflected from their incident paths. Causing
a reduction in the frequency of incident particles reaching the target surface. This is the
reason for the P* trends observed (see Section 6.5).
The collision volume over which collisions are expected to occur for φ=0 at normal
incidence is a function of standoff-distance (see Section 6.4). At oblique incidence with

φ=0, the collision volume does not change with standoff. However, for nonzero φ, the
size of the collision-volume does change with standoff distance, and thus, the standoffdistance becomes a factor at all angles of attack. Even if the nozzle is designed with φ=0,
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nozzle roughness effects [28,38] will cause some small divergence. In this case figures
6.7- REF _Ref15022439 \h 6.11 can still be used to estimate interference effects because
the divergence is normally quite small, and nonzero φ effects are partially accounted for
in the definition of ρs. The angular spread of particles in a stream is discussed in detail in
Section 7.

6.4

Normal Impact (α = 90°)
It was found that the interference behavior could not be described solely by the

stream density, ρs, even for high rn/rp at normal incidence. A significant dependence on
the ratio of standoff-distance to particle-size d/rp was found. No previous mention of this
effect was found in the literature. For a constant d/rp, the effect of rn/rp becomes weaker
as it increases (figure 6.6). Thus, the trend at normal incidence with increasing rn/rp was
the same as was observed in case of oblique-incidence, with the exception that for low
rn/rp, the likelihood for collisions is very high rather than very low; This is shown in
figure 6.6 and is understood by considering that a large d/rp means the rebounding
particles are very likely to be in the path of the incident particles.
The dependence of P* on d/rp, at normal incidence can be understood by considering
the following: Two normal-incidence-particle-streams with zero divergence angles are
identical in every way, with the exception, that one nozzle is closer to the surface than the
other, and thus, its d/rp is smaller. According to eq. (3.7), when φ=0, the stream density,

ρs, does not change with d* or d. In the case of normal-incidence streams with zero
divergence angle, incident particles rebound directly back into the path of the incoming
stream, and thus the collision-volume over which most of the collisions are expected to
occur consists of the cylinder bounded by the nozzle diameter and stretching the length of
the standoff-distance. Thus is expected that the in the scenarios discussed, the nozzle
farther from the surface that has higher d/rp would result in more interference between
incident and rebounding particles because both the collision-volume and number of
particles in the collision volume is larger. Therefore, even though ρs remains unchanged,
the dimensionless power availability decreases for increasing d/rp.
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Figures 6.14- REF _Ref15022606 \h 6.17, obtained at rn/rp=20 and α = 90°, are a set
of curves that give the effect of eps, ρs and d/rp on the dimensionless power availability.
At any given d/rp, the effect of varying eps and ρs is has the same trends as at shallower
angles of attack (figures 6.7-6.11). The interference-effects are minimal at low d/rp. This
is evident in figure 6.14 as Pe* is close to 1 at all dimensionless stream-densities, ρs. This
is because the standoff-distance and particle-size are similar in size, resulting in a very
small collision volume in which particles can interfere. At higher d/rp, the collision
volume increases, and interference-effects are more pronounced. When eps=1, P∞*-Pe*
and Pe* both approach 1 2 for increasing ρs, and d/rp. This suggests that approximately
half of the particles arrive in the intended target area. One expects that for particlestreams with high ρs and d/rp, every rebounding particle will interfere with an incoming
particle, resulting in approximately half of the particles arriving at the surface, and half
scattered outside of the target. The fact that this trend is observed irrespective of the
particular e ps value strengthens this argument.
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Figure 6.14: Effect of dimensionless stream density, ρs on: dimensionless power
available to surface, P∞*, dimensionless power available to target, Pe*, and
dimensionless power available outside of target, P∞*-Pe*, for eps values of: - 0.1 ,
- 0.3, - 0.5, - 0.8, - 1.0. Angle of attack, α=90°, d/rp=2.
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Figure 6.15: Effect of dimensionless stream density, ρs on: dimensionless power
available to surface, P∞*, dimensionless power available to target, Pe*, and
dimensionless power available outside of target, P∞*-Pe*, for eps values of: - 0.1 ,
- 0.3, - 0.5, - 0.8, - 1.0. Angle of attack, α=90°, d/rp=20.
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Figure 6.16: Effect of dimensionless stream density, ρs on: dimensionless power
available to surface, P∞*, dimensionless power available to target, Pe*, and
dimensionless power available outside of target, P∞*-Pe*, for eps values of: - 0.1 ,
- 0.3, - 0.5, - 0.8, - 1.0. Angle of attack, α=90°, d/rp=200.
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Figure 6.17: Effect of dimensionless stream density, ρs on: dimensionless power
available to surface, P∞*, dimensionless power available to target, Pe*, and
dimensionless power available outside of target, P∞*-Pe*, for eps values of: - 0.1 ,
- 0.3, - 0.5, - 0.8, - 1.0. Angle of attack, α=90°, d/rp=1000.
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The effect of increasing d/rp on dimensionless power availability is very weak at high

ρs, but significant reductions in dimensionless power availability occur with increasing
d/rp at low ρs. These trends can be explained in terms of the effects of a collision volume;
this was shown in figure 6.12 and described in detail in Section 6.3. A particle stream
described by a given d/rp, will have a lot of space between particles at low ρs making
collisions possible anywhere in the collision volume. When ρs is low, increasing the
collision volume by increasing d/rp, while keeping ρs constant, increases the probability
of interparticle collisions. When ρs is low, collisions can occur anywhere in the collision
volume; this is because it is not guaranteed that a given rebounding-particle will collide
with an incident particle. However, when ρs is high, collisions become certain in the
collision volume. After rebound, incident particles are guaranteed to collide with
reflected particles after traveling only a fraction of the standoff distance, d. The effective
collision volume is limited by this distance. In such a case, increasing d while keeping ρs
constant will not increase the effective-collision-volume, and the dimensionless power
availability is unaffected. This explains the d/rp trends at high ρs seen in figures 6.146.17.

6.5

Values of P* greater than unity
Many of the curves in figures 6.7-6.17 have values of P*>1 (P* stands for either Pe*

or P∞* ). P*>1 implies that the steady-state energy availability incident on the surface to
be greater than the energy at the nozzle.

This does not imply a violation of the

conservation of energy principal, but, is an artifact of how P* is defined (see eq. (3.2)).
P* is the sum of the kinetic energy of each particle just before a collision with a surface
region, divided by the sum of the kinetic energy of each particle as it exits the nozzle. A
particle only exits the nozzle once, however, it can strike the surface many times, and can
be given the energy of another particle before striking the surface. Such a particle will
always contribute to P* being greater than one.
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The actual power available at the surface, P, can be expressed in terms of the average
particle energy at the time of arrival at the surface, Es, and the surface collision frequency,
fs:
=
P ES ⋅ f s

(6.2)

Similarly, the power at the nozzle can be expressed in terms of the launch frequency, fl,
and the energy of the particles leaving the nozzle, El. Thus, an alternate expression for P*
(6.3) can be formulated.
P* =

ES ⋅ f s
El ⋅ fl

(6.3)

For P*>1, ES fs>El fl. When eps = 1, ES changes are due to collisions with the surface.
For eps < 1, collisions with the surface will decrease the speed and overall energy of the
particles rebounding at any time. When the average speed of the rebounding particles
decreases relative to the nozzle exit speed, the probability of collisions is expected to
increase because when particles are slowed by collisions with the surface, they obscure
the target area from the incident-particle-stream for a longer time and thus increase the
probability of being hit by subsequent incoming particles. These slow moving particles
tend to be hit by incident particles causing them to hit the surface multiple times, thus
increasing fs. Moreover, energy is dissipated in these surface collisions and creates more
slowly moving particles, which compounds this effect. Finally, the number of particles
near the surface is variable, while, the number of particles exiting the nozzle is fixed.
This scenario results in ‘clouds’ of reflected particles moving relatively slowly near the
surface, and these are bombarded by incoming particles, potentially hitting the surface
multiple times. These clouds can be observed in the graphics output of the computer
model for low e ps (figure 6.18). Though the energy of the individual particles as they
strike the surface is likely lower than when they exited the nozzle, the overall number of
times the surface is struck is higher than the number of times it was launched from the
nozzle, resulting in P* > 1.
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Figure 6.18: Clouds of slow moving particles in the vicinity of the surface, due to low
eps, resulting in P*>1.
This hypothesis is supported by the behavior in figures 6.7-6.11, which shows that
where the rebound velocities are lowest due to low eps, the P* values are highest. The
slow moving particle near the surface increases the probability of inter-particle collisions,
and ultimately results in a higher surface impact frequency, fs. When eps is near 1, the P∞*
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values are all very near to 1, indicating that the particles do not hit the surface more than
once each (i.e. fs ≈ fl). Also, figures 6.7-6.11 show that the phenomenon of P*>1 is least
evident at high angles of attack. In this case, the rebounding spheres rebound more
directly into the path of incoming spheres and collisions may take place high above the
surface, resulting in a higher likelihood that both colliding particles will be deflected
away from the surface, as was shown in figure 6.13. This would limit the number of
incident spheres that actually arrive at the surface, thus lowering fs.

6.6

Effect of Varying Coefficient of Restitution for Inter-particle Collisions,
epp

In addition to determining the effect of the important parameters identified by the
sensitivity analysis, the effect of the coefficient of restitution for collisions between
particle and other particles was examined. The sensitivity analysis determined that epp
had little effect on Pe*, however, this was difficult to accept. In addition, the sensitivity
analysis did not eliminate the possibility of a strong dependence of P * on e pp . For these
∞

reasons an in-depth study of the effect of epp on P∞* and Pe* was performed. This material
from this section was presented at a conference and was published [33].
Figure 6.19 shows the effect of varying the dimensionless stream density for various
epp values. Increasing epp, caused the dimensionless power available to the entire surface,
P∞*, to decrease and fall significantly below 1.0. This result is easily explained; the
particles lose an increasing amount of energy in inter-particle collisions as epp decreases,
thus, making the energy unavailable to the surface.
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Figure 6.19: Effect of varying stream densities, ρs for a variety of coefficient of
restitution for particle-particle collisions, epp.
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The effect of epp on Pe*, was very weak; this was consistent with the result from the
sensitivity analysis that epp has little effect on Pe*. The amount of scatter outside the
target as measured by P∞*−Pe* decreases with decreasing epp. All the particles that collide
with the region outside the target have experienced at least one interparticle collision lose
an amount of energy that increases with decreasing epp. Thus, the decrease in scatter due
to decreases in epp, is probably not due to a fewer number of particles being scattered
away from the target, but that the particles arrive with less energy. Changes in epp are
more important from the point of view of lowering the overall energy availability outside
the target area, than affecting the trends with respect to interference.
The values of P∞*<1 of figure 6.19 do not imply that the surface is being shielded from
incoming particles because of interference-effects. If interference was responsible then
P∞* would not be equal to one for epp=1, as seen in figure 6.19. Instead, the lowered
power delivery to the surface when epp<1 is a result of overall lowered energy of
incoming particles due inter-particle collisions. In other words, most of the particles do
arrive to the surface; but because of energy losses in interparticle collisions they arrive
with less energy.

6.7

Effect of Non-uniform Incident Particle Velocity

The results of the previous sections have only considered a uniform velocity
distribution at the nozzle. That is, the particles all exit the nozzle at the same velocity. In
reality, the distribution of particles exiting the nozzle will not be uniform either spatially
or with respect to velocity. Shipway and Hutchings, for example [27], measured the
velocity distribution of glass spheres in an erosion testing apparatus and found significant
variations in speed, albeit the velocity histograms peaked sharply at the mean velocity.
Unfortunately, they were not able to measure from what part of the nozzle the higher and
lower velocity spheres exited. However, as is seen with non-particle laden air jets, it is
likely that the particles exit the nozzle with a higher speed (i.e. the velocity distribution of
particles) in the center of the nozzle than at the periphery.

The effect of velocity

distribution on interference-effects is of importance because there has been a
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concentrated effort on the part of researchers to design nozzles that give a uniform energy
delivery. Material from this section was presented at a conference and was published
[33].
As a first approximation, the effect of a parabolic velocity distribution on
interference-effects was examined. A maximum and minimum velocity (vpmax and vpmin)
could be specified, and particles created in random locations on the nozzle were assigned
velocity V based on their radial distance from the centre of the nozzle, r according to:

V =−
(v v
min
p

2

max
p

 
)  rr  + v max
p
 n

(6.4)

Three different cases were tested, representing low velocity, high velocity, and large
spread parabolic distributions, each at three different angles of attack. The low and high
velocity cases were based on the 15% cut-off values of the velocity distributions given in
[27] for low and high blast pressures.

All cases were compared to runs at a constant

velocity equal to the average of the parabolic distributions, and the percentage difference
between parabolic and constant velocity (at vave) runs are summarized in Table 6.2.
α

vpmin

vpmax

vave

%

%

deg

m/s

m/s

m/s

Differ.

Differ.

P∞

*

Pe*

30

42

62

55.3

0.8

1.2

30

68

92

84

0.2

0.4

30

30

120

90

0.2

4.6

60

42

62

55.3

1.2

3.4

60

68

92

84

0.6

1.1

60

30

120

90

0.5

0.7

90

42

62

55.3

0.4

2.7

90

68

92

84

0.4

0.3

90

30

120

90

0.3

0.6

Table 6.2 : Percentage difference in dimensionless power available to surface, P∞*,
and target , Pe*, between parabolic and constant velocity distributions
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The differences between uniform and parabolic distributions are all very small.
Under the conditions studied, it apparently makes very little difference from the point of
view of interference effects whether the velocity distribution is parabolic or uniform at
the value of the average velocity of the parabolic distribution. It can, therefore, be
concluded that the assumption of constant velocity distribution is adequate for describing
interference-effects, at least for the case considered.

6.8

Implications for Erosion testing
The discussion of the previous sections and figures 6.7-6.17 imply that interference-

effects can quite severely degrade the power availability at the target surface in some
cases. It was generally believed that the erosion rate should be independent of the flux of
particles (e.g. [38]), and quite often erosion rates are reported without specifying flux.
However, several investigators have reported a decreasing erosion rate with increasing
particle flux [9, 10, 14-18, 28, 34, 35, 38]. Chapter 5 and the preceding sections in
Chapter 6 have demonstrated that the interference effects depend strongly not only on
flux (i.e. stream density), but also on angle of attack, standoff-distance (for normal
incidence), eps, and nozzle to particle radius ratio. This suggests that a full description of
the experimental conditions including the often-neglected parameters such as nozzle
radius and standoff-distance, and an estimate of eps at the particular incident velocity
under consideration should be included in erosion studies.
It has been suggested that erosion tests should be performed under conditions that
lead to minimized interference-effects to facilitate comparisons between erosion testing
data. Experimental methods have been developed to determine the critical flux below
which inter-particle collisions are minimized [38, 28], and allow for the selection of a
flux that is high enough to do the experiments quickly. Should it be necessary to exceed
this critical flux in a test figures 6.7-6.17 can, in most cases, be used to assess the
reduction in stream power from that available at the nozzle exit,
The definition of this critical flux is somewhat arbitrary as it relies on the subjective
determination of when inter-particle effects become significant. However, at normal
incidence, one can easily define the critical flux as the value where inter-particle
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collisions are impossible. It is given by the condition that only one particle exits in the
collision-volume between the surface and nozzle at any time. For this to be true equation
(6.5) must be satisfied.

d* <

1
1 + e ps

(6.5)

It is apparent that equation (6.5) is independent of flux. Unfortunately, this case of only a
single particle in the system at a time is not realistic for erosion testing. The existence of
an optimum combination of parameters for minimal interference, but nonetheless
acceptable erosion rate is evident, in previous experiments and in data produced by the
present model. Unfortunately, where this is expected to occur (at relatively low stream
density, ρs) the interference behavior depends on not only eps, α, and d/rp, but also on
rn/rp. Thus, it is extremely difficult to present generalized results on critical flux behavior
that would be applicable under all conditions and would be expressed in a compact form,.
Section (7) is devoted to the prediction of the critical-flux for a special case of particlestreams at normal incidence, emanating from ‘small’ nozzles (i.e. small compared to
standoff, d), however, in general, some useful guidelines can be suggested:

To

minimize interference-effects, keep ρs as low as is realistically possible. For nonzero φ
and at oblique incidence this can be accomplished by increasing d*, φ, or rn* or by
decreasing rp*. Decreases in particle velocity, vp, launch frequency, fl, and particle radius,
rp, will also reduce the power at the nozzle and are undesirable as they will decrease
erosion-rates. Changing φ or rn* requires altering the nozzle, and may not be convenient.
If φ is nonzero, the easiest parameter to control is d*, which can be increased simply by
increasing the standoff-distance, though it should be kept in mind that at normal
incidence and low ρs, increases in d/rp will increase interference-effects.
6.9

Implications for blast cleaning and shot-peening
A high value of Pe* or P∞* is a necessary but not sufficient condition for an efficient

shot peening and blasting process. The present model does not consider explicitly erosion
or deformation mechanisms, therefore, it cannot be used to directly predict erosion
efficiencies or plastic deformation in the targets. However, the model can be used to
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determine what portion of the energy leaving the nozzle arrives at the surface, and how it
is spatially distributed. If the interference-effects can be minimized in a blast cleaning or
shot peening process so that a greater proportion of the stream energy leaving the nozzle
reaches the surface, then lower overall incident energies can be used to remove coatings
and contaminants or to peen the surface.

This would result in less damage to the

substrate below the contaminant or to the preened surface due to particles that arrive
unimpeded at the surface. Figures 6.7-6.17 can be used to assess the interference-effects
with this in mind.
As discussed in the previous sections, the highest dimensionless power available to
the target, Pe*, occurs for shallow angles of attack, α, low dimensionless stream density,

ρs, and low eps. From a particle interference point of view, these parameters should be
adjusted for maximum coating removal or peening efficiency. However, energy transfer
to the surface (i.e. energy actually imparted to the surface that does the damage) will in
general be a minimized at shallow α (for f = 0, energy can only be transferred in the
direction normal to the surface via mechanisms associated with nonzero eps), and if ρs is
not sufficiently high, a very long dwell time will be required to remove the coating or
contaminant. Thus, efficient blast cleaning or peening in these cases should be viewed as
the best compromise between the interference-effects described in the present work, and
the specific mechanism of erosion or peening damage.
The relatively high power availability at low α may exaggerate the commonly seen
effect that the maximum in erosion is found to occur not at normal incidence (where the
apparent energy transfer to the surface should be maximum), but at some intermediate
angle, (e.g. [8, 36, 37]). It is well known that the tangential portion of the incident
kinetic energy does contribute to cutting and ploughing erosion [5, 6, 7], but the results of
the present model suggest that particle interference might also play a role. In some cases,
the maximum in erosion at intermediate angles might thus partially be result of a tradeoff between the power availability to the target surface (which decreases with increasing

α as shown in figures 6.7-6.11) and high energy transfer to the surface (which increases
with increasing α).
The present work has also demonstrated that low values of the coefficient of
restitution for particle-surface collisions, eps are desirable from a minimal interference
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point of view. A low eps can be a result of one or both of two things: plastic deformation
in the target or plastic deformation in the particle. In some blast cleaning applications,
hard (i.e. high yield strength) particles are used resulting in a large amount of damage to
coating or contaminant, and the low eps criterion is automatically satisfied. However, in
other blast cleaning applications the use of a less aggressive particle is desirable. This is
the case, for example, in the wheat starch blasting of aircraft, where it is important not to
damage the substrate, and selective stripping of paint while leaving the primer intact may
be possible [37]. In these cases, the low eps criterion may also be automatically satisfied,
as the particles undergo large amounts of plastic deformation.
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7 Prediction of the critical flux at which interference
becomes significant for erosion testing
To facilitate comparisons between erosion testing data, it has been suggested that
erosion tests should be performed under conditions that minimize interference effects. A
method to experimentally determine the particle flux, below which inter-particle collisions
are insignificant, was presented by Shipway and Hutchings [38]. It was based on the
observation that the erosion scar produced by particles impinging on a coated substrate
abruptly increases in size at a critical particle flux. The observed increase in scar radius
was attributed to increased particle interactions, as incoming particles are scattered by
rebounding particles. This may explain discrepancies in erosion rates seen in the literature.
Unfortunately, the method Shipway and Hutchings [38] describe requires an experimental
apparatus and is time consuming. In addition, they offered results only for a few apparatus
configurations.
It would be convenient if this critical flux could be predicted, rather than measured.
Furthermore, knowing the critical-flux would also be useful in helping to minimize
interference-effects in a blast cleaning or shot peening processes while maximize the
energy transfer to the surface. This would allow for lower incident energies in the
removal of coatings and contaminates and would result in less damage to the substrate
below the contaminate or the peened surface. This thesis succeeds in making such
predictions applicable to a wide range of configurations of the critical flux as a function
of the process parameters (i.e. particle velocity, mass, angle of attack, nozzle diameter,
divergence, standoff-distance, etc.).
In this chapter, the model was modified to account for a more realistic particle
angular distribution for small nozzles, based on the work of Shipway and Hutchings
[38,27], and generalizations regarding the critical flux for significant interference-effects
to occur were made. The material from this chapter will soon be published [39].
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7.1 Modifications to the model
In all previous studies involving the computer model, the particles were assumed to
appear at random locations on the nozzle with no position favored. The plume shape (i.e.
divergence) of the incident stream was modeled in accordance with eq. (2.1).

Figure 7.1: Geometric definitions for plume of particles emanating from a nozzle of
radius rn, and incident on a surface at a radius rs.
The plume emanating from the nozzle defined by eq. (2.1) has particles that are
launched at an angle θ of, at most, φ from the normal (figure 7.1). At normal incidence,
the scar radius due to removal of a dye from a metal substrate was found to increase
linearly with the natural logarithm of the mass of launched erodent, in the absence of
interference effects [38].. This suggests that the divergence of the plume in an erosion
test is not restricted to a small angle φ as was modeled by eq. (2.1); that is, particles
could be found, in small numbers, traveling at very high divergence. The degree of
divergence was found to depend mainly on the roughness of the interior of the nozzle
[27]. The plume was not directly observed in these experiments and thus it is possible
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that interference effects were present but not observed. In this case, the increases in scar
radii could be due to interference effects and these results of this section should be
viewed with caution.

7.2 Modification of simulation particle stream spatial distribution
The computer model was modified so that particles emanating from the nozzle
followed the distribution given in ref. [27] and reproduced as eq. (7.1). This was done to
facilitate comparison with experimental results obtained by Shipway and Hutchings [27].
Figures 8 and 9 of [27] show that under low flux conditions where interparticle collisions
are unlikely the scar radius due to removal of a dye from a metal substrate was found to
increase linearly with the natural logarithm of the mass of launched erodent. The
distribution (7.1) was derived from these empirical data.
β

− rs
β 
p (rs ) =   rs e d
d
2

(7.1)

In eq. (7.1), d is the nozzle to surface standoff-distance, p(rs) drs is the proportion of the
total mass striking the target surface at distances between rs and rs+ drs from the axis of
the nozzle, and β, the focus coefficient, is a dimensionless constant, which defines
divergence of the incident stream. The distribution given in eq. (7.1) could be converted
to eq. (7.2) [27] because the particles were found to travel along straight lines from the
nozzle to the surface.
p (θ ) = β 2

sin θ − β tan θ
e
cos3 θ

(7.2)

Where in eq. (7.2), p(θ) dθ gives the proportion of particles traveling along trajectories at
angles between θ and θ +dθ. The parameter β in (7.2) must be determined
experimentally. The distribution (eq. (7.2)) implies that particles emanate from a point
source, rather than a nozzle of finite size. Thus, the relationship given in eq. (2.1), could
not be used to simulate the experiments as it assumes a finite nozzle size,.
It was necessary to modify the model in order to simulate the plume shape given by
eq. (7.2). The algorithm is a number generator that outputs particle launch angles θ
according to the probability density function (PDF) given in eq. (7.2). The standard C
library only has a pseudo random number generator that outputs numbers each having
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and equal probability of being outputted. Thus, it was necessary to use this uniform
random number generator in the creation a random number generator that could output
numbers that conform to the PDF (eq. (7.2)). This was accomplished by the following
algorithm:
The area under the PDF curve, p(θ), could be divided into n partitions of equal area
having width θi+1-θi, then a larger density of these intervals would be present where the
p(θ) is high, and a smaller number where it is low (see figure 7.2), which gives an
example where n=5. A set of the n interval start and end points can be defined (eq. (7.3)).
Ω ={θ 0 , θ1 ,..., θ n −1 , θ n }

(7.3)

Figure 7.2: Area under the PDF curve, p(θ), divided into n “bins” of equal area
having width θi+1-θI
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Randomly choosing from the set Ω (eq. (7.3)) such that each value has an equal
probability of being chosen (i.e. using the standard C library uniform random number
generator), would produce a set of numbers that would approximately conform to the
PDF, p(θ).

Such a scheme was incorporated using the PDF in eq. (7.2), and, the

outputted random numbers were interpreted as the angle at which the particles were
launched.
The value of n is chosen to be very large (typically >10,000), as the accuracy of the
generator improves with increasing n. It is expected that the as n → ∞ the accuracy of
the generator approaches perfection. The total area under the PDF curve is unity, so that
each of the equal area bins has area:
A=

1
n

(7.4)

Thus, the relationship between successive bin intervals can be expressed as:
1
=
n

θi +1

∫

p (θ )dθ

(7.5)

θi

In the present case, knowing θi, then θi+1 can be determined by substitution of eq. (7.2)
into eq. (7.5) to obtain:

{

}

1
0
− e − β tan θi+1 (1 + β tan θi +1 )  − e − β tan θi (1 + β tan θi )  =
n 

(7.6)

Because the domain of the PDF (eq. (7.2)) is known, it is also known that θ0=0 and

θn=π/2. Therefore, eq. (7.6) can be repeatedly solved numerically for θi+1 using an
incremental search technique to obtain the full set Ω (eq. (7.3)).
This algorithm presently described will be shown to result in trajectories of particles
that agree very closely with eq. (7.1) in Section 7.3.

7.3 Verification of modified computer simulation
The computer model was altered to utilize the algorithm described in Section 7.2; The
initial trajectories of launched particles were made to produce the plume shape described
by eqs. (7.1) and (7.2). The validity of the modified model was proven via a simulation
run was performed using the input data of the smooth nozzle in Fig. 8 of Ref. [27] (i.e.
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β=15.2 and d=2 cm). The simulation generated radial coordinates of 65,534 individual
particle impacts on the target surface, the largest of these was rs=1.68 cm. A histogram
was constructed of the number of surface impacts versus rs using 100 bins of equal width
(drs=0.0168 cm). The number of impacts in each bin, divided by the total number of
observations, gave the probability p(rs) of the simulation producing a particle impact at a
given rs figure 7.1, This could then be directly compared to that predicted by eq. (7.1).
Such a comparison is shown in figure 7.3; excellent agreement is demonstrated, lending
validity to the method of Section 7.2 for simulating the plume shape given by eqs. (7.1)
and (7.2) and to the computer model in general.
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Figure 7.3: Surface impact radii, rs, for 0.23 g of 137 µm glass ballotini launched
from a smooth nozzle having β=15.2 at 52 m/s with standoff-distance, d=2 cm at a
flux of 0.25 g/min. Solid line indicates theoretical results as determined by eqs. (7.1),
and : simulated results.
The coordinates of the 65,534 surface impact sites were plotted in figure 7.4 in order
to compare with photographs of impact scar radii in [27]. The comparison shows strong
qualitative and quantitative similarities. An estimate of the mass of the erodent used in
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obtaining figure 7.4 is approximately 0.23 g. According to the experimental data in Ref.
[27], this amount of erodent should result in a scar radius of removed dye film of
approximately 7 mm (see Section 7.4). Comparing this with the observed scar radius in
figure 7.4 provides further evidence of the present model’s ability of to simulate reality;
as a transition from very dense to less dense impact site concentration occurs at
approximately 7mm.
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Figure 7.4: Surface impact locations for data of figure 7.3.
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7.4 Prediction of scar radius vs. mass of erodent launched
Erosion tests were performed in the work of Shipway and Hutchings [27, 38] which
resulted in the removal a circular scar of radius, rscar, of a thin dye applied to a flat
aluminium substrate. When the experiments were performed at low incident particle flux,
where interference effects were negligible, the relationship between measured rscar and
the natural logarithm of the mass of erodent launched was linear, giving rise to the
relationships given in eqs. (7.1) and (7.2). However, at a certain critical flux, rscar
increased with ln(m) at a faster rate, causing a deviation from the linear behavior. It was
speculated that this effect, observed at higher fluxes, was due to interference between
incident and rebounding particles [38] that resulting in particle scattering.
The present computer model (with the modification described in Section 7.2) was used
to simulate the experiments in Ref. [38] in order to determine whether predicted erosion
scars would match the measured ones. The required input parameters to the computer
model were standoff-distance, d, incident particle launch frequency, fl, incident particle
velocity, vp, particle radius rp, coefficient of restitution for particle-particle collisions, epp,
coefficient of restitution for particle-surface collisions, eps, and the particle stream focus
coefficient, β (see eq.(7.2)). For each experiment performed in Ref. [38], d, vp, and rp
were given;.thus knowing the density of the particles launched, fl could also be calculated
for every listed incident particle flux. A reasonable estimate of eps=0.3 was chosen based
on calculated values resulting from experiments [40] involving the impact of single glass
spheres on coated aluminum substrates at a similar range of incident particle velocities as
was used in Ref. [38]. Unfortunately epp was not available for modeling of inter-particle
collisions, and therefore was estimated as 0.5 to give a good fit of predicted scar radii to
experimentally measured ones. The values of β used in the present simulation were
extracted from the plots of rscar versus ln(m) given in [38].
The simulation of Figs. 3 and 4 of Ref. [38] using the present computer model
required a criterion for dye removal. The authors of Ref. [38] assumed that the dye film
would be removed when a critical mass of particles per unit area, Qc, hit the target. It is
known that only the normal component of incident velocity correlates with the removal
of a thin organic coating removal due to spherical particle impacts [41]. Thus, the
authors of Ref. [38] had assumed that the incident particles arrive at the target with the
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majority of there velocity distributed in the normal direction. This is equivalent in
assuming that the divergence of the nozzle (eq.(7.2)) was small enough to be neglected so
that Qc was assumed to be due to transfers of energy in the direction normal to the plate.
The experiments in Ref. [38] were performed using a very smooth nozzle, therefore, the

β values involved were in the area of 30 to 50. When β=30, eq. (7.2) reveals that 95% of
the launched particles have θ ≤ 9°, therefore, in the absence of interference-effects, the
assumption of each particle arriving at normal incidence is a good one. However, when
interference-effects are prominent many of the incident particles are scattered so that they
arrive at the surface at more oblique angles of incidence. In the present simulation the
criteria for dye removal was modified so that it was consistent with [41], that is, only the
energy due to the normal component of velocity of the impacting particles was
considered to be responsible for dye removal. The modified criterion maintains that dye
removal occurs when the total incident energy per unit area, EN, due to the particles’
velocity component normal to the surface, attains a critical value. EN was obtained by
dividing the surface into small annular rings of area Ab and summing the contributions of
the kinetic energy normal to the surface of each particle incident in the particular Ab so
that for any annular ring, b, having i incident particles on it:

(E )
N

b

=

1
∑ 2 m ( v )
p

i

Ab

n

2


i

(7.7)

Where vn is the component of particle velocity incident normal to the surface, and mp is
the mass of a particle. Calculation of eq. (7.7) over the entire surface yields an estimate
of the normal direction energy per unit area impacting the surface as a function of radius.
This value can then be compared to the critical value, ENc that can be determined from the
Qc values in ref. [38] as follows:
ENc =

1 2
vn Qc
2

(7.8)

Where vn is the component of velocity normal to the surface with which the particles are
launched from the nozzle.
Experiments were performed with the computer simulation that mimicked those
that produced Figs. 3 and 4 of [38], and resulted in a calculation of the critical radius,
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rscar, as a function of mass of particles launched. The critical radius, rscar, was defined by
the maximum radius corresponding to the area, Ab, (eq. (7.7)) for which the condition,
(EN)b=ENc (eq. (7.8)) is true. The critical radii due to these computer experiments are
shown in figures 7.5 and 7.6, together with the experimental data from [38]. The values
of β and Qc used in the simulation were extracted from the figures in [38] using eq (5) of
[27] which is reproduced here as eq (7.9).

r
=

h

β

ln ( m ) −

 2π h 2Qc 
ln 

β  β 
h

(7.9)

This was easily accomplished by retrieving two points (r1,m1) and (r2,m2) on each
curve, substituting each point into eq. (7.9), then solving the two resulting equations the
two the two unknowns, β and Qc .
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Figure 7.5: Erosion scar radius versus natural logarithm of mass of 350 µm glass
spheres launched at flux level: -26 kg m-2 s-1, - 9.8 kg m-2 s-1, - 2.9 kg m-2 s-1,
-0.6 kg m-2 s-1. Solid lines are predictions of present model and dashed lines are
experimental data of Shipway and Hutchings [38]. β=51.1, ENC=237.8 J/m2
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Figure 7.6: Erosion scar radius versus natural logarithm of mass of 350 µm glass
spheres launched at flux level: -26 kg m-2 s-1, - 9.8 kg m-2 s-1, - 2.9 kg m-2 s-1,
-0.6 kg m-2 s-1. Solid lines are predictions of present model and dashed lines are
experimental data of Shipway and Hutchings [38]. β=51.1, ENC=237.8 J/m2.
The agreement between the experimental results in Ref. [38] and the computer simulation
results are good considering the error in the experiment from several sources:
measurement errors in scar radius (typically 5%, as stated in [38]), the variation in
particle-size used in the experiments was approx. 8% (whereas the model assumed all
particles were of the same size), and there was an error associated with non-uniform dye
film thickness across the surface. The agreement of the computer model with
experimental data lends further credibility to the ability of the simulation to recreate
realistic blasting applications. It should be noted that the scar radii due to the highest
mass in the experiments shown in Ref. [38] could not be simulated because the number of
surface impacts involved was very high, and the amount of data that was generated by the
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simulation in those cases was so large that they could not be efficiently analyzed. For
example, in Fig. 4 of [38] the data point at the highest mass (m=5 g, flux = 45.7 kg m-2s-1)
required tracking of over 233,000 individual particles.
7.5 Prediction of critical flux
The experimental methods described in [38], that were used to determine the critical
flux at which significant interference-effects occur, can be quite tedious and time
consuming. For example, for a single data point at the lowest flux the experiment lasted
approximately 3 hours. The experiments were performed by starting at very low flux
then, by trail and error, increasing it until a non-linear increase in scar radius was
observed. Considering the time required for a trial and the large number of trials that
occur, it is evident that the computer simulation experiments (which typically take
seconds to run) are much more efficient. It is evident that using the present simulation to
make generally applicable predictions of critical flux would be of great interest and could
be accomplished with relative ease.
Predictions of critical flux will be limited to a special case of particle streams. Only
particle streams at normal incidence, emanating from ‘small’ nozzles (i.e. small
compared to standoff, d) of the type used in erosion testing will be considered. The
critical launch frequency (number of particles launched from the nozzle per unit time), flc,
at which significant interference between incident and rebounding spheres begin to occur
is expected to be a function of only standoff, d, particle velocity, vp, particle radius rp, the
focus coefficient β, and the coefficient of restitution for particle-surface interactions, eps
(eq. (7.10))

fl c = h(d , v p , rp , e ps , β )

(7.10)

A dimensional analysis revealed two dimensionless groups (eq (7.11) and (7.11)).
f cd
Π1 = l
vp

(7.11)

d
Π2 =
rp

(7.12)
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Eq. (7.11) is the ratio of the standoff-distance to the inter-particle spacing in the incident
stream when flc is sufficiently high to produce significant interference-effects. Eq. (7.12)
is the standoff to particle radius ratio. In dimensionless terms, eq. (7.10) becomes:
Π1= H (Π 2 , e ps , β )

(7.13)

The use of Π1 requires a criterion for what constitutes “significant” inter-particle
collisions. If one could be established then, for a given β, graphs of Π1 versus Π2
containing families of curves at varying eps could be constructed, giving the functional
relationship of (7.13). These curves could then be used, to estimate the critical particle
mass flow rate m c (mass of particles per unit time exiting the nozzle) at which significant
interference-effects are expected to occur under a very wide variety of conditions via:
m c =

4Π1v p ρπ rp 3
3d

(7.14)

where ρ is the density of the particle. Equation (7.14) can also expressed in terms of the
particle mass flux, Φc, passing through the nozzle of radius, rn:
m
Φ c = c2
π rn

(7.15)

The criterion that defines “significant” interference is somewhat arbitrary and therefore
difficult to define. The criterion was originally assumed as the onset of any interference
between incident and rebounding particles; however, this criterion didn’t result in much
insight. This was due to a small probability of particles being launched at very close to

θ=0° (i.e. at normal incidence); this assertion is supported by eq. (7.2). The onset of
interference results in collisions occurring at the nozzle exit due to a rebounding particle
having been launched from the nozzle with θ≅0° colliding with a particle just exiting the
nozzle. Examination of eq. (7.11) reveals that Π1 is the ratio of the standoff-distance to
the distance a given particle travels between launches, therefore, if the criterion that
defines ‘significant interference’ is the onset of interference, then the following
relationship holds regardless of Π2 or β :
e

ps
( Π1 )100% =

1 + e ps
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(7.16)

where the subscript indicates the criterion used; i.e. when Π1 < (Π1)100%, 100% of the
launched particles arrive at the surface without undergoing a collision. A similar equation
(6.5), was derived in Section 6.8, in an attempt to define the critical launch frequency.
The trends given by eq. (7.16) were exactly the same as those produced by the present
simulation at the onset of any interference between incident and rebounding particles.
Equation (7.16) could be used to calculate a very conservative estimate of the critical
flux, however, a higher Π1 can be tolerated without significantly affecting the extent of
particle interference, and thus the results of erosion tests. It was determined that the
deviation from linear behaviour in scar radii occurred when 92% to 99% percent of the
launched particles that were incident on the surface collided with the surface unimpeded
by other particles. This accomplished with the present model when generating data for
figures 7.5 and 7.6. Based on this, a representative value of 95% of launched particles
arrive at the surface unimpeded by other particles was chosen as a criterion to describe
the significant interference, the corresponding Π1 was denoted as (Π1)95%. using the
computer simulation, graphs of (Π1)95% vs. Π2 for various β and eps were constructed.
These results are presented in figures 7.7-7.11, which show that significantly higher
incident fluxes than that given by eq. (7.16) can be used without significant numbers of
particles interfering, even if the criteria is that only 5% of incident particles interfere.
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Figure 7.7: Predicted critical dimensionless mass flow rate, Π1 for 95% of the
launched particles to undergo interference with rebounding particles for nozzle
having β=5. - eps=0.1, - eps=1.0.
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Figure 7.8: Predicted critical dimensionless mass flow rate, Π1 for 95% of the
launched particles to undergo interference with rebounding particles for nozzle
having β=10. - eps=0.1, - eps=1.0.
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Figure 7.9: Predicted critical dimensionless mass flow rate, Π1 for 95% of the
launched particles to undergo interference with rebounding particles for nozzle
having β=20. - eps=0.1, - eps=1.0.
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Figure 7.10: Predicted critical dimensionless mass flow rate, Π1 for 95% of the
launched particles to undergo interference with rebounding particles for nozzle
having β=40. - eps=0.1, - eps=1.0.
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Figure 7.11: Predicted critical dimensionless mass flow rate, Π1 for 95% of the
launched particles to undergo interference with rebounding particles for nozzle
having β=60. - eps=0.1, - eps=1.0.
At low β, there is a large spread in θ, resulting in an incident particle stream with high
divergence; that is, the cross sectional area of the stream increases quickly as the surface
is approached from the nozzle exit. Whereas at high β, most of the particles are launched
with θ ≅ 0°, that is, the nominal cross sectional area of the stream remains relatively
constant from the nozzle to the surface. Therefore, for a given nozzle mass flux eq.(7.15),
nozzles having low β result in a lower mass flux at the surface than nozzles having
higher β; this is solely due the increase in the area of the stream cross-section at the
surface with respect to the nozzle area. A lower surface mass flux implies that there is
more space between particles close to the surface which results in reduced particle
interference and therefore in a higher Π1 (higher launch frequency) required to produce a
given level of interference. So one would expect increases in β to result in increases in Π1
as is demonstrated in figures 7.7-7.11.
For low Π2, the curves in figures 7.7-7.11 are close to the values predicted by eq.
(7.16). The eps=1 curves remain flat as β increases, at approximately the value predicted
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by eq. (7.16) and over wider ranges of Π2. This trend can be explained by eq. (7.16). The
values predicted by eq. (7.16) correspond to particle streams that cause collisions to occur
only in the vicinity of the nozzle. These ‘nozzle collisions’ are a result of rebounding
particles that were originally launched at θ ≅ 0°, interfering at the nozzle with a particle
that is just being launched. When β is large a higher distribution of particles are launched
at θ ≅ 0° compared to when β is small; thus, it is more probable to have ‘nozzle
collisions’ at high β . If β is sufficiently large, then ‘nozzle collisions’ become certain
leading to a case that is well represented by (7.16). This leads to the flatness of the
curves at high β seen in figures 7.10 and 7.11 and has the expected value of
approximately ½. At a certain Π2, d becomes large enough that rebounding particles miss
the incident particles near the nozzle; therefore, a higher Π1 is required for interference.
The rebound of particles from the surface is secular (incident angle equals rebound angle)
when at eps=1, so that this transition Π2 can be calculated. For example, for β=40, there is
5% probability that a particle is launched at angles between 0 and 0.51° according to
eq.(7.2):

0.51

∫

402

0

sin θ −40 tan θ
e
= 0.05
cos3 θ

(7.17)

Assuming that only the particles with θ<0.51° experience interference (and the other 95%
do not interfere at all, as implied by the definition of (Π1)95%), then all of the rebounding
particles would miss the nozzle when:
tan(0.51=
)

rp
1
=
d Π2

(7.18)

Solving yields Π2=112, which is close to transition of 100 seen in figure 7.10. Similar
calculations for β=5, 10, 20, and 60 lead to the predictions of a transition Π2 values of 14,
28, 56, and 168, respectively. These predicted values all compare extremely well with the
values seen in figures 7.7-7.11. This phenomenon is not observed for low eps because the
rebound is no longer specular; particles rebound at much shallower (with respect to the
surface) angles, resulting in a low likelihood of nozzle interference.
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Increases in Π2 while β is constant is due to increases in d or decreases in the particlesize. Thus increasing Π2 reduces the space between the particles arriving to surface. This
is responsible for the trend of increasing Π1 (i.e. higher launch frequency flc required for
same level of interference) with increasing Π2, as demonstrated in figures 7.7-7.9.
As discussed in detail in Section 6.5, the effect of low eps is generally to slow
rebounding particles so that they remain near the surface for a longer time. It is expected
that this results in a greater probability of interference and thus a lower required flc to
produce a given degree of interference. Although this is a small effect, it is responsible
for the behaviour seen in figures 7.7-7.9 at low β. At high β, this effect due to low eps , is
counteracted somewhat by the tendency for rebound angles to be shallower for low eps.
Although rebound angles are shallower for low eps in general, at high β, the net effect is
for rebounding particles to be deflected away from the incoming stream because most of
the incident particles are at θ ≅ 0° . This requires a higher Π1 to cause a given level of
interference. This behavior is shown at high Π2 in figures 7.8 and 7.11.

7.6 Applications of results
This study has shown that when reporting the results of erosion tests, it is very
important that the incident particle flux or mass flow rate, the nozzle to target standoffdistance, the particle and target size and properties be reported. In addition, the nozzle
should be characterized by the methods developed by Shipway and Hutchings [27,38],
so that the results are reproducible.
It has been suggested [38] that experiments should be performed at a low enough
critical flux that interference-effects are negligible in order to avoid falsely attributing the
results of erosion tests to incident particle parameters, when in reality they might be due
to interference between incidents and rebounding particles. Should the flux be above this
critical value, the present computer model can be used to predict the extent of
interference under a wide variety of conditions. However, if the aim is to determine the
critical flux due to incident particle and process parameters for the purpose avoiding
interference-effects that can taint results, the present model is also capable of this. In
addition, computer model approach is much easier than experimental methods for
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determining the critical flux that unfortunately involve the time-consuming scar radius
experiments [38], as discussed in Section 7.4.
The results of the present study can be used to estimate the critical flux if the β value
that describes the divergence of the particular nozzle is known. The easiest way to
determine β would be to perform the low flux scar radius experiment described in ref.
[27]. Using the results of this chapter would reduce the number of measurements from
the large number required by the trial-and-error experiments needed to determine the
critical flux experimentally down to only three measurements required in determining β.
The three measurements are sufficient in establishing the linear relationship between scar
radius and logarithm of mass of erodent, and the β value can then be extracted from the
slope of this line [27]. Although this is untested perhaps, an alternate method for the
determination of β might be to photograph the nozzle as it is launching particles, and
measure the nominal divergence angle φ (figure 7.1). This is a direct measure of plume
shape that would ensure interference effects are not responsible for changes in the scar
radii. In many cases, the probability distribution given in eq. (7.2) has a high percentage
of it’s values between 0 and some critical angle θc which is usually significantly less than
the upper bound of the domain of eq. (7.2) (π/2). This can be seen in the graph for p(rs)
which is analogous to in figure 7.3 and also in figure 7.4, where a transition from densely
packed impact sites to more sparse can be seen at rs≅7 cm. It might be possible to use eq.
(7.2) to solve for β, by setting the measured φ equal to the θc at which, for example, 99%
of the particles are launched. This technique assumes that 99% of the particles launched
are contained between θ=0 the measured angle φ . The success of this technique would
depend on the visibility of a well-defined cutoff angle φ, and its correlation with a cutoff
angle, θc.
To ensure freedom from interference between incident and rebounding particles the
most conservative calculation of the critical flux is given by eq. (7.16), which gives the
minimum Π1 at which any interference occurs. However, the flux predicted by this
formula is lower than is required to avoid undesirable interference effects and such a
small flux would needlessly slow erosion experiments. As mentioned previously, the
percentage of particles that arrived at the surface without undergoing a collision at fluxes
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which resulted in nonlinear increases in scar radius in the experiments of ref. [38] was in
the range 92-99%.

Therefore, It is reasonable to assume that a small amount of

interference can be tolerated when one considers that the experiments often took on the
order of hours of dwell time to obtain changes in scar radius. A reasonable estimate of the
critical mass flow rate or flux required for significant interference under a wide variety of
conditions can be obtained with figures 7.7-7.11, together with eqs.(7.11), (7.14) and
(7.15). These estimates should suffice for erosion experiments, but at the very least they
can be used to guide in the design of dye scar radius experiments of the type described in
[38] so that they may be less time consuming and tedious.
A particle interference-free estimate of the critical flux required for the efficient
striping of coatings in blast cleaning applications may be obtained from figures 7.7-7.11.
In addition, this could aid researchers who are comparing the effects of process
parameters and blast media, and do not want interference-effects to confuse their results.
It has been suggested that the critical dose of particles to remove a coating, Qc, might be
used to describe coating durability arising from a coating erosion test, but these tests must
be free from interference-effects. figures 7.7-7.11 would aid in ensuring this is so.
Operating below the critical flux would also be useful to minimize interference-effects
during blast cleaning so that a greater proportion of the stream energy leaving the nozzle
reaches the intended target area on the surface. This would result in less damage being
done to the substrate underneath the coating as lower overall energies could be used.
Finally, shot peening applications would benefit from the reduction in interferenceeffects when peening at below the critical flux, as this would allow for a more controlled
surface profile.
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8 Limitations of model
In Section 2.1, some of the assumptions of the model were described. It is important
to emphasize the limitations that these assumptions impose on the model:
(a) Collisions between particles are assumed frictionless. This assumption significantly
reduces the computation requirements for calculating resultant velocities due to particleparticle collisions. Including friction creates the requirement of solving a linear system of
fifteen unknowns. Given that most of the energy transfer occurs in particle-surface
collisions, rather than in inter-particle collisions, and also because the rotational energy
changes introduced by frictional effects will be small compared to the linear energy
changes, thus, this assumption should not significantly limit the applicability of the
simulation.

Furthermore, typical particles used in shot peening, blast cleaning, and

erosion tests are made from relatively hard materials such as glass, steel and ceramic.
(b) Fluid effects are neglected. Neglecting fluid effects allows the particle flight paths to
be approximated by straight lines, and ignores the effect of the air jet on rebounding
particles. The gas velocity moves quickly to zero for d > 200rn, [42], and thus, for typical
blasting nozzles that have a radius of 2.4 mm [43], there must be a minimum standoffdistance of 48 cm. The results of the present model should be viewed with caution, for
cases where the jet velocity is still appreciable near the target, as the gas velocity may
affect particles rebounding from the surface.
(c) Only round nozzles cross-sections are considered. A considerable amount of research
has been aimed at designing a nozzle capable of delivering a uniform power distribution
to the surface [ 44]. The more promising designs result in nozzles either of rectangular or
peanut shaped cross-section.

It is not known if the interference-effects should be

significantly different in these cases; however, the results of the present model should
only be interpreted for the case of round nozzle cross-sections.
(d) Only one particle leaves the nozzle at one time. Preliminary results have shown that,
for a high flux, there is essentially no difference between the case of single particles
being launched at a given frequency, and a few particles being launched at a frequency
such that the overall flux is the same as the single particle case. If under these conditions
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many particles are launched simultaneously, the particles travel in bursts and the interparticle interference is quite different.
(e) Energy loss to the surface is modeled using a coefficient of restitution approach. The
aim of the present study was to predict how the power in the incident stream is changed
by particle interference rather to model damage to the target, however, the use of
coefficients of restitution to describe energy losses in the context of particle interferenceeffects is justified as long as the induced permanent deformation does not affect the
kinematics of a particles due a collisions with the surface. For example, if particlesurface collisions lead to the formation of craters (i.e. ploughing erosion), then
subsequent impacts on the cratered surface would not be with a locally flat surface as the
present model assumes and thus would result in calculating an inappropriate scatter
angle. The results presented in this thesis are not directly applicable in these cases;
however, the agreement demonstrated with experimental trends (Sections 4.1 and 7.3) in
systems involving erosion mechanisms is encouraging. Moreover, in blast-cleaning
operations, it is desirable to remove contaminants or coatings while minimizing damage
to the surface. Similarly, in many shot-peening applications the extent of cratering is
very minor and thus it is improbable that it would be enough to affect the local angle of
incidence. Furthermore, it has been shown that coating removal due to particle impact
can also be due to a buckling delamination mechanism (e.g. [45]), instead of an erosive
or ploughing one. The present analysis is perfectly valid for such processes; the target
remains locally flat as the coating delaminates.
(f) The effects of gravity were neglected. The error associated with this is approximately
inversely proportional to the average velocity of the particles in the system. This is
because the accelerations due to gravity cause slow moving particles to deviate from the
assumed linear trajectories more so than fast moving particles. This assumption could
cause the model to become unrepresentative of reality in the case where there is a lot of
energy loss in the system or when the incident stream velocity is low; that is when eps and
epp are close to zero, and vp is low. It is expected that the velocities of the particles in the
system remain high enough in blast cleaning and shot peening applications so that the
effects of gravity on the kinematics of the particles are negligible.
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(g) Contact mechanics were neglected and thus the particles are assumed to accelerate
instantaneously in response to a collision. This assumption is a good one for stiff
materials, and so the model remains applicable. If the accelerations were modeled
considering contact mechanics then particles would remain in contact for some finite
amount of time during a collision. This would increase the probability of a third particle
colliding with a system of two colliding particles in contact. This creates an unsolvable
problem; the resultant velocities of the particles could not be solved, as there would be
more unknowns than equations. Thus, the scattering angles of particles could not be
calculated correctly. This makes including contact mechanics in the model impractical.
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Conclusions
The conclusions reached in this study can be summarized as follows:
(i)

When the nozzle radius is greater than 15 times the particle radius, (rn/rp>15),
the most important parameters affecting interference between a stream of
incident and rebounding spheres were angle of attack, α, stream density, ρs,
coefficient of restitution for particle surface collisions, eps, and, additionally,
for normal incidence only, the standoff-distance, d. The friction coefficient
for particle-surface collisions, f, was found to have a negligible effect. For
proper assessment of interference-effects, it is thus necessary to report all of
the experimental conditions, including particle flux, standoff-distance, and
nozzle radius.

(ii)

At low stream density, ρs, particle interference was negligible and so power
availability to the target was approximately equal to the power input of the
nozzle (i.e. Pe*=1). Increases in ρs resulted in increased incident particle
scattering and so decreased dimensionless power availability to the target, Pe*
(i.e. power availability to the portion of the surface that would be hit if there
were not particle collisions). In most cases, this was a result of the incident
particles being diverted from their intended target to portions of the surface
outside of the intended target. In other words, only the intended target was
shielded, not the entire surface.

(iii)

A decrease in the particle-surface coefficient of restitution, eps, resulted in
higher dimensionless power availability to both the target, Pe* and the entire
surface, P∞*. In some cases, both the power available to the target and that
available to the entire surface were found to exceed the power at the nozzle.
This effect is a result of slow moving rebounding particles increasing the
probability of collisions near the surface, which, in turn, increases the surface
collision frequency. The effect is thus amplified for low eps.

(iv)

The highest Pe* and P∞* values were found to occur at low angles of attack, α.
In addition, the dimensionless power available outside of the target was
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greatest for high α, meaning that the scattering effect was greatest at normal
incidence. At high angles of attack, spheres that collide with the surface
rebound directly back into the path of incoming spheres, resulting in a large
number of incident spheres being deflected from their incident path, and lower
P* values. It should be noted that increased interference does not always
result in lower power availability. The power available to the entire surface,
P∞* was found to be greater than the power at the nozzle in many cases,
attributed to increases in surface collision frequency brought about by an
increased probability of inter-particle collisions.
(v)

At normal incidence (α=90°) only, the dimensionless power availability was
found to decrease with increasing standoff-distance.

This effect, which

appears not to have been previously reported, was most pronounced at low
stream density, and was due to the changes in ‘collision-volume’ associated
with changes in standoff.
(vi)

Figures 6.7-6.17 can be used to assess interference-effects in real applications,
as long as rn/rp > 15. Though the present model correctly predicts behaviour
at low rn/rp, the interference-effects become difficult to generalize in that
range.

(vii)

An increase in ρs increased incident particle scattering and resulted in
decreased dimensionless power availability to the target. In general, this was
not a result of the surface in any way being shielded by rebounding particles,
but instead was a result of the incident particles being diverted from their
intended target to portions of the surface outside of the intended target. In
other words, only the intended target was shielded, not the entire surface. The
exception to this is for the case of very high flux at normal incidence, where
there was some shielding evident.

(viii) At low stream density, the power availability to the target was approximately
equal to the power at the nozzle, which means that particle interference was
negligible in this case.
(ix)

A decrease in eps resulted in higher dimensionless power availability to both
the target, Pe*and the entire surface, P∞*. In some cases, both the power
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available to the target and that available to the entire surface were found to
exceed the power at the nozzle.
(x)

The highest Pe* values were found to occur at shallow incidence. In addition,
the dimensionless power available outside of the target was greatest for high

α, meaning that the scattering effect was greatest at normal incidence.
(xi)

Changes in epp were more important from the point of view of lowering the
overall energy in the system (i.e. delivered to the whole surface) than affecting
the trends with respect to scatter due to particle interference.

(xii)

Increased interference did not always result in lower power availability. The
power availability to the entire surface, P∞ was found to be greater than the
power at the nozzle in many cases, attributed to increases in surface collision
frequency brought about by an increased probability of inter-particle
collisions.

(xiii) Changing the velocity distribution from uniform to parabolic did not
significantly affect the interference-effects.
(xiv)

Predictions of the critical flux at which interparticle collisions become
significant (i.e. 5% of the incident particles collide with rebounded particles
before they arrive at the surface) were made for a wide range of process
parameters and are presented in figures 7.7-7.11.
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9 Future Work
The results of the parametric study in Chapter 6 were limited to rn/rp > 20. This was
a limitation was imposed because when rn/rp < 20 all the parameters in (3.6) have a strong
effect on the P* and cannot be represented well by ρ s (eq. (3.7) ). Therefore a study rn/rp
< 15 would require the study of a large number of parameters, and the resulting data would
be difficult to represent in sufficiently compact form. Despite these difficulties, rn/rp < 20, is
a domain that is important is some applications and therefore warrants further study.
The current study only considered flat targets, however, in practice, targets could
have curvature. It would be desirable to understand the effect of these surfaces. In some
cases, such as in blast cleaning of turbine blade roots [43], it is required to blast in cavities.
Determining the effect of the size and shape of the cavity on the ability to deliver power to
the cavity surfaces would provide interesting information that is applicable to these
processes.
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Appendix A : Yates Algorithm
A description of this table and the method in which it was derived is provided in Ref.
[31]. The main effects are in bold and are listed in the “Est.” column.
Run α epp eps f rp* φ rn* d* output

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

Div

Est

1

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.996 1.903 3.813 7.430 14.861 27.732 56.709 115.147 234.317 256 0.9153

2

1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.907 1.910 3.617 7.431 12.870 28.977 58.438 119.170 -12.300 128 -0.0961

3

0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.993 1.803 3.808 6.447 15.313 28.843 59.123 -7.359

0.508 128 0.0040

4
5

1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.916 1.815 3.623 6.423 13.664 29.595 60.047 -4.941
0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0.944 1.900 3.486 7.656 15.126 29.007 -3.855 0.287

-7.471 128 -0.0584

6

1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0.859 1.908 2.961 7.657 13.717 30.116 -3.504 0.221

0.398 128 0.0031

7

0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0.947 1.810 3.474 6.831 15.417 29.617 -2.541 0.434

0.095 128 0.0007

8
9

1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0.867 1.813 2.949 6.833 14.179 30.430 -2.400 0.219
0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0.993 1.744 3.887 7.564 15.322 -2.253 0.121 -4.516

-0.142 128 -0.0011
-0.087 128 -0.0007

10 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0.908 1.742 3.768 7.562 13.685 -1.603 0.165 -2.954

0.111 128 0.0009

11 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0.991 1.469 3.885 6.867 15.629 -2.013 0.105

0.299

-0.007 128 -0.0001

12 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0.917 1.492 3.772 6.849 14.487 -1.491 0.116

0.099

-0.022 128 -0.0002

13 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0.949 1.741 3.585 7.710 15.428 -1.579 0.223

0.106

0.075 128 0.0006

14 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0.860 1.733 3.246 7.706 14.189 -0.962 0.211 -0.010

-0.037 128 -0.0003

15 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0.944 1.462 3.579 7.092 15.667 -1.456 0.095 -0.066

-0.026 128 -0.0002

0.653 128 0.0051

16 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0.870 1.487 3.255 7.087 14.763 -0.944 0.123 -0.076 0.082 128 0.0006
17 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0.987 1.942 3.858 7.664 -0.653 0.067 -2.326 -0.048 -11.209 128 -0.0876
18 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0.757 1.946 3.706 7.658 -1.599

0.054 -2.190 -0.039

-6.064 128 -0.0474

19 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0.973 1.885 3.856 6.846 -0.416

0.088 -1.473 0.063

0.248 128 0.0019

20 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0.769 1.884 3.706 6.839 -1.186

0.078 -1.481 0.048

0.312 128 0.0024

21 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0.832 1.940 3.684 7.811 -0.532

0.076 0.149 -0.005

-3.795 128 -0.0296

22 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0.637 1.945 3.184 7.818 -1.481

0.029 0.150 -0.002

0.474 128 0.0037

23 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 0.836 1.885 3.672 7.249 -0.361

0.068 0.033

0.009

0.128 128 0.0010

24 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 0.656 1.887 3.178 7.238 -1.130

0.048 0.066 -0.031

-0.054 128 -0.0004

25 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0.982 1.789 3.908 7.714 -0.397

0.131 0.053

0.055

-0.093 128 -0.0007

26 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0.758 1.796 3.803 7.714 -1.182

0.092 0.053

0.020

0.035 128 0.0003

27 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 0.968 1.616 3.902 7.105 -0.212

0.121 0.011 -0.016

0.017 128 0.0001

28 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 0.765 1.630 3.805 7.084 -0.751

0.091 -0.021 -0.021

-0.028 128 -0.0002

29 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 0.829 1.783 3.722 7.831 -0.347

0.063 -0.025 -0.033

-0.001 128 0.0000

30 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 0.634 1.796 3.371 7.836 -1.109

0.032 -0.041 0.007

0.006 128 0.0000

31 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0.828 1.622 3.714 7.384 -0.200

0.086 -0.040 0.057

-0.002 128 0.0000

32 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0.659 1.632 3.373 7.378 -0.743 0.037 -0.037 0.026
33 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0.998 1.925 3.892 -0.331 0.029 -1.430 -0.019 -6.286

0.040 128 0.0003
3.919 128 0.0306

34 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0.944 1.933 3.772 -0.322 0.038

-0.896 -0.029 -4.922

2.302 128 0.0180

35 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0.998 1.851 3.887 -0.808 0.009

-1.296 -0.017 -3.434

-0.090 128 -0.0007

36 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0.948 1.855 3.770 -0.791 0.045

-0.894 -0.022 -2.630

-0.151 128 -0.0012

37 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0.969 1.925 3.598 -0.211 0.024

-0.927 0.035

0.121

1.661 128 0.0130

38 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0.915 1.931 3.248 -0.205 0.064

-0.546 0.028

0.127

-0.229 128 -0.0018

39 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 0.968 1.850 3.589 -0.594 0.020

-0.913 0.021

0.203

-0.110 128 -0.0009
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40 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 0.916 1.856 3.250 -0.592 0.058

-0.568 0.027

0.108

0.015 128 0.0001

41 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0.998 1.839 3.941 -0.269 0.017

0.117 -0.007 -2.281

0.066 128 0.0005

42 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0.943 1.845 3.870 -0.263 0.059

0.032 0.002 -1.514

-0.016 128 -0.0001

43 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 0.996 1.576 3.941 -0.738 0.005

0.110 0.009

0.337

0.013 128 0.0001

44 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 0.949 1.607 3.877 -0.743 0.025

0.040 -0.010 0.137

-0.005 128 0.0000

45 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 0.970 1.834 3.724 -0.187 0.018

0.027 0.027

0.122

-0.013 128 -0.0001

46 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 0.915 1.838 3.524 -0.174 0.049

0.006 -0.018 0.006

-0.038 128 -0.0003

47 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 0.967 1.577 3.725 -0.572 0.007

0.060 -0.007 -0.017

0.006 128 0.0000

48 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 0.919 1.600 3.513 -0.558 0.041

0.006 -0.024 -0.037

-0.002 128 0.0000

49 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0.977 1.951 3.911 -0.200 0.044

0.056 0.030 -0.043

1.345 128 0.0105

50 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0.811 1.957 3.803 -0.197 0.087

-0.004 0.025 -0.050

0.822 128 0.0064

51 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 0.969 1.898 3.910 -0.599 0.021

0.041 0.011 -0.004

0.006 128 0.0001

52 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 0.827 1.905 3.804 -0.584 0.071

0.012 0.009

0.039

-0.036 128 -0.0003

53 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 0.882 1.949 3.730 -0.108 0.032

0.013 -0.006 0.016

0.799 128 0.0062

54 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 0.734 1.952 3.375 -0.104 0.089

-0.002 -0.010 0.001

-0.220 128 -0.0017

55 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0.884 1.900 3.714 -0.375 0.019

-0.008 -0.007 -0.007

-0.116 128 -0.0009

56 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0.746 1.904 3.370 -0.376 0.071

-0.013 -0.015 -0.021

0.006 128 0.0000

57 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 0.971 1.860 3.949 -0.171 0.014

-0.010 -0.010 0.007

0.036 128 0.0003

58 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 0.812 1.862 3.882 -0.176 0.049

-0.015 -0.024 -0.008

-0.038 128 -0.0003

59 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 0.969 1.676 3.951 -0.565 0.007

-0.029 -0.002 0.016

-0.008 128 -0.0001

60 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 0.827 1.694 3.885 -0.544 0.025

-0.012 0.009 -0.010

0.003 128 0.0000

61 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0.889 1.846 3.800 -0.101 0.024

-0.021 0.046 -0.027

-0.024 128 -0.0002

62 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0.734 1.868 3.584 -0.099 0.062

-0.019 0.010

0.024

-0.053 128 -0.0004

63 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0.883 1.678 3.799 -0.375 0.010

-0.019 0.016

0.018

-0.021 128 -0.0002

64 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0.749 1.694 3.579 -0.368 0.027 -0.018 0.010 0.022
65 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0.998 1.945 -0.166 0.018 -0.381 -0.023 -3.639 1.997

-0.030 128 -0.0002
2.654 128 0.0207

66 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0.926 1.947 -0.165 0.011 -1.050

0.004 -2.647 1.922

0.492 128 0.0038

67 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0.998 1.884 -0.159 0.021 -0.233 -0.019 -2.779 1.172

0.054 128 0.0004

68 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0.935 1.888 -0.163 0.017 -0.663 -0.009 -2.143 1.130

0.017 128 0.0001

69 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0.961 1.940 -0.433 0.003 -0.302 -0.014 -1.717 -0.024

0.128 128 0.0010

70 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0.890 1.947 -0.375 0.007 -0.994 -0.003 -1.718 -0.067

0.033 128 0.0003

71 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 0.959 1.883 -0.427 0.022 -0.202 -0.020 -1.325 -0.070

-0.032 128 -0.0002

72 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 0.896 1.887 -0.364 0.023 -0.692 -0.001 -1.305 -0.081

-0.013 128 -0.0001

73 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0.997 1.795 -0.104 0.012 -0.237

0.027 0.044

0.936

-0.014 128 -0.0001

74 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0.928 1.803 -0.106 0.012 -0.689

0.008 0.077

0.725

-0.001 128 0.0000

75 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 0.995 1.615 -0.103 0.036 -0.135

0.002 0.062 -0.155

-0.010 128 -0.0001

76 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 0.936 1.633 -0.103 0.028 -0.411

0.026 0.065 -0.075

-0.062 128 -0.0005

77 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 0.959 1.787 -0.308 0.014 -0.215

0.018 0.094 -0.089

-0.006 128 0.0000

78 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 0.890 1.802 -0.287 0.006 -0.698

0.003 0.109 -0.020

-0.013 128 -0.0001

79 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 0.961 1.615 -0.302 0.020 -0.133

0.017 0.052

0.012

-0.003 128 0.0000

80 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 0.895 1.634 -0.289 0.037 -0.435

0.010 0.056

0.003

-0.041 128 -0.0003

81 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 1.026 1.970 -0.135 0.006 -0.004 -0.012 -1.099 0.037

1.628 128 0.0127

82 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0.813 1.971 -0.134 0.011 0.121

0.005 -1.182 0.030

0.018 128 0.0001

83 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 1.014 1.935 -0.128 0.025 -0.002 -0.008 -0.729 0.006

0.035 128 0.0003

84 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 0.830 1.935 -0.135 0.034 0.034

0.010 -0.785 -0.022

0.019 128 0.0002

85 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 0.878 1.969 -0.397 0.002 -0.007

0.014 0.161

0.036

-0.140 128 -0.0011

86 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 0.698 1.971 -0.341 0.003 0.117

-0.005 0.177 -0.023

0.085 128 0.0007
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87 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 0.884 1.938 -0.402 0.015 -0.006 -0.004 0.034 -0.003

-0.038 128 -0.0003

88 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 0.723 1.939 -0.341 0.009 0.046

-0.007 0.103 -0.002

0.006 128 0.0000

89 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 1.024 1.857 -0.093 0.014 -0.003

0.015 0.066

0.021

-0.007 128 -0.0001

90 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 0.810 1.867 -0.094 0.005 0.030

0.012 0.056 -0.034

0.010 128 0.0001

91 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1.013 1.760 -0.084 0.022 0.003

-0.009 0.017 -0.012

0.022 128 0.0002

92 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 0.825 1.765 -0.090 0.027 0.003

-0.009 -0.010 -0.025

0.000 128 0.0000

93 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 0.878 1.861 -0.298 0.003 -0.003 -0.006 -0.012 -0.026

0.024 128 0.0002

94 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 0.699 1.863 -0.274 0.004 0.063

0.000 -0.005 0.031

0.013 128 0.0001

95 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 0.881 1.753 -0.290 0.025 -0.016 -0.008 -0.018 0.016

-0.028 128 -0.0002

96 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 0.719 1.760 -0.268 0.016 0.022

-0.016 -0.019 -0.018

-0.008 128 -0.0001

97 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 1.002 1.952 -0.099 0.017 0.000

0.010 -0.024 0.515

-0.788 128 -0.0062

98 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0.949 1.959 -0.100 0.026 0.056

0.020 -0.019 0.830

-0.232 128 -0.0018

99 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 0.999 1.898 -0.098 0.041 -0.007

0.007 -0.019 0.356

0.031 128 0.0002

100 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 0.958 1.904 -0.099 0.046 0.004

0.018 -0.031 0.466

-0.008 128 -0.0001

101 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 0.972 1.953 -0.307 0.006 -0.003

0.014 0.005

0.025

-0.168 128 -0.0013

102 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 0.925 1.958 -0.292 0.014 0.044

-0.003 -0.009 -0.019

-0.017 128 -0.0001

103 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0.976 1.902 -0.300 0.034 0.002

0.013 0.008

0.002

0.040 128 0.0003

104 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0.929 1.902 -0.284 0.037 0.010

-0.004 0.031 -0.038

0.021 128 0.0002

105 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 0.996 1.859 -0.055 0.017 -0.001

0.001 0.000

0.442

-0.009 128 -0.0001

106 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 0.953 1.871 -0.053 0.014 0.013

-0.006 0.016

0.357

0.051 128 0.0004

107 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 0.997 1.683 -0.052 0.047 -0.002 -0.002 -0.002 -0.160

0.017 128 0.0001

108 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 0.956 1.693 -0.051 0.042 0.000

-0.008 0.004 -0.060

-0.011 128 -0.0001

109 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 0.974 1.850 -0.190 0.013 -0.006

0.001 -0.008 -0.084

0.000 128 0.0000

110 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 0.927 1.864 -0.185 0.006 -0.001 -0.008 0.001 -0.031

-0.006 128 0.0000

111 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 0.973 1.678 -0.187 0.037 0.001

-0.026 128 -0.0002

0.001 -0.006 0.010

112 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 0.931 1.692 -0.189 0.035 -0.014 -0.015 -0.015 -0.004

0.022 128 0.0002

113 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 1.009 1.974 -0.085 0.006 -0.003 -0.002 0.000

0.042

-0.332 128 -0.0026

114 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 0.850 1.975 -0.086 0.008 -0.007 -0.008 0.008 -0.006

-0.024 128 -0.0002

115 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1.001 1.940 -0.087 0.029 -0.004 -0.002 -0.012 0.001

-0.003 128 0.0000

116 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 0.862 1.942 -0.089 0.020 -0.011 -0.021 0.004 -0.038

-0.015 128 -0.0001

117 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 0.911 1.975 -0.298 0.005 -0.010 -0.012 0.000

0.028

-0.031 128 -0.0002

118 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 0.766 1.977 -0.268 0.002 -0.019

0.010 0.016 -0.036

0.021 128 0.0002

119 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 0.911 1.941 -0.288 0.011 -0.008

0.000 -0.003 0.006

-0.004 128 0.0000

120 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 0.783 1.944 -0.256 0.013 -0.004

0.009 -0.007 -0.004

0.027 128 0.0002

121 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1.000 1.891 -0.047 0.014 -0.008

0.026 0.005

0.015

0.014 128 0.0001

122 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0.846 1.909 -0.054 0.010 -0.013

0.020 -0.031 -0.039

0.018 128 0.0001

123 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1.002 1.789 -0.045 0.033 -0.003 -0.005 0.008 -0.030

0.027 128 0.0002

124 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0.866 1.795 -0.054 0.029 -0.016

0.016 0.016 -0.024

-0.024 128 -0.0002

125 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0.910 1.895 -0.197 0.005 -0.004

0.011 0.020 -0.038

-0.007 128 -0.0001

126 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0.768 1.904 -0.179 0.005 -0.015

0.004 -0.003 0.016

0.002 128 0.0000

127 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0.910 1.786 -0.186 0.022 -0.005

0.011 0.004 -0.013

0.009 128 0.0001

128 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0.784 1.793 -0.182 0.006 -0.013 -0.001 0.018 -0.017
129 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0.999 -0.089 0.007 -0.195 0.001 -1.991 1.245 1.730

-0.019 128 -0.0001
4.023 128 0.0314

130 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0.946 -0.077 0.012 -0.186 -0.025 -1.648 0.752

0.924

2.418 128 0.0189

131 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0.997 -0.086 0.008 -0.525 0.001

-1.409 1.109

0.351

-0.066 128 -0.0005

132 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0.950 -0.080 0.003 -0.525 0.003

-1.238 0.813

0.141

-0.215 128 -0.0017

133 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0.967 -0.085 -0.001 -0.119 -0.001 -1.637 0.650

0.044

1.562 128 0.0122
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134 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0.917 -0.074 0.023 -0.114 -0.018 -1.142 0.522

0.010

-0.199 128 -0.0016

135 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 0.969 -0.089 -0.008 -0.339 -0.004 -1.239 0.617 -0.011

-0.116 128 -0.0009

136 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 0.919 -0.074 0.024 -0.324 -0.006 -0.904 0.513

0.028

-0.011 128 -0.0001

137 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0.996 -0.230 0.004 -0.151 -0.006 -0.946 -0.014 0.136

0.009 128 0.0001

138 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0.944 -0.203 -0.001 -0.150 -0.007 -0.770 -0.010 -0.008

-0.015 128 -0.0001

139 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 0.997 -0.195 0.005 -0.500 0.007

-0.949 -0.047 0.000

0.004 128 0.0000

140 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 0.951 -0.180 0.002 -0.494 -0.010 -0.769 -0.020 0.033

-0.040 128 -0.0003

141 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 0.967 -0.224 0.008 -0.105 0.000

-0.786 -0.040 0.000

-0.036 128 -0.0003

142 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 0.916 -0.203 0.014 -0.097 -0.021 -0.539 -0.030 -0.032

-0.006 128 0.0000

143 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 0.968 -0.195 0.013 -0.351 0.005

-0.762 -0.032 -0.016

0.040 128 0.0003

144 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 0.919 -0.169 0.010 -0.341 -0.006 -0.543 -0.049 0.003

-0.031 128 -0.0002

145 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0.979 -0.055 0.008 -0.120 0.010

0.008 0.535 -0.009

1.364 128 0.0107

146 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0.816 -0.050 0.004 -0.117 0.017

0.036 0.401 -0.005

0.804 128 0.0063

147 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0.973 -0.054 0.006 -0.350 0.005

0.039 0.380 -0.006

0.006 128 0.0000

148 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0.830 -0.053 0.006 -0.340 0.003

0.038 0.345

0.005

-0.095 128 -0.0007

149 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 0.883 -0.055 0.005 -0.072 0.006

0.042 -0.085 0.009

0.767 128 0.0060

150 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 0.732 -0.048 0.031 -0.064 -0.004

0.020 -0.070 -0.019

-0.200 128 -0.0016

151 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 0.887 -0.055 0.004 -0.200 0.013

0.031 -0.021 -0.044

-0.116 128 -0.0009

152 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 0.746 -0.048 0.023 -0.211 0.014

0.034 -0.054 -0.018

-0.021 128 -0.0002

153 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 0.971 -0.166 0.006 -0.109 0.003

0.044 -0.060 -0.005

-0.007 128 -0.0001

154 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 0.816 -0.142 0.007 -0.106 0.015

0.050 -0.029 -0.001

0.043 128 0.0003

155 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 0.973 -0.148 0.003 -0.354 0.004

0.057 -0.015 -0.005

-0.014 128 -0.0001

156 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 0.829 -0.138 0.004 -0.344 -0.001

0.052 -0.006 -0.008

-0.014 128 -0.0001

157 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 0.881 -0.160 0.002 -0.067 -0.005

0.035 -0.005 -0.014

-0.015 128 -0.0001

158 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 0.734 -0.143 0.018 -0.066 0.022

0.017 0.016

0.011

-0.025 128 -0.0002

159 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 0.886 -0.155 0.021 -0.216 0.002

0.038 0.002 -0.036

0.051 128 0.0004

160 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 0.749 -0.135 0.016 -0.220 0.007

0.018 0.001 -0.005

0.004 128 0.0000

161 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1.000 -0.072 0.002 0.000 -0.007 -0.669 0.027

0.993

-0.076 128 -0.0006

162 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0.970 -0.063 0.004 -0.004 -0.005 -0.430 0.010

0.636

-0.042 128 -0.0003

-0.692 0.010 -0.001

-0.043 128 -0.0003

163 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 0.998 -0.071 0.007 0.058 0.004
164 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 0.973 -0.063 0.004 0.063 0.001

-0.490 0.019

0.019

-0.012 128 -0.0001

165 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 0.981 -0.070 0.007 -0.002 0.000

-0.452 -0.019 0.033

-0.211 128 -0.0016

166 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 0.954 -0.058 0.018 0.000 -0.008 -0.276 0.025

0.002

0.080 128 0.0006

167 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 0.981 -0.069 0.016 0.021 -0.007 -0.483 -0.015 0.015

0.069 128 0.0005

168 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 0.954 -0.066 0.019 0.013 0.017

-0.009 128 -0.0001

-0.302 -0.007 0.004

169 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 0.998 -0.213 0.001 0.000 0.005

0.124 0.018 -0.083

-0.007 128 -0.0001

170 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 0.971 -0.184 0.000 -0.007 0.010

0.036 0.018 -0.057

-0.028 128 -0.0002

171 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0.999 -0.180 0.002 0.056 0.001

0.124 -0.020 0.016

-0.059 128 -0.0005

172 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0.973 -0.161 0.001 0.061 -0.006

0.052 -0.003 0.069

0.001 128 0.0000

173 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 0.982 -0.213 0.010 0.000 -0.009

0.033 -0.003 -0.011

-0.055 128 -0.0004

174 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 0.956 -0.188 0.005 -0.006 0.005

0.001 0.000 -0.027

-0.013 128 -0.0001

175 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 0.982 -0.179 0.002 0.024 0.002

0.065 0.006

0.006

0.057 128 0.0004

176 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 0.957 -0.162 0.007 0.022 -0.008

0.038 -0.008 -0.001

-0.035 128 -0.0003

177 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 0.978 -0.053 0.008 -0.001 0.009

0.056 0.010

0.315 128 0.0025

178 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 0.879 -0.041 0.006 -0.002 0.006

0.011 0.011 -0.013

0.110 128 0.0009

179 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 0.979 -0.047 0.005 0.014 0.008

0.048 -0.017 -0.014

-0.044 128 -0.0003

180 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 0.889 -0.046 0.000 0.016 0.004

0.008 -0.017 0.024

-0.039 128 -0.0003
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0.006

181 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0.926 -0.043 0.012 0.002 -0.003

0.014 -0.007 0.016

-0.085 128 -0.0007

182 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0.833 -0.041 0.010 0.001 -0.006

0.003 -0.006 0.006

0.100 128 0.0008

183 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0.928 -0.047 0.013 0.005 -0.007

0.005 -0.009 0.009

0.053 128 0.0004

184 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0.837 -0.043 0.014 -0.002 -0.002 -0.015 -0.016 -0.009

-0.014 128 -0.0001

185 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 0.980 -0.159 0.001 0.000 0.002

-0.005 -0.006 0.008

-0.048 128 -0.0004

186 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 0.881 -0.139 0.002 -0.002 -0.008 -0.007 -0.019 0.016

-0.039 128 -0.0003

187 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 0.976 -0.145 0.002 0.030 -0.002 -0.009 0.022

-0.063 128 -0.0005

188 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 0.888 -0.128 0.002 0.033 0.002

0.016

0.004 0.009 -0.004

-0.010 128 -0.0001

189 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 0.924 -0.154 0.018 -0.007 -0.005 -0.005 -0.005 -0.036

-0.054 128 -0.0004

190 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 0.829 -0.136 0.006 -0.009 -0.004 -0.013 0.021

0.008

0.006 128 0.0000

-0.011 -0.007 -0.023

0.054 128 0.0004

192 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0.834 -0.126 0.007 0.004 -0.016 -0.008 -0.011 0.015

-0.004 128 0.0000

191 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0.927 -0.142 0.009 0.018 0.000
193 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0.999 -0.052 0.012 0.005 0.010

-0.026 0.343 -0.493

-0.806 128 -0.0063

194 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0.953 -0.047 0.006 -0.004 0.000

0.001 0.172 -0.296

-0.210 128 -0.0016

195 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 0.999 -0.051 0.011 0.024 0.006

-0.017 0.495 -0.128

-0.034 128 -0.0003

196 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 0.960 -0.050 0.015 0.032 0.014

-0.002 0.335 -0.105

0.039 128 0.0003

197 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 0.972 -0.052 0.026 -0.005 0.001

-0.001 0.176

0.003

-0.144 128 -0.0011

198 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 0.926 -0.046 0.015 -0.003 0.006

-0.017 0.180

0.027

0.032 128 0.0003

199 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 0.972 -0.051 0.021 0.007 0.008

-0.021 0.246

0.010

-0.032 128 -0.0003

200 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 0.932 -0.048 0.025 -0.003 0.010

-0.011 0.219 -0.018

0.020 128 0.0002

201 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 0.999 -0.163 0.005 -0.004 0.003

0.008 0.027 -0.133

0.005 128 0.0000

202 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 0.953 -0.143 0.001 0.001 0.010

-0.003 -0.002 -0.035

0.012 128 0.0001

203 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 0.999 -0.150 0.007 0.026 0.008

-0.010 -0.022 0.015

-0.028 128 -0.0002

204 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 0.959 -0.142 0.007 0.019 -0.011

0.001 0.003 -0.032

0.027 128 0.0002

205 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0.974 -0.155 0.024 0.001 0.002

0.013 0.007

0.031

0.004 128 0.0000

206 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0.928 -0.144 0.010 0.001 0.011

-0.005 -0.005 0.009

-0.003 128 0.0000

207 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 0.972 -0.147 0.017 0.015 0.000

0.026 -0.017 0.021

0.025 128 0.0002

208 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 0.930 -0.137 0.020 -0.005 -0.004

0.005 -0.020 0.000

0.030 128 0.0002

209 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1.010 -0.030 0.009 0.002 -0.005

0.003 0.239 -0.018

-0.357 128 -0.0028

210 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 0.849 -0.025 0.008 -0.003 0.005

-0.003 0.203

0.009

0.020 128 0.0002

211 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1.004 -0.027 0.012 0.010 0.002

-0.009 0.176

0.044

-0.030 128 -0.0002

212 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 0.867 -0.026 0.003 0.003 -0.008

0.024 0.181

0.007

-0.011 128 -0.0001

213 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 0.911 -0.026 0.029 -0.001 -0.008

0.005 -0.088 0.001

0.026 128 0.0002

214 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 0.772 -0.026 0.019 -0.001 0.005

-0.007 -0.072 0.016

0.053 128 0.0004

215 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 0.911 -0.027 0.025 -0.005 -0.005

0.014 -0.033 0.002

-0.016 128 -0.0001

216 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 0.782 -0.025 0.017 0.005 -0.002 -0.010 -0.027 -0.013

-0.007 128 -0.0001

217 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1.001 -0.100 0.012 -0.002 -0.001 -0.004 -0.045 0.000

-0.018 128 -0.0001

218 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 0.849 -0.090 0.001 -0.005 0.002

-0.005 -0.040 0.000

0.038 128 0.0003

219 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1.000 -0.093 0.002 -0.002 -0.001 -0.003 -0.011 0.001

-0.010 128 -0.0001

220 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0.864 -0.092 0.005 0.001 -0.007

-0.018 128 -0.0001

0.004 -0.020 -0.007

221 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0.906 -0.099 0.020 0.001 -0.002 -0.010 -0.002 -0.013

0.009 128 0.0001

222 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0.772 -0.088 0.017 0.000 0.003

0.004 0.012 -0.013

-0.020 128 -0.0002

223 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0.907 -0.096 0.018 -0.012 -0.002

0.001 -0.008 0.026

0.045 128 0.0003

224 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0.786 -0.093 0.017 -0.003 -0.013 -0.017 0.004 -0.004

0.038 128 0.0003

225 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 0.999 -0.047 0.005 -0.006 -0.009 -0.009 0.027 -0.171

0.197 128 0.0015

226 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 0.975 -0.039 0.001 0.003 0.008

0.009 0.015 -0.160

0.023 128 0.0002

227 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 0.999 -0.046 0.006 -0.012 0.002

0.005 -0.016 0.004

0.024 128 0.0002
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228 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 0.976 -0.040 0.003 0.004 -0.010

0.002 0.010 -0.027

-0.027 128 -0.0002

229 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 0.984 -0.046 0.020 -0.003 0.004

0.007 -0.010 -0.029

0.098 128 0.0008

230 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 0.956 -0.041 0.009 0.000 -0.007 -0.019 0.011

0.025

-0.048 128 -0.0004

0.008 -0.018 -0.012

-0.022 128 -0.0002

232 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0.958 -0.043 0.010 0.003 -0.021 -0.004 -0.021 -0.003

-0.021 128 -0.0002

233 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1.000 -0.160 0.004 -0.001 -0.005

0.026 128 0.0002

231 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0.984 -0.046 0.011 -0.014 -0.001

0.010 -0.005 -0.036

234 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0.975 -0.137 0.001 -0.009 -0.007 -0.010 0.033

0.005

-0.036 128 -0.0003

235 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 0.998 -0.139 0.001 -0.010 0.000

0.013 -0.012 0.016

0.016 128 0.0001

236 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 0.978 -0.129 0.002 -0.008 0.010

0.003 -0.024 0.005

-0.015 128 -0.0001

237 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.984 -0.152 0.010 -0.011 -0.003

0.002 -0.001 0.005

-0.001 128 0.0000

238 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.957 -0.136 0.002 0.003 0.003

-0.005 0.008 -0.009

-0.008 128 -0.0001

239 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.985 -0.135 0.011 -0.003 0.000

0.005 0.014

0.015

0.000 128 0.0000

240 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.958 -0.121 0.002 -0.001 0.009

-0.011 -0.018 0.012

-0.030 128 -0.0002

241 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0.998 -0.025 0.008 -0.005 0.010

0.017 0.018 -0.012

0.011 128 0.0001

242 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0.893 -0.022 0.006 -0.003 0.016

-0.012 -0.003 0.026

-0.031 128 -0.0002

243 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1.000 -0.028 0.006 -0.011 0.003

-0.011 -0.026 0.022

0.054 128 0.0004

244 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0.909 -0.026 0.004 -0.001 0.017

-0.020 -0.012 -0.003

0.009 128 0.0001

245 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0.941 -0.025 0.023 -0.004 -0.007 -0.003 -0.020 0.039

0.041 128 0.0003

246 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0.848 -0.020 0.010 0.001 0.002

0.011 -0.010 -0.012

-0.011 128 -0.0001

247 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0.941 -0.027 0.016 -0.008 0.014

0.007 -0.008 0.009

-0.014 128 -0.0001

248 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0.855 -0.027 0.014 -0.008 0.002

0.010 -0.016 -0.032

-0.003 128 0.0000

249 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0.995 -0.106 0.003 -0.002 0.001

0.006 -0.029 -0.021

0.039 128 0.0003

250 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0.900 -0.091 0.002 -0.002 0.010

0.014 -0.009 0.014

-0.025 128 -0.0002

251 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0.997 -0.093 0.005 -0.013 0.005

0.009 0.013

0.010

-0.050 128 -0.0004

252 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0.907 -0.086 0.000 -0.002 0.000

-0.012 0.003 -0.008

-0.041 128 -0.0003

253 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.939 -0.096 0.015 -0.001 0.000

0.009 0.008

0.019

0.034 128 0.0003

254 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.848 -0.091 0.007 -0.005 0.011

-0.005 -0.021 -0.010

-0.018 128 -0.0001

255 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.942 -0.091 0.005 -0.008 -0.004

0.011 -0.014 -0.029

-0.030 128 -0.0002

256 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.851 -0.091 0.001 -0.005 0.003

0.007 -0.003 0.010

0.039 128 0.0003

Yates Algorithm Excel 2000 Macro
Sub CalculateEffects()
numberOftreatments = 256
numberOfFactors = 8
For intermediantCol = 0 To (numberOfFactors - 1)
rowOffset = 2
colOffset = 22 + intermediantCol
counter1 = 1
counter2 = 0
rowcounter = counter1 + counter2
While counter1 <= (numberOftreatments / 2)
firstCell = Cells(rowOffset + rowcounter, colOffset - 1).Value
secondCell = Cells(rowOffset + rowcounter + 1, colOffset - 1).Value
Cells(counter1 + rowOffset, colOffset).Value = firstCell + secondCell
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counter1 = counter1 + 1
counter2 = counter2 + 1
rowcounter = counter1 + counter2
Wend
counter1 = 1
counter2 = 0
rowcounter = counter1 + counter2
While counter1 <= (numberOftreatments / 2)
firstCell = Cells(rowOffset + rowcounter, colOffset - 1).Value
secondCell = Cells(rowOffset + rowcounter + 1, colOffset - 1).Value
Cells(counter1 + rowOffset + (numberOftreatments / 2), colOffset).Value =
secondCell - firstCell
counter1 = counter1 + 1
counter2 = counter2 + 1
rowcounter = counter1 + counter2
Wend
Next intermediantCol
End Sub
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Appendix B : Computer Model Source Code
This section will attempt to provide a very high level description of the computer
code included in this appendix.
There are a large collection of classes used to represent and work with
mathematical objects. The “Vector3d” Class provides functionality for dealing with vector
quantities. The “VectorHandler” class provides some additional functions that accept
Vector3d objects as arguments for calculations that involve two vectors such as vector
projections and distance calculations. These “Plane” and “Line” class are for representing a
working with planar surfaces and lines respectively. The "PlaneHandler" and
"LineHandler" classes provide functions that perform calculations with lines and planes.
They use as argument objects of type “Line” and “Plane”. The “Stats” class implements
some operations for data handling and generating statistics. The “Rnd” Class is used for all
random number generation. The computer model depends heavily on random numbers
during particle creation, to model spatial distributions for particle placement on the nozzle
exit plane and for stream divergence distributions, as discussed in section 7. The “Rnd”
class contains uniform random number generators and non-uniform random number
generators. The non-uniform random number generator can be initialized with any
probability density function, PDF, or cumulative probability function, CDF, and outputs
random numbers that fit the PDF.
The “RigidBody” class provides functionality for the particles in the system. Data
required for the representation of particles such as position and velocity vectors is stored in
this class. Embedded in each “RigidBody” object is a “RigidBodyDatCollection” object.
The “RigidBodyDatCollection” class is responsible for all data collection that occurs in the
simulation, and writes the data to files in the directory in which the simulation is run.
The “Nozzle” class is responsible for instantiating “RigidBody” objects and
providing them with the necessary data, such as initial position and velocity. The “Plate”
class provides functionality for the target surface(s) in the system, and adds some
functionality for aligning its objects with “Nozzle” class objects. Functionality for collision
detection and for determining the steady-state condition is also included in this class. The
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“PlaneSection” class adds members to the “Plane” class that make possible the modeling of
a planar surface with finite dimensions.
The “BoundingBox” class provides the closed system boundary surface. This class
provides a closed rectangular prism by embedding six “PlaneSection” objects.. Collision
detection between the particle and each “PlaneSection” object until a collision is detected is
performed in the manner described in Section 0.
Most data storage of collections of objects is handled in single-linked list data
structure. These data structures are implemented with the “SLinkedList” template-class,
which depends on the “Node” template-class. Objects are embedded in the “Node” objects.
The “Node” class also has a pointer to a “Node” object. The “SlinkedList” class contains
the logic for stringing together “Node” objects to make a single-linked list data structure. It
also provides other logic that is required for dealing with linked-lists. Related classes called
“SLinkedListPtr” and “NodePtr” are used to deal with nodes containing pointers to objects.
The implementation is slightly different.
The “Universe” class ultimately contains storage for all the objects in the system. It
is at the highest level of the class hierarchy. The “Universe” Class coordinates the entire
program and is responsible for the initiation and continuation of the event-creation, eventselection, time-advancement, and event-deletion cycle. All the particles in the system are
stored in a data member of the “Universe” class of type “SlinkedList<RigidBody>”.
Storage for “Nozzle” and “Plate” objects is accomplished in an analogous fashion. Most of
the members of “Universe” class are declared as static. This was done because restrictions
imposed by “glut for win32”, the library by Nate Robbins and by Mark Kilgard that
handles all the operating specific tasks such as keyboard input and the opening of a graphic
window which will accept OpenGL commands. The “EventHandler” and “Collision”
classes are also composed of primarily static data members. For this reason, the code can
only handle one instance of the Universe class.
Finally, the “ParametersSimpleSystem” class together with the parts of the
“Universe” Class provides a user interface, or scripting system that uses a file for input.
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Blast.cpp
#include
#include
#include
#include
#include

<GL/glut.h>
<stdlib.h>
"Universe.h"
<crtdbg.h>
<assert.h>

static
static
static
static
static
static
static
static
static
static
static
static
static
static

Universe u;
int skipDrawFrame = 1;
int skipDrawFrameSetting = 1;
bool draw = false;
int globalButton;
int globalState;
bool globalPress;
int globalX;
int globalY;
double mouseSensitivity = 1000;
bool mouseLook = false;
double xTranslate = 0;
double yTranslate = 0;
double zTranslate = 0;

static
static
static
static
static

double rotateAngle = 0;
double xRotate = 0;
double yRotate = 0;
double zRotate = 0;
Vector3d dir(0,0,0);

static bool movedCreateOrResizedWindow = true;
void idle(void)
{
assert(_CrtCheckMemory());
u.Run();
}
void init(void)
{
GLfloat mat_specular[] = { 10.0, 0.0, 0.0, 1.00 };
GLfloat mat_diffuse[] = { 90.0, 90.0, 90.0, 1.00 };
GLfloat mat_shininess[] = { 128.0 };
GLfloat light_position[] = { 30000.0, 50000.0, 10.0, .5};
glClearColor (0.0, 0.0, 0.3, 0.0);
glShadeModel (GL_SMOOTH);
glMaterialfv(GL_FRONT, GL_SPECULAR, mat_specular );
glMaterialfv(GL_FRONT, GL_DIFFUSE, mat_diffuse );
glMaterialfv(GL_FRONT, GL_SHININESS, mat_shininess);
glLightfv(GL_LIGHT0, GL_POSITION, light_position);
glEnable(GL_LIGHTING);
glEnable(GL_LIGHT0);
glEnable(GL_DEPTH_TEST);
}
void display(void)
{
if (draw||movedCreateOrResizedWindow)
{
skipDrawFrame-=1;
if (skipDrawFrame == 0)
{
skipDrawFrame = skipDrawFrameSetting;
glMatrixMode(GL_PROJECTION);
glLoadIdentity();
if (mouseLook)
{
gluPerspective(30,1,.01,1000);
glRotatef(rotateAngle, 1, 0, 0);
glTranslatef(xTranslate, yTranslate, zTranslate);
}
else
{
Universe::glFitUniverseInCameraFOV();
}
glClear (GL_COLOR_BUFFER_BIT | GL_DEPTH_BUFFER_BIT);
glMatrixMode(GL_MODELVIEW);
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u.glDraw();
glFlush ();
glutSwapBuffers();
movedCreateOrResizedWindow=false;
}
}
}
void reshape (int w, int h)
{
movedCreateOrResizedWindow = true;
glViewport (0, 0, (GLsizei) w, (GLsizei) h);
glMatrixMode (GL_PROJECTION);
glLoadIdentity();
if (w <= h)
glOrtho (-1.5, 1.5, -1.5*(GLfloat)h/(GLfloat)w,
1.5*(GLfloat)h/(GLfloat)w, -10.0, 10.0);
else
glOrtho (-1.5*(GLfloat)w/(GLfloat)h,
1.5*(GLfloat)w/(GLfloat)h, -1.5, 1.5, -10.0, 10.0);
glMatrixMode(GL_MODELVIEW);
glLoadIdentity();
}
void keyboard(unsigned char key, int x, int y)
{
movedCreateOrResizedWindow = true;
double f = 0;
switch (key) {
case 27:
cout << "Time: " << SimulationTime::GetTime() << endl;
exit(0);
break;
case 'z':
Universe::SetCameraDistanceMultiplier(Universe::GetCameraDistanceMultiplier()*(1.05));
break;
case 'Z':
Universe::SetCameraDistanceMultiplier(Universe::GetCameraDistanceMultiplier()*(0.95));
break;
case 'b':
Universe::HideBoundary();
break;
case 'B':
Universe::ShowBoundary();
break;
case 'O':
case 'o':
cout << "(Power_to_target / Nozzle_Power) = " <<
RigidBodyDatCollection::GetEllipseEfficiency() << endl;
cout << "(Power_to_surface / Nozzle_Power) = " << RigidBodyDatCollection::GetEfficiency() <<
endl;
break;
case 'D':
case 'd':
if (draw)
{
draw = false;
glutIconifyWindow();
cout <<"Drawing Off" << endl;
}
else
{
draw = true;
glutShowWindow();
cout <<"Drawing On" << endl;
}
break;
case '4':
xTranslate+=0.1;
break;
case '2': //2 down
cout << "yTranslate: " << yTranslate << endl;
yTranslate+=0.1;
break;
case '6':
xTranslate-=0.1;
break;
case '8':
yTranslate-=0.1;
break;
case '7':
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rotateAngle-=1;
break;
case '9':
rotateAngle+=1;
break;
case '1':
zTranslate+=0.1;
break;
case '3':
zTranslate-=0.1;
break;
case 'T': //5 middle
case 't':
skipDrawFrame = 1;
display();
cout << "Time: " << SimulationTime::GetTime() << endl;
break;
case 'E':
case 'e':
cout << "PIE1 " << RigidBodyDatCollection::GetEfficiency() << endl;
break;
case 'c':
cout << "Number of particles in system: ";
cout << RigidBody::GetCount() << endl;
break;
case 'C':
cout << "Number of Events in EventList: ";
cout << EventHandler::GetEventCount() << endl;
break;
case '+':
skipDrawFrameSetting++;
cout << "Skipping " << skipDrawFrameSetting-1 << " Frames." << endl;
break;
case '-':
if (skipDrawFrameSetting>=2)
skipDrawFrameSetting--;
cout << "Skipping " << skipDrawFrameSetting-1 << " Frames." << endl;
break;
}
}
void mouseMove(int x, int y)
{
movedCreateOrResizedWindow

= true;

}
void mouseButton( int button, int state, int x, int y)
{
movedCreateOrResizedWindow = true;
globalButton = button;
globalState = state;
if ((globalButton == GLUT_MIDDLE_BUTTON)&&(globalState==GLUT_DOWN))
{
if (mouseLook)
mouseLook=false;
else
mouseLook=true;
}
}

int main(int argc, char** argv)
{
cout << "BLASTSIM v" << VERSION_NUMBER;
cout << " - Copyright 2002 by David Ciampini, Dr. M. Papini, Dr. J.K. Spelt;" << endl;
cout << "All rights reserved." << endl;
movedCreateOrResizedWindow = true;
#if defined _DEBUG
argv[1] = "Debug.txt";
#endif
u.ConfigureUniverseFromFile(argc, argv);
if(u.GraphicWindowOn())
{
glutInit(&argc, argv);
#if defined GRAPHICS_ON
glutInitDisplayMode(GLUT_DOUBLE | GLUT_RGB | GLUT_DEPTH);
glutInitWindowSize (768,768);
glutInitWindowPosition (0, 0);
glutCreateWindow (argv[0]);
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init();
glutDisplayFunc(display);
glutReshapeFunc(reshape);
#endif
glutKeyboardFunc(keyboard);
glutIdleFunc(idle);
//glutMotionFunc(mouseMove);
//glutMouseFunc(mouseButton);
//glutPassiveMotionFunc(mouseMove);
glutIconifyWindow();
glutMainLoop();
}
else
{
do
{
u.Run();
}
while(u.run==true);
}
return 0;
}
#if _WIN32
// WinMain is windows only -- just call main.
#include <windows.h>
int WINAPI WinMain( HINSTANCE hInstance,
HINSTANCE hPrevInstance,
LPSTR lpCmdLine,
int nCmdShow
)
{
return main( __argc, __argv );
}
#endif

//
//
//
//

handle to current instance
handle to previous instance
pointer to command line
show state of window

BoundingBox.h: interface for the BoundingBox class.
//
//////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
#define NUMBER_OF_SIDES 6
#if !defined(_BoundingBox)
#define _BoundingBox
#if _MSC_VER >= 1000
#pragma once
#endif // _MSC_VER >= 1000
#include
#include
#include
#include
#include
#include

"EventBound.h"
"Vector3d.h"
"PlaneSection.h"
"UnivObj.h"
"RigidBody.h"
"Node.h"

class BoundingBox : public UnivObj
{
public:
void SetSize(const double& s);
void SetPosition(const Vector3d& p);
BoundingBox(const Vector3d&, const double& xDim, const double& yDim = 0.0, const double& zDim =
0.0);
virtual ~BoundingBox();
virtual void glDraw() const;
bool CreateEventBound( Node<RigidBody>* const rbNode, Event*& ) const;
//bool CreateEventBound( Node<RigidBody>* const rbNode ) const;
private:
PlaneSection* plates[NUMBER_OF_SIDES];
};
#endif // !defined(_BoundingBox)
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BoundingBox.cpp: implementation of the BoundingBox class.
//
//////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
#include "BoundingBox.h"
#include "Vector3d.h"
#include "stdlib.h"
#include "Universe.h"
#include "Collision.h"
#include "EventBound.h"
#include "Rigidbody.h"
#include "Node.h"
#include "ProgSettings.h"
#include "assert.h"
//////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
// Construction/Destruction
//////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
static bool eventFoundBefore = false;
BoundingBox::BoundingBox(const Vector3d& c, const double& xDim, const double& yDim, const double&
zDim)
{
double dx = xDim;
double dy = yDim;
double dz = zDim;
if ((0.0==yDim)&&(0.0==zDim))
{
if (dx==0.0) dx=MIN_BOX_SIZE;
dz = dy = dx;
}
if ((plates[0] = new PlaneSection( c+(Vector3d( 0, 0,-1)*dz), Vector3d( 0, 0, 1), SQUARE, dy, dx
))==NULL) exit(0);
if ((plates[1] = new PlaneSection( c+(Vector3d( 0, 0, 1)*dz), Vector3d( 0, 0,-1), SQUARE, dy, dx
))==NULL) exit(0);
if ((plates[2] = new PlaneSection( c+(Vector3d( 0,-1, 0)*dy), Vector3d( 0, 1, 0), SQUARE, dx, dz
))==NULL) exit(0);
if ((plates[3] = new PlaneSection( c+(Vector3d( 0, 1, 0)*dy), Vector3d( 0,-1, 0), SQUARE, dx, dz
))==NULL) exit(0);
if ((plates[4] = new PlaneSection( c+(Vector3d(-1, 0, 0)*dx), Vector3d( 1, 0, 0), SQUARE, dz, dy
))==NULL) exit(0);
if ((plates[5] = new PlaneSection( c+(Vector3d( 1, 0, 0)*dx), Vector3d(-1, 0, 0), SQUARE, dz, dy
))==NULL) exit(0);
}
BoundingBox::~BoundingBox()
{
int i;
for (i=0; i<NUMBER_OF_SIDES; i++) delete plates[i];
}
void BoundingBox::glDraw() const
{
int i;
for (i=0; i<NUMBER_OF_SIDES; i++) plates[i]->glDraw();
}
bool BoundingBox::CreateEventBound( Node<RigidBody>* const rbNode, Event*& tempEvent ) const
{
//cout << "called BoundingBox::CreateEventBound" << endl;
eventFoundBefore = false; //static data member
int i;
for (i=0; i<NUMBER_OF_SIDES; i++)
{
double eventTime=0;
//bool Collision::DetectionTrajectory( Node<RigidBody>* const rbNode, const Plate* const p,
double& t )
bool collisionDetected = Collision::DetectionTrajectory( rbNode->GetData(), plates[i],
eventTime );
#if defined _DEBUG
//cout << "boundary Collision with plate num " << i << " " << collisionDetected << endl;
#endif
if (collisionDetected)
{
if (eventFoundBefore)
cout << "BoundingBox::CreateEventBound, Event Occurred " << i << " Before." << endl;
tempEvent = new EventBound(eventTime, rbNode);
if (tempEvent==NULL)
{
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cout << "Error: BoundingBox::CreateEventBound" << endl;
cout << "Cannot Allocate Memory!" << endl;
exit(0);
}
else
{
eventFoundBefore = true;
return true;
}
}
}
if (!eventFoundBefore)
cout << "EventBound not created" << endl;
return false;
}
void BoundingBox::SetPosition(const Vector3d &p){}
void BoundingBox::SetSize(const double &s){}

Collision.h: interface for the Collision class.
//
//////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
#if !defined(_Collision)
#define _Collision
#if _MSC_VER >= 1000
#pragma once
#endif // _MSC_VER >= 1000
#include "RigidBody.h"
#include "Plate.h"
#include "EventParticle.h"
#include "EventPlate.h"
#include "EventHandler.h"
#include "SLinkedList.h"
#include "Universe.h"
#include "Event.h"
#include "PlaneSection.h"
enum CollisionRule
{
INHALATION,
ELASTIC,
DEFORMABLE,
INCIDENTREFLECTION
};
class Collision
{
public:
static bool DetectionTrajectoryWithCompensationForRigidBodyDimensions(Node<RigidBody>* const
rbNode, const Plate* const p, double& t);
static bool
DetectionTrajectory( const RigidBody* const a, const RigidBody* const, double& t );
static bool DetectionTrajectory( const RigidBody* const a, const PlaneSection* const p, double& t);
static bool DetectionOverlap( const RigidBody* const a, const RigidBody* const);
static int DetectionOverlap(SLinkedList<RigidBody>& list);
static bool DetectionOverlap( const RigidBody* const r, SLinkedList<RigidBody>& list );
static bool DetectionTrajectory( Node<RigidBody>* const rbNode, const Plate* const p, double& t );
static void IncidenceEqualsReflection(RigidBody& r, const Plate& p);
static bool SolveTwoParticleResultantVelocites( RigidBody& particle1, RigidBody& particle2, const
double& time );
static bool ResolveParticleSurfaceInterationWithFriction(RigidBody& rb, const Plate& p, const
double& time);
Collision();
virtual ~Collision();
static double GetEp();
static double GetEs();
static double GetMu();
static void SetEp(const double&);
static void SetEs(const double&);
static void SetMu(const double&);
private:
static double ep;
static double es;
static double mu;
};
#endif // !defined(_Collision)
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Collision.cpp: implementation of the Collision class.
#include
#include
#include
#include
#include
#include
#include
#include
#include
#include
#include
#include
#include
#define
#define
#define
#define

"iostream.h"
"Collision.h"
"Vector3d.h"
"Line.h"
"VectorHandler.h"
"LineHandler.h"
<math.h>
<stdlib.h>
"ProgSettings.h"
"NodePtr.h"
"EventBound.h"
"EventPlate.h"
"SimulationTime.h"
V1n_c
V2n_c
Pn_c
const_c

1
2
3
4

double Collision::ep = 1;
double Collision::es = 1;
double Collision::mu = 0;
Collision::Collision(){}
Collision::~Collision(){}
double Collision::GetEp()
{
return ep;
}
double Collision::GetEs()
{
return es;
}
double Collision::GetMu()
{
return mu;
}
void Collision::SetEp(const double& v )
{
ep = v;
if (ep > 1) ep = 1;
if (ep < 0) ep = 0;
}
void Collision::SetEs(const double& v )
{
es = v;
if (es > 1) es = 1;
if (es < 0) es = 0;
}
void Collision::SetMu(const double& v )
{
mu = v;
}
bool Collision::ResolveParticleSurfaceInterationWithFriction(RigidBody& rb, const Plate& p, const
double& time)
{
double energyBefore = rb.GetKineticEnergy();
const Vector3d nAxis(p.GetNormal()); //a normal is always returned as a unit vector
const Vector3d v(rb.GetVelocityVector());
const Vector3d wVector(rb.GetAngularVelocity());
const Vector3d tAxis((-1)*VectorHandler::ProjOrthogonal(v,nAxis).GetUnitVector());
const Vector3d pAxis((nAxis%tAxis).GetUnitVector());
//const double lambda = rb.GetLambda();
const double R = rb.GetRadius();
double vn = v*nAxis;
if (0==vn)
vn = fabs(TOLERANCE*0.01);
const double vt = v*tAxis;
const double vp = v*pAxis;
const double w = wVector*pAxis;
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const double wt = wVector*tAxis;
const double wn = wVector*nAxis;
const double wp = wVector*pAxis;
const double utc = (2*(vt-R*wp))/(7*vn*(1+es));
const double upc = (2*(vp+R*wt))/(7*vn*(1+es));
const double uc = sqrt(utc*utc + upc*upc);
double ut=0;
double up=0;
if (fabs(mu) > fabs(uc))
{
//Rolling
ut = utc;
up = upc;
}
else // (fabs(mu) <= fabs(uc))
{
//sliding
double n = atan((vp+R*wt)/(vt-R*wp));
ut = fabs(mu*cos(n));
if (utc < 0) ut *= -1;
up = fabs(mu*sin(n));
if (upc < 0) up *= -1;
}
const double Vn = -1*vn*es;
const double Vt = vt - ut*vn*(1+es);
const double Vp = vp - up*vn*(1+es);
const double Wt = wt - (5/(2*R))*up*vn*(1+es);
const double Wp = wp + (5/(2*R))*ut*vn*(1+es);
rb.SetVelocityVector(Vn*nAxis + Vt*tAxis);
rb.SetAngularVelocity(Wp*pAxis + Wt*tAxis + wn*nAxis);
rb.UpdatePosition(time);
double energyAfter = rb.GetKineticEnergy();
if (100*(energyAfter/energyBefore-1) > 0.001 )
{
cout << "ERROR: Particle-Surface Collision, Energy Creation" << endl;
cout << ((energyAfter/energyBefore)-1) << " factor of energy gain" << endl;
static FILE* errorLogFile=NULL;
if (errorLogFile==NULL)
{
char fileName[STRSIZE];
strcpy(fileName,Universe::configPath);
strcat(fileName,Universe::configFileName);
strcat(fileName,"_ERR.log");
errorLogFile = fopen(fileName, "w");
if (NULL==errorLogFile)
{
cout << "File Creation Error! -> " << endl;
cout << fileName << endl;
exit(0);
}
}
fprintf(errorLogFile, "%s%f\n", "Factor of energy gain ", ((energyAfter/energyBefore)-1) );
return false;
}
return true;
}
bool Collision::SolveTwoParticleResultantVelocites( RigidBody& rB1, RigidBody& rB2, const double&
time)
{
if (&rB1 == &rB2)
{
cout << "Error: A Particle cannot collide with itself" << endl; //debug
return false;
}
const Vector3d v1(rB1.GetVelocityVector());
const Vector3d p1(rB1.GetPositionAtTime(time));
const Vector3d v2(rB2.GetVelocityVector());
const Vector3d p2(rB2.GetPositionAtTime(time));
//translate coordinate system
const Vector3d nAxis( (p2-p1).GetUnitVector() );
if (nAxis.IsZeroVector())
{
cout << "ERROR-> Collision::SolveTwoParticleResultantVelocites" << endl;
cout << "Axis cannot be a zero vector" << endl << endl;
return false;
}
const Vector3d pntC((nAxis*rB1.GetRadius()) + p1);
const Plane collisionPlane(pntC, nAxis);
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const Vector3d tAxis(collisionPlane.GetAxis1().GetUnitVector());
const Vector3d pAxis(collisionPlane.GetAxis2().GetUnitVector());
// All axis vectors are unit-vectors
//debug test
#if defined _DEBUG
if (tAxis.IsZeroVector())
{
cout << "ERROR-> Collision::SolveTwoParticleResultantVelocites" << endl;
cout << "Axis cannot be a zero vector" << endl << endl;
return false;
}
if (pAxis.IsZeroVector())
{
cout << "ERROR-> Collision::SolveTwoParticleResultantVelocites" << endl;
cout << "Axis cannot be a zero vector" << endl << endl;
return false;
}
double tol = 0.00000001;
double ntdot = nAxis*tAxis;
if (!((ntdot <= (0.0 + tol)) || (ntdot >= (0.0 - tol))))
{
cout << "Error-> Collision::SolveTwoParticleResultantVelocites" << endl;
cout << "n and t axis not perpendicular." << endl;
return false;
}
double tpdot = tAxis*pAxis;
if (!((tpdot <= (0.0 + tol)) || (tpdot >= (0.0 - tol))))
{
cout << "Error-> Collision::SolveTwoParticleResultantVelocites" << endl;
cout << "t and t-prime axis not perpendicular." << endl;
return false;
}
double pndot = pAxis*nAxis;
if (!((pndot <= (0.0 + tol)) || (pndot >= (0.0 - tol))))
{
cout << "Error-> Collision::SolveTwoParticleResultantVelocites" << endl;
cout << "t-prime and n axis not perpendicular." << endl;
return false;
}
#endif
const double v1n = v1*nAxis;
const double v1t = v1*tAxis;
const double v1p = v1*pAxis;
const double m1 = rB1.GetMass();
const double v2n = v2*nAxis;
const double v2t = v2*tAxis;
const double v2p = v2*pAxis;
const double m2 = rB2.GetMass();
double V1n = (v1n*(m1-ep*m2) + v2n*m2*(1+ep))/(m1+m2);
double V2n = (m1*(ep*(v1n-v2n)+v1n) +m2*v2n)/(m1+m2);
const Vector3d V1(nAxis*V1n + tAxis*v1t + pAxis*v1p);
const Vector3d V2(nAxis*V2n + tAxis*v2t + pAxis*v2p);
rB1.SetVelocityVector(V1);
rB1.SetPointOnTrajectoryAndTimeAtThisPoint(p1,time);
rB2.SetVelocityVector(V2);
rB2.SetPointOnTrajectoryAndTimeAtThisPoint(p2,time);
return true;
}
bool Collision::DetectionTrajectory( const RigidBody* const s1, //sphere 1
const RigidBody* const s2, //sphere 2
double& retVal)
// time the collision occurs
{
const Vector3d v1(s1->GetVelocityVector());
const double v1x = v1.GetX();
const double v1y = v1.GetY();
const double v1z = v1.GetZ();
const Vector3d v2(s2->GetVelocityVector());
const double v2x = v2.GetX();
const double v2y = v2.GetY();
const double v2z = v2.GetZ();
if ((v1x==0.0)&&(v1y==0.0)&&(v1z==0.0)&&(v2x==0.0)&&(v2y==0.0)&&(v2z==0.0))
{
cout << "Collision::DetectionTrajectory - Particle's both have 0 velocity" << endl;
// should start throwing exceptions
return false;
}
const Vector3d r1(s1->GetPointOnTrajectory());
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const Vector3d r2(s2->GetPointOnTrajectory());
const double tc1 = s1->GetTimeAtPosition();
const double tc2 = s2->GetTimeAtPosition();
const double fx = r2.GetX()-r1.GetX() - tc2*v2x + tc1*v1x;
const double fy = r2.GetY()-r1.GetY() - tc2*v2y + tc1*v1y;
const double fz = r2.GetZ()-r1.GetZ() - tc2*v2z + tc1*v1z;
// Note: h is the velocity of rigidbody2 relative to rigidbody1
const double hx = v2x - v1x;
const double hy = v2y - v1y;
const double hz = v2z - v1z;
// BEGIN - Optimization - New Since version 52
// If the components of the relative velocity are each positive, the the objects
// are moving away from each other; thus, there is no need to continue,
// no collision will occur.
// if ((hx>=0.0)&&(hy>=0.0)&&(hz>=0.0))
//
return false;
// END
- Optimization
const double a = hx*hx + hy*hy + hz*hz;
const double b = 2*(hx*fx + hy*fy + hz*fz);
const double c = fx*fx + fy*fy + fz*fz - pow(s1->GetRadius() + s2->GetRadius(),2);
double d = b*b -4*a*c;
double ta = 0;
double tb = 0;
if ((d>=0)&&(0!=a))
{
//quadratic equation
d = sqrt(d);
ta = (-1*b + d)/(2*a);
tb = (-1*b - d)/(2*a);
if ((ta>=0)&&(tb>=0))
{
if (ta <= tb)
{
retVal = ta;
}
else
{
retVal = tb;
}
}
else if ((ta>=0)&&(tb<0))
{
retVal = ta;
}
else if ((ta<0)&&(tb>=0))
{
retVal = tb;
}
else //((ta<0)&&(tb<0))
{
return false;
}
//BEGIN - Check Solution - This allows only correct solutions through
double distanceBetweenParticlesAtCollision = (s1->GetPositionAtTime(retVal) - s2>GetPositionAtTime(retVal)).GetNorm();
double sumOfRadii = s1->GetRadius() + s2->GetRadius();
#define TOL 0.001
if ( (distanceBetweenParticlesAtCollision>(sumOfRadii*(1+TOL)) )||(
(distanceBetweenParticlesAtCollision+sumOfRadii*TOL) < sumOfRadii))
{
#if defined _DEBUG
// cout << endl << "ERROR: Collision::DetectionTrajectory(const RigidBody* const,const
RigidBody* const,double&)" << endl;
// cout << "Particle-particle collision detection failure." << endl << endl;;
#endif
return false;
}
//END - Check Solution
retVal-=COLLISION_TIME_SUBTRACTION_TO_AVOID_OVERLAP;
if ((retVal >= tc1)&&(retVal >= tc2)&&(retVal >= SimulationTime::GetTime())) return true;
else return false;
}
else return false;//imaginary root
}

bool Collision::DetectionOverlap(const RigidBody* const a , const RigidBody* const b)
{
bool retVal;
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Vector3d dVector( b->GetPositionAtTime(SimulationTime::GetTime()) - a>GetPositionAtTime(SimulationTime::GetTime()) );
double actualDistance = dVector.GetNorm();
double minimumDistance = (a->GetRadius() + b->GetRadius());
if ( actualDistance < minimumDistance*(1+TOLERANCE*100))
{
retVal = true;
}
else
{
retVal = false;
}
return retVal;
}
int Collision::DetectionOverlap(SLinkedList<RigidBody>& list)
{
int numberOfOverlappingParticles = 0;
Node<RigidBody>* posI = list.GetHeadPosition();
while (posI != NULL)
{
Node<RigidBody>* posJ = list.GetHeadPosition();
while ((posJ != NULL)&&(posI != NULL))
{
if (posJ != posI)
{
if (DetectionOverlap( posI->GetData(), posJ->GetData() ))
{
numberOfOverlappingParticles++;
}
}
list.Inc(posJ);
}
list.Inc(posI);
}
return numberOfOverlappingParticles;
}
void Collision::IncidenceEqualsReflection(RigidBody& r, const Plate& p)
{
Vector3d v(r.GetVelocityVector());
Vector3d n(p.GetNormal());
Vector3d vn(VectorHandler::ProjParallel(v,n));
//normal component of velocity
Vector3d vt(VectorHandler::ProjOrthogonal(v,n)); //tangent component of velocity
r.SetVelocityVector(vt-vn);
}
bool Collision::DetectionOverlap( const RigidBody* const r, SLinkedList<RigidBody>& list)
{
Node<RigidBody>* pos = list.GetHeadPosition();
while (pos != NULL)
{
RigidBody* rbPtr = pos->GetData();
if(r != rbPtr)
{
if (DetectionOverlap( rbPtr, r ))
{
return true;
}
}
list.Inc(pos);
}
return false;
}
bool Collision::DetectionTrajectory( const RigidBody* const r, const PlaneSection* const p, double& t
)
{
//GetPointInSection(const Line& l, Vector3d& p, double& tLineParam, const double& tolerance) const
Vector3d pnt;
if (r->GetVelocityVector().IsZeroVector()) return false;
if (p->GetPointInSection(Line(r->GetPointOnTrajectory(), r->GetVelocityVector()), pnt, t ))
{
if ( t>=0)
{
t += r->GetTimeAtPosition()-TOLERANCE*0.01;
return true;
}
else return false;
}
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else return false;
}
bool Collision::DetectionTrajectoryWithCompensationForRigidBodyDimensions(Node<RigidBody>* const
rbNode, const Plate* const p, double& t)
{
RigidBody* r = rbNode->GetData();
Vector3d pnt;
if (r->GetVelocityVector().IsZeroVector()) return false;
if (p->GetCollisionPlane()->GetPoint(Line(r->GetPointOnTrajectory(), r->GetVelocityVector()), pnt,
t ))
{
if ( t>=0)
{
// is it on the plate?
pnt = pnt - p->GetCollisionPlaneZOffset()*Vector3d(0,0,1);
t += r->GetTimeAtPosition()-TOLERANCE*0.01;
if (p->IsPointOnPlate(pnt)) return true;
else return false;
}
else return false;
}
else return false;
}
bool Collision::DetectionTrajectory( Node<RigidBody>* const rbNode, const Plate* const p, double& t )
{
RigidBody* rbPtr = rbNode->GetData();
return Collision::DetectionTrajectory( rbPtr, p, t );
}

Event.h: interface for the Event class.
// ABSTRACT CLASS
//////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
#if !defined(_Event)
#define _Event
#if _MSC_VER >= 1000
#pragma once
#endif // _MSC_VER >= 1000
#include "Node.h"
#include "RigidBody.h"
class Event
{
public:
Event(const double& t);
Event(const Event& other);
Event& operator=(const Event& other);
double GetEventTime() const;
virtual void glDraw() const;
virtual void ExecuteEvent(); //used to be pure virtual
virtual ~Event();
virtual RigidBody* const GetRigidBody1();
virtual RigidBody* const GetRigidBody2();
virtual Node<RigidBody>* GetRigidBodyPosition1();
virtual Node<RigidBody>* GetRigidBodyPosition2();
bool operator==(Event& e2);
#if defined _DEBUG
virtual char* GetEventType();
#endif
protected:
double time;
};
#endif // !defined(_Event)

Event.cpp: implementation of the Event class.
//
//////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
#include "Event.h"
#include "stdio.h"
//////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
// Construction/Destruction
//////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
Event::Event(const double& t)
: time(t)
{}
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Event::Event(const Event& other)
:time(other.time)
{}
Event::~Event() {}
Event& Event::operator=(const Event& other)
{
time = other.time;
return *this;
}
void Event::ExecuteEvent()
{
cout << "void Event::ExecuteEvent() " << endl;
}
double Event::GetEventTime() const
{
return time;
}
void Event::glDraw() const
{
}
RigidBody* const Event::GetRigidBody1()
{
return NULL;
}
RigidBody* const Event::GetRigidBody2()
{
return NULL;
}
Node<RigidBody>* Event::GetRigidBodyPosition1()
{
return NULL;
}
Node<RigidBody>* Event::GetRigidBodyPosition2()
{
return NULL;
}

bool Event::operator==(Event& e2)
{
if (this->GetEventTime()==e2.GetEventTime())
{
if ((this->GetRigidBodyPosition1()== e2.GetRigidBodyPosition1()) &&
(this->GetRigidBodyPosition2()== e2.GetRigidBodyPosition2()))
return true;
if ((this->GetRigidBodyPosition1()== e2.GetRigidBodyPosition2()) &&
(this->GetRigidBodyPosition2()== e2.GetRigidBodyPosition1()))
return true;
return false;
}
else
return false;
}
#if defined _DEBUG
char* Event::GetEventType()
{
return "Event\0";
}
#endif

EventBound.h: interface for the EventBound class.
//
//////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
#if !defined(_EventBound)
#define _EventBound
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#if _MSC_VER >= 1000
#pragma once
#endif // _MSC_VER >= 1000m
#include
#include
#include
#include

"Event.h"
"RigidBody.h"
"Node.h"
"SlinkedList.h"

class EventBound : public Event
{
public:
EventBound();
EventBound(const EventBound&);
EventBound( const double& t, Node<RigidBody>* rP );
virtual void ExecuteEvent();
virtual ~EventBound();
virtual void glDraw() const;
virtual RigidBody* const GetRigidBody1();
virtual Node<RigidBody>* GetRigidBodyPosition1();
#if defined _DEBUG
virtual char* GetEventType();
#endif
private:
Node<RigidBody>* rigidBodyNode;
};
#endif // !defined(_EventBound)

EventBound.cpp: implementation of the EventBound class.
//
//////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
#include "EventBound.h"
#include "Universe.h"
#include <gl/glut.h>
#include "RigidBody.h"
//////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
// Construction/Destruction
//////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
EventBound::EventBound()
:Event(0)
,rigidBodyNode(NULL)
{}
EventBound::EventBound(const EventBound& other)
:Event(other.time)
,rigidBodyNode(other.rigidBodyNode)
{}
EventBound::EventBound( const double& t, Node<RigidBody>* rP )
:Event(t)
,rigidBodyNode(rP)
{}
EventBound::~EventBound() {}
RigidBody* const EventBound::GetRigidBody1()
{
return rigidBodyNode->GetData();
}
void EventBound::ExecuteEvent()
{
RigidBody::PollForSteadyStateCondition();
rigidBodyNode->GetData()->UpdatePosition(SimulationTime::GetTime());
rigidBodyNode->GetData()->AddDataAtParticleDeath();
EventHandler::DelEventsWithRigidbodyAtAddress(rigidBodyNode->GetData());
//The above function call could create stray particles.
//The probability of this is low.
//The function could be writen to call
//EventHander::EventCreation
//to avoid this problem.
#if defined RIGIDBODY_TRAJECTORY_LOG
rigidBodyNode->GetData()->LogTrajectory("Boundary");
#endif
Universe::GetRigidBodyListPtr()->Del(rigidBodyNode);
}
Node<RigidBody>* EventBound::GetRigidBodyPosition1()
{
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return rigidBodyNode;
}
void EventBound::glDraw() const
{
/*
Vector3d r1S(rigidBodyNode->GetData()->GetPosition());
Vector3d r1E(rigidBodyNode->GetData()->GetPositionAtTime(Event::time));
glBegin(GL_LINE_STRIP);
glVertex3d(r1S.GetX(), r1S.GetY(), r1S.GetZ());
glVertex3d(r1E.GetX(), r1E.GetY(), r1E.GetZ());
glEnd();
*/
}
#if defined _DEBUG
char* EventBound::GetEventType()
{
return "Bound\0";
}
#endif

EventHandler.h: interface for the EventHandler class.
//
//////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
#if !defined(_EventHandler)
#define _EventHandler
#if _MSC_VER >= 1000
#pragma once
#endif // _MSC_VER >= 1000
#include
#include
#include
#include
#include

"SLinkedListPtr.h"
"Event.h"
"Rigidbody.h"
"SLinkedList.h"
"Vector3d.h"

class EventHandler
{
public:
static double Execute();
static void AddEvent(Event* e);
EventHandler();
virtual ~EventHandler();
static void glDraw();
static bool EventCreation(Node<RigidBody>* rbNodePtr, const RigidBody* const ignoredParticle =
NULL);
static long int GetEventCount();
static void DelEventsWithRigidbodyAtAddress(const RigidBody* const delAddress);
static void AddCollisionPoint(const Vector3d&); //for drawing routine
private:
#if defined _DEBUG
static void OpenEventListLogFile();
static void DumpEventListToFile();
static FILE* eventListLogFile;
static bool constructed;
#endif
static NodePtr<Event*>* GetCurrentlyExecutingEventPosition();
static NodePtr<Event*>* GetFirstEvent();
static bool SamePos(const RigidBody* const a, const RigidBody* const b);
//static bool sorted;
static NodePtr<Event*>* eventPos; // records the position of the currently executing event
static SLinkedListPtr<Event*> eventList;
static SLinkedList<Vector3d> collisionPointList;
static double lastExecutedEventTime;
static long int executeCounter;
static long int count;
};
#endif // !defined(_EventHandler)

EventHandler.cpp: implementation of the EventHandler class.
//
//////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
#include <stdlib.h>
#include "EventHandler.h"
#include "SimulationTime.h"
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#include "ProgSettings.h"
#include "Vector3d.h"
#include <gl/glut.h>
#include "Collision.h"
//////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
// Construction/Destruction
//////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
SLinkedList<Vector3d> EventHandler::collisionPointList;
SLinkedListPtr<Event*> EventHandler::eventList;
#if defined _DEBUG
FILE* EventHandler::eventListLogFile = NULL;
bool EventHandler::constructed = false;
long int EventHandler::executeCounter = 0;
#endif
long int EventHandler::count = 0;
NodePtr<Event*>* EventHandler::eventPos = NULL;
EventHandler::EventHandler(){}
EventHandler::~EventHandler(){}
bool EventHandler::SamePos(const RigidBody* const a, const RigidBody* const b)
{
if ((a==NULL)||(b==NULL)) return false; //reject NULL's
if (a==b) return true;
else return false;
}
void EventHandler::AddEvent( Event* e)
{
if ( (e->GetEventTime() + TOLERANCE) < SimulationTime::GetTime())
{
cout << "ERROR: EventHandler::AddEvent" << endl;
cout << "Tried to add an event that occured in the past!" << endl;
cout << "Event Not Added." << endl;
}
else
{
eventList.Insert(e);
}
}
double EventHandler::Execute()
{
#if defined _DEBUG
EventHandler::executeCounter++;
EventHandler::DumpEventListToFile();
#endif
double retVal=0;
eventPos = EventHandler::GetFirstEvent();
if (NULL != eventPos)
{
retVal = eventPos->GetData()->GetEventTime();
double currentTime = SimulationTime::GetTime();
if (currentTime > (retVal + TOLERANCE))
{
//Do not execute events in the past.
//They should not exist, but they do.
//This is a workaround.
retVal=currentTime;
cout << "Invalid Event found! Not Executing it." << endl;
}
else
{
//This is the *ONLY* place the place in the entire code the simulation time should be
updated!
SimulationTime::SetTime(retVal); /// its really important that this comes before
eventPos->GetData()->ExecuteEvent(); //this!
}
//SimulationTime::SetTime(retVal);
//eventPos->GetData()->ExecuteEvent();
delete eventPos->GetData();
eventList.Del(eventPos);
return retVal;
}
else
{
cout << "No events to execute" << endl;
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//SimulationTime::SetTime(0);
exit(0);
return 0;
}
}
void EventHandler::glDraw()
{
NodePtr<Event*>* pos = eventList.GetHeadPosition();
#if defined _DEBUG
NodePtr<Event*>* posPrevious = pos; //debug
#endif
while (pos != NULL)
{
if (pos!=eventPos)
pos->GetData()->glDraw();
#if defined _DEBUG
posPrevious = pos; //debug
#endif
pos = pos->GetNextNodePtr();
}
if (COLLISION_GRAFIX == DRAW_COLLISION_POINT)
{
Node<Vector3d>* posV = collisionPointList.GetHeadPosition();
while (posV != NULL)
{
Vector3d tempPnt(*posV->GetData());
glBegin(GL_POINTS);
glVertex3d(tempPnt.GetX(), tempPnt.GetY(), tempPnt.GetZ());
glEnd();
collisionPointList.Inc(posV);
}
}
}
void EventHandler::AddCollisionPoint(const Vector3d& v)
{
collisionPointList.Insert(v);
}

NodePtr<Event*>* EventHandler::GetFirstEvent()
{
NodePtr<Event*>* minPos = eventList.GetHeadPosition();
double min = minPos->GetData()->GetEventTime();
NodePtr<Event*>* pos = eventList.GetHeadPosition();
while (pos != NULL)
{
double value = pos->GetData()->GetEventTime();
if (value < min)
{
min = value;
minPos = pos;
}
pos = pos->GetNextNodePtr();
}
return minPos;
}
NodePtr<Event*>* EventHandler::GetCurrentlyExecutingEventPosition()
{
return eventPos;
}

long int EventHandler::GetEventCount()
{
return eventList.GetCount();
}
bool EventHandler::EventCreation(Node<RigidBody>* rbNodePtr, const RigidBody* const ignoredParticle)
{
if (NULL==rbNodePtr) return false;
SLinkedListPtr<Node<RigidBody>*> strayList;
strayList.InsertAtTail(rbNodePtr); //use it like a queue
// Node<RigidBody>* stray = NULL;// = rbNodePtr;
do
{
//if (strayList.IsEmpty()) return true;
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//stray = strayList.GetHeadPosition()->GetData();
SLinkedListPtr<Event*> tempEventList;
// BEGIN - detect all possible events for stray ***************************************************************
double t=0;
Event* tempEvent;
if (Universe::GetBoundingBoxPtr()->CreateEventBound(strayList.GetHeadPosition()->GetData(),
tempEvent))
{
if (NULL!=ignoredParticle)
{
if ((ignoredParticle!=tempEvent->GetRigidBody1())&&(ignoredParticle!=tempEvent>GetRigidBody2()))
tempEventList.Insert(tempEvent);
}
else
tempEventList.Insert(tempEvent);
}
Node<Plate>* posP = Universe::GetPlateListPtr()->GetHeadPosition();
while (posP != NULL)
{
Plate* platePtr = posP->GetData();
if (Collision::DetectionTrajectoryWithCompensationForRigidBodyDimensions(
strayList.GetHeadPosition()->GetData(), platePtr, t ))
{
Event* tempEvent = new EventPlate(t, posP, strayList.GetHeadPosition()->GetData());
if (NULL==tempEvent)
{
cout << "Memory Allocation Failed" << endl;
exit(0);
}
if (NULL!=ignoredParticle)
{
if((ignoredParticle!=tempEvent->GetRigidBody1()) && (ignoredParticle != tempEvent>GetRigidBody2()))
tempEventList.Insert( tempEvent );
}
else
tempEventList.Insert( tempEvent );
}
posP = posP->GetNextNode();
}
Node<RigidBody>* posR = Universe::GetRigidBodyListPtr()->GetHeadPosition();
while (posR != NULL)
{
if (strayList.GetHeadPosition()->GetData() != posR)
{
if (Collision::DetectionTrajectory( strayList.GetHeadPosition()->GetData()->GetData(),
posR->GetData(), t) )
{
Event* tempEvent = new EventParticle(t, Universe::GetRigidBodyListPtr(), posR,
strayList.GetHeadPosition()->GetData());
if (NULL==tempEvent)
{
cout << "Memory Allocation Failed" << endl;
exit(0);
}
if (NULL!=ignoredParticle)
{
if((ignoredParticle != tempEvent->GetRigidBody1()) && (ignoredParticle !=
tempEvent->GetRigidBody2()))
tempEventList.Insert( tempEvent );
}
else
tempEventList.Insert( tempEvent );
}
}
posR = posR->GetNextNode();
}
// END
- detect all possible events for stray ***********************************************************************************
#if defined _DEBUG
bool printedLoopCountWarning = false;
//bool strayParticleExists = true;
#endif
bool handledStrayParticleLastLoop;
bool sameStrayAsLastLoop;
long int loopCount = 0;
NodePtr<Event*>* firstEventPos = NULL;
do //same stray as last loop
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{
sameStrayAsLastLoop = false;
handledStrayParticleLastLoop =false;
loopCount++;
#if defined _DEBUG
if (!printedLoopCountWarning) //DEBUG
{
if (loopCount > RigidBody::GetCount())
{
cout << "Event Creation retries exceeded number of particles" << endl;
printedLoopCountWarning = true;
}
}
#endif
if (tempEventList.IsEmpty())
{
#if defined _DEBUG
cout << "EventHandler::EventCreation - ";
cout << "Failed to create event" << endl;
cout << "
This could be due to a zero velocity particle" << endl;
cout << "
In this case it is the correct action to perform." << endl;
cout << "
If this is the case if should be a rare event," << endl;
cout << "
suspect a bug otherwise" << endl;
#endif
return true;
}
// BEGIN - Find position of earliest event in eventList.
firstEventPos = tempEventList.GetHeadPosition();
double min = firstEventPos->GetData()->GetEventTime();
NodePtr<Event*>* pos = tempEventList.GetHeadPosition();
while (pos != NULL)
{
double value = pos->GetData()->GetEventTime();
if (value < min)
{
min = value;
firstEventPos = pos;
}
pos = pos->GetNextNodePtr();
}
// END
- Find position of earliest event in eventList.
if (NULL == firstEventPos->GetData()->GetRigidBody2())
{
// NOT EventParticle
EventHandler::AddEvent(firstEventPos->GetData());
NodePtr<Node<RigidBody>*>* strayHeadPos = strayList.GetHeadPosition();
strayList.Del(strayHeadPos);
//strayParticleExists = false;
sameStrayAsLastLoop = false;
handledStrayParticleLastLoop =true;
}
else
{
// BEGIN - Find Particle Common to both events. This is the Particle that is definately
not stray.
RigidBody* const minR1 = firstEventPos->GetData()->GetRigidBody1(); //r1J
RigidBody* const minR2 = firstEventPos->GetData()->GetRigidBody2(); //r2J
// this finds the shared particle that is not stray.
// it's not equal to the stray particle
RigidBody* particleToFindInEventList;
RigidBody* const strayRbPtr = strayList.GetHeadPosition()->GetData()->GetData();
if (strayRbPtr==minR1)
{
particleToFindInEventList = minR2;
}
else if (strayRbPtr==minR2)
{
particleToFindInEventList = minR1;
}
else
{
cout << "ERROR: EventHandler::EventCreation" << endl;
cout << "Logic Error. Contradiction!" << endl;
exit(0);
}
if (NULL==particleToFindInEventList)
cout << "ERROR: EventHandler::EventCreation" << endl; //debug
// END - Find Particle Common to both events. This is the Particle that is definately not
stray.
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// At this point we know that the earliest event experienced by the stray is of type
EventParticle.
// We must now find all other events that involve the particle that our stray hits. (this
particle
// is known as particleToFindInEventList
NodePtr<Event*>* pos = eventList.GetHeadPosition();
while (pos != NULL)
{
//ignore currently running event
if (GetCurrentlyExecutingEventPosition() != pos) // since it will be deleted
{
Event* listEvent = pos->GetData();
RigidBody* listEventR1 = listEvent->GetRigidBody1(); //r1J
RigidBody* listEventR2 = listEvent->GetRigidBody2(); //r2J
bool test1 = SamePos(particleToFindInEventList,listEventR1);
bool test2 = SamePos(particleToFindInEventList,listEventR2);
if (test1||test2)
{
handledStrayParticleLastLoop = true;
// possible Confilicting event found
if (listEvent->GetEventTime() > firstEventPos->GetData()->GetEventTime())
//DELETING FROM EVENTLIST (CASE 1 & 2)
{
//BEGIN - Find all events with particleToFindInEventList and delete them
//must delete all instances of particleToFindInEventList in
//event list.
//note that all these instances occur at the same time.
//stray no longer a stray particle
NodePtr<Node<RigidBody>*>* strayHeadPos = strayList.GetHeadPosition();
strayList.Del(strayHeadPos);
do //Find and delete all events that are associated with
particleToFindInEventList
{
listEvent = pos->GetData();
listEventR1 = listEvent->GetRigidBody1(); // ACCESS VIOLATION
listEventR2 = listEvent->GetRigidBody2();
test1 = SamePos(particleToFindInEventList,listEventR1);
test2 = SamePos(particleToFindInEventList,listEventR2);
// DebugRoutineFindInvalidEvent(); //debug
if ((test1||test2)&&(GetCurrentlyExecutingEventPosition()!=pos))
{
if(NULL!=listEventR2) //other event is also EventParticle (A stray
will be created)
{
//**********
// CASE 1
//**********
// BEGIN - Find new strays as a consequence of deleting the ListEvent.
if (test1)
{
strayList.InsertAtTail(listEvent->GetRigidBodyPosition2());
}
else //(test2)
{
strayList.InsertAtTail(listEvent->GetRigidBodyPosition1());
}
//END - Find new stray Particle.
delete pos->GetData();
eventList.Del(pos);

//.Del increments pos
}
else //list event is not EventParticle
{
//**********
// CASE 2
//**********
//no stray particle is created
delete pos->GetData();
eventList.Del(pos);
//.Del increments pos
//MEMORY ACCESs VIOLATION
}// if(NULL!=listEventR2)
} // (test1||test2)
else
{
pos = pos->GetNextNodePtr();
}
}
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while(NULL!=pos);
//END - Find all events with particleToFindInEventList and delete them
//BEGIN - DEBUG CRAP
//
Event* minEvent = firstEventPos->GetData();
//
RigidBody* minEventR1 = listEvent->GetRigidBody1();
//
RigidBody* minEventR2 = listEvent->GetRigidBody2();
//END
- DEBUG CRAP
sameStrayAsLastLoop = false;
EventHandler::AddEvent(firstEventPos->GetData()); // firstEventPos is
corrupt at times.
// this is the cause eventlist corruption.
break;
}
else if (listEvent->GetEventTime() < firstEventPos->GetData()->GetEventTime())
//NOT DELETING FROM EVENTLIST (CASE 3)
{
//**********
// CASE 3
//**********
//keep listevent
//this means stray is still stray!
//Check next possible event in tempEventList
//i.e. delete firstEventPos
//loop
delete firstEventPos->GetData();
tempEventList.Del(firstEventPos);
sameStrayAsLastLoop = true;
//strayParticleExists = true;
break;
}
else //NOT DELETING FROM EVENTLIST (CASE 4)
{
//**********
// CASE 4
//**********
//cout << "events occur at the same time" << endl;
if ((*firstEventPos->GetData())==(*pos->GetData()))
{
delete firstEventPos->GetData();
}
else
{
EventHandler::AddEvent(firstEventPos->GetData());
}
NodePtr<Node<RigidBody>*>* strayHeadPos = strayList.GetHeadPosition();
strayList.Del(strayHeadPos);
//strayParticleExists = false;
sameStrayAsLastLoop = false;
break;
}
} // if (test1||test2)
} //if (currentlyExecutingEvent != listEvent) // since it will be deleted
pos = pos->GetNextNodePtr();
} //while (pos != NULL)
}// !(NULL == firstEventPos->GetData()->GetRigidBody2())
}
while (sameStrayAsLastLoop);
NodePtr<Node<RigidBody>*>* strayHeadPos = strayList.GetHeadPosition();
if ((!handledStrayParticleLastLoop)&&(NULL!=strayHeadPos))
{
EventHandler::AddEvent(firstEventPos->GetData());
strayList.Del(strayHeadPos);
}
NodePtr<Event*>* pos = tempEventList.GetHeadPosition();
while(NULL!=pos)
{
if (pos!=firstEventPos) delete pos->GetData();
tempEventList.Del(pos);
pos = tempEventList.GetHeadPosition();
}
}
while (!strayList.IsEmpty());
//strayList.DelAll();
return true;
}
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void EventHandler::DelEventsWithRigidbodyAtAddress(const RigidBody* const delAddress)
{
SLinkedListPtr<Node<RigidBody>*> strayList; //New since v.43
//Find and delete all events that are associated with particleToFindInEventList
NodePtr<Event*>* pos = eventList.GetHeadPosition();
while(NULL!=pos)
{
Event* listEvent = pos->GetData();
RigidBody* listEventR1 = listEvent->GetRigidBody1(); //r1J
RigidBody* listEventR2 = listEvent->GetRigidBody2(); //r2J
bool test1 = SamePos(delAddress,listEventR1);
bool test2 = SamePos(delAddress,listEventR2);
if ((test1||test2)&&(GetCurrentlyExecutingEventPosition()!=pos))
{
//NEW Code since v.43 - Begin
//new strays are created that must be reassigned events.
Node<RigidBody>* newStrayParticle = NULL;
if (test1) newStrayParticle = pos->GetData()->GetRigidBodyPosition2();
else
newStrayParticle = pos->GetData()->GetRigidBodyPosition1();
if(NULL!=newStrayParticle) strayList.Insert(newStrayParticle);
//NEW Code since v.43 - End
delete pos->GetData();
eventList.Del(pos);
}
else
{
pos = pos->GetNextNodePtr();
}
}
//NEW Code since v.43 - Begin
//This is put here because we don't want to add stuff to the eventlist
//at the same time we are deleting stuff from it.
NodePtr<Node<RigidBody>*>* strayHeadPos = strayList.GetHeadPosition();
while (NULL!=strayHeadPos)
{
EventHandler::EventCreation(strayHeadPos->GetData(),delAddress);
strayList.Del(strayHeadPos);
}
//NEW Code since v.43 - END
}
#if defined _DEBUG
void EventHandler::OpenEventListLogFile()
{
if (!constructed)
{
if(Universe::IsDetailedDataCollectionOn())
{
char sRB[STRSIZE];
strcpy(sRB,Universe::configPath);
strcat(sRB,Universe::configFileName);
strcat(sRB,"_EventLog.csv");
eventListLogFile = fopen( sRB, "w" );
if ((NULL==eventListLogFile))
{
cout << "File Creation Error!" << endl;
cout << sRB << endl;
exit(0);
}
//file header creation
if (NULL != eventListLogFile)
fprintf( eventListLogFile, "%s,%s,%s\n","Loop","Event-Time","Sim-Time","Type");
}
constructed = true;
}
}
void EventHandler::DumpEventListToFile()
{
OpenEventListLogFile();
if (NULL != eventListLogFile)
{
NodePtr<Event*>* pos = eventList.GetHeadPosition();
while (pos != NULL)
{
//if (pos!=eventPos)
fprintf( eventListLogFile, "%d,%f,%f,%s\n", executeCounter, pos->GetData()->GetEventTime(),
SimulationTime::GetTime() ,pos->GetData()->GetEventType());
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pos = pos->GetNextNodePtr();
}
}
}

#endif

EventNozzle.h: interface for the EventNozzle class.
//
//////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
#if !defined(_EventNozzle)
#define _EventNozzle
#if _MSC_VER >= 1000
#pragma once
#endif // _MSC_VER >= 1000
#include
#include
#include
#include
#include
#include

"Event.h"
"SLinkedList.h"
"RigidBody.h"
"Nozzle.h"
"Plate.h"
"EventHandler.h"

class EventNozzle : public Event
{
public:
virtual ~EventNozzle();
virtual void ExecuteEvent();
EventNozzle(const double& t, Nozzle* const n);
#if defined _DEBUG
virtual char* GetEventType();
#endif
private:
Nozzle* const nPtr;
};
#endif // !defined(_EventNozzle)

EventNozzle.cpp: implementation of the EventNozzle class.
//
//////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
#include "EventNozzle.h"
#include "stdio.h"
#include "ProgSettings.h"
#include "Universe.h"
#include <stdlib.h>
//////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
// Construction/Destruction
//////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
EventNozzle::EventNozzle(const double& t, Nozzle* const n)
: Event(t), nPtr(n) //, rlist(rLst), plist(pLst), ehPtr(eH)
{}
EventNozzle::~EventNozzle(){}
void EventNozzle::ExecuteEvent()
{
if (nPtr != NULL)
{
nPtr->CreateParticles();
Event* tempEvent = new EventNozzle( time + (1/nPtr->GetLaunchFrequency()), nPtr );
if (NULL==tempEvent)
{
cout << "Memory Allocation Failed" << endl;
exit(0);
}
EventHandler::AddEvent(tempEvent);
}
else cout << "Attempt to Execute un-initialized Event" << endl;
}
#if defined _DEBUG
char* EventNozzle::GetEventType()
{
return "Nozzle\0";
}
#endif
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EventParticle.h: interface for the EventParticle class.
//
//////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
#if !defined(_EventParticle)
#define _EventParticle
#if _MSC_VER >= 1000
#pragma once
#endif // _MSC_VER >= 1000
#include
#include
#include
#include

"Event.h"
"RigidBody.h"
"Node.h"
"SlinkedList.h"

class EventParticle : public Event
{
public:
virtual void ExecuteEvent();
virtual void glDraw() const;
EventParticle(
const double& t,
SLinkedList<RigidBody>* l,
Node<RigidBody>* r1p,
Node<RigidBody>* r2p);
EventParticle& operator=(const EventParticle&);
virtual ~EventParticle();
virtual RigidBody* const GetRigidBody1();
virtual RigidBody* const GetRigidBody2();
virtual Node<RigidBody>* GetRigidBodyPosition1();
virtual Node<RigidBody>* GetRigidBodyPosition2();
#if defined _DEBUG
virtual char* GetEventType();
#endif
private:
Node<RigidBody>* r1Position;
Node<RigidBody>* r2Position;
SLinkedList<RigidBody>* list;
};
#endif // !defined(_EventParticle)

EventParticle.cpp: implementation of the EventParticle class.
//
//////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
#include "EventParticle.h"
#include "stdio.h"
#include <gl/glut.h>
#include "EventHandler.h"
#include "Vector3d.h"
#include "ProgSettings.h"
#include "Plane.h"
#include "Vectorhandler.h"
#include "Collision.h"
#include "Universe.h"
//////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
// Construction/Destruction
//////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
EventParticle::EventParticle(
const double& t,
SLinkedList<RigidBody>* l,
Node<RigidBody>* r1p,
Node<RigidBody>* r2p)
: Event(t), list(l), r1Position(r1p), r2Position(r2p)
{}
EventParticle& EventParticle::operator=(const EventParticle& other)
{
time = other.time;
list = other.list;
r1Position = other.r1Position;
r2Position = other.r2Position;
return *this;
}
EventParticle::~EventParticle(){}
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void EventParticle::ExecuteEvent()
{
r1Position->GetData()->UpdatePosition(SimulationTime::GetTime());
r2Position->GetData()->UpdatePosition(SimulationTime::GetTime());
if ((list != NULL)&&(r1Position != NULL)&&(r2Position != NULL))
{
if (COLLISION_GRAFIX == DRAW_COLLISION_POINT)
{
Vector3d r1Pnt(r1Position->GetData()->GetPositionAtTime(time));
Vector3d r2Pnt(r2Position->GetData()->GetPositionAtTime(time));
EventHandler::AddCollisionPoint(r1Pnt + (r2Pnt - r1Pnt).GetUnitVector()*(r1Position>GetData()->GetRadius()));
}
if (EVENTPARTICLEMODE == ANNHILIATION)
{
list->Del(r1Position);
list->Del(r2Position);
}
else if (EVENTPARTICLEMODE == COLLISION)
{
const double T1Before = r1Position->GetData()->GetKineticEnergy();
const double T2Before = r2Position->GetData()->GetKineticEnergy();
bool retVal = Collision::SolveTwoParticleResultantVelocites(*r1Position->GetData(),
*r2Position->GetData(),this->time);
if (!retVal) cout << "ERROR: EventParticle" << endl;
const double T1After = r1Position->GetData()->GetKineticEnergy();
const double T2After = r2Position->GetData()->GetKineticEnergy();
const double TAfter = T1After + T2After;
const double TBefore = T1Before + T2Before;
if ((TAfter/TBefore) > 1.01)
{
cout << "ERROR-> EventParticle::ExecuteEvent()" << endl;
cout << "Energy Conservation violated!" << endl;
cout << 100*(TAfter/TBefore - 1) << "% Energy Gain" << endl;
}
r1Position->GetData()->AddInterParticleCollisonFrequencyData(SimulationTime::GetTime());
r1Position->GetData()->AddToInterParticleCollisionEnergyLoss(T1Before - T1After);
r2Position->GetData()->AddToInterParticleCollisionEnergyLoss(T2Before - T2After);
#if defined RIGIDBODY_TRAJECTORY_LOG
r1Position->GetData()->LogTrajectory("Rigidbody");
r2Position->GetData()->LogTrajectory("Rigidbody");
#endif
EventHandler::EventCreation(r2Position, r1Position->GetData());
EventHandler::EventCreation(r1Position);
}
else cout << "Error - No Such Mode" << endl;
}
else cout << "Attempt to Execute un-initialized Event" << endl;
}
void EventParticle::glDraw() const
{
Vector3d r1S(r1Position->GetData()->GetPointOnTrajectory());
Vector3d r1E(r1Position->GetData()->GetPositionAtTime(time));
glColor3f(0, 1, 0);
glBegin(GL_LINE_STRIP);
glVertex3d(r1S.GetX(), r1S.GetY(), r1S.GetZ());
glVertex3d(r1E.GetX(), r1E.GetY(), r1E.GetZ());
glEnd();
Vector3d r2S(r2Position->GetData()->GetPointOnTrajectory());
Vector3d r2E(r2Position->GetData()->GetPositionAtTime(time));
glBegin(GL_LINE_STRIP);
glVertex3d(r2S.GetX(), r2S.GetY(), r2S.GetZ());
glVertex3d(r2E.GetX(), r2E.GetY(), r2E.GetZ());
glEnd();
}
RigidBody* const EventParticle::GetRigidBody1()
{
return r1Position->GetData();
}
RigidBody* const EventParticle::GetRigidBody2()
{
return r2Position->GetData();
}
Node<RigidBody>* EventParticle::GetRigidBodyPosition1()
{
return r1Position;
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}
Node<RigidBody>* EventParticle::GetRigidBodyPosition2()
{
return r2Position;
}
#if defined _DEBUG
char* EventParticle::GetEventType()
{
return "Particle\0";
}
#endif

EventPlate.h: interface for the EventPlate class.
//
//////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
#if !defined(_EventPlate)
#define _EventPlate
#if _MSC_VER >= 1000
#pragma once
#endif // _MSC_VER >= 1000
#include
#include
#include
#include
#include

"Event.h"
"Node.h"
"RigidBody.h"
"Plate.h"
"SlinkedList.h"

class EventPlate : public Event
{
public:
EventPlate& operator=(const EventPlate&);
virtual void glDraw() const;
EventPlate(const EventPlate&);
EventPlate(const double& t, Node<Plate>* const pP, Node<RigidBody>* rP);
virtual void ExecuteEvent();
virtual ~EventPlate();
virtual RigidBody* const GetRigidBody1();
virtual Node<RigidBody>* GetRigidBodyPosition1();
#if defined _DEBUG
virtual char* GetEventType();
#endif
private:
Node<Plate>* plateNodePtr;
Node<RigidBody>* particleNodePtr;
};
#endif // !defined(_EventPlate)

EventPlate.cpp: implementation of the EventPlate class.
//
//////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
#include "stdio.h"
#include <stdlib.h>
#include "EventPlate.h"
#include "Vector3d.h"
#include "Vectorhandler.h"
#include <gl/glut.h>
#include "Universe.h"
#include "ProgSettings.h"
#include "Collision.h"
#include "math.h"
//////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
// Construction/Destruction
//////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
EventPlate::EventPlate(const double& t, Node<Plate>* const pP, Node<RigidBody>* rP)
:Event(t), particleNodePtr(rP), plateNodePtr(pP)
{}
EventPlate::EventPlate(const EventPlate& other)
:Event(other.time)
,particleNodePtr(other.particleNodePtr)
,plateNodePtr(other.plateNodePtr)
{}
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EventPlate& EventPlate::operator=(const EventPlate& other)
{
time = other.time;
particleNodePtr = other.particleNodePtr;
plateNodePtr = other.plateNodePtr;
return *this;
}
EventPlate::~EventPlate(){}
void EventPlate::ExecuteEvent()
{
Plate* platePtr = plateNodePtr->GetData();
// platePtr->CollisionOccured(); //for Efficency Calculation
RigidBody* particlePtr = particleNodePtr->GetData();
particlePtr->UpdatePosition(SimulationTime::GetTime()); //this line is really important!
// (*funcPtr)( rbPos, platePos);
// cout << "void EventPlate::ExecuteEvent()" << endl; //debug
if ((particlePtr != NULL) && (platePtr != NULL))
{
if (SURFACE_COLLISION_MODE == SURFACE_PARTICLE_COLLISION_WITH_FRICTION)
{
double energyBefore = particlePtr->GetKineticEnergy();
Vector3d n(platePtr->GetNormal());
Vector3d iV(particlePtr->GetVelocityVector());
double iVNormalMag = VectorHandler::ProjParallel(iV,n).GetNorm();
double iVTangentMag = VectorHandler::ProjOrthogonal(iV,n).GetNorm();
double iVMag = iV.GetNorm();
iV = (-1)*iV;
double iAngle = 90 - acos((n*iV)/(n.GetNorm()*iVMag))*(180/PIE);
Collision::ResolveParticleSurfaceInterationWithFriction(*particlePtr, *platePtr, time);
Vector3d fV(particlePtr->GetVelocityVector());
double fVMag = fV.GetNorm();
double fAngle = 90 - acos((n*fV)/(n.GetNorm()*fVMag))*(180/PIE);
double x=0;
double y=0;
platePtr->ProjectPointOnPlane(particlePtr->GetPointOnTrajectory(),x,y);
double energyAfter = particlePtr->GetKineticEnergy();
bool inEllipse = platePtr->IsPointInEllipse(x,y);
particlePtr->AddSurfaceData(energyBefore - energyAfter, x, y, iAngle, iVMag, fAngle, fVMag,
energyBefore, inEllipse,iVNormalMag,iVTangentMag);
}
else if (SURFACE_COLLISION_MODE == ANGLE_OF_INCIDENCE_EQUALS_RELECTION)
{
Vector3d v(particlePtr->GetVelocityVector());
Vector3d n(platePtr->GetNormal());
Vector3d vn(VectorHandler::ProjParallel(v,n));
//normal component of velocity
Vector3d vt(VectorHandler::ProjOrthogonal(v,n)); //tangent component of velocity
particlePtr->SetVelocityVector(vt-vn);
particlePtr->SetPointOnTrajectoryAndTimeAtThisPoint(particlePtr>GetPositionAtTime(time),time);
}
else
{
cout << "Error EventPlate::ExecuteEvent()" << endl;
exit(0);
}
#if defined RIGIDBODY_TRAJECTORY_LOG
particleNodePtr->GetData()->LogTrajectory("Surface");
#endif
EventHandler::EventCreation(particleNodePtr);
}
else cout << "Attempt to Execute un-initialized Event" << endl;
}
void EventPlate::glDraw() const
{
if(DRAW_PLATE_COLLISIONS)
{
RigidBody* particlePtr = particleNodePtr->GetData();
Vector3d r1S(particlePtr->GetPointOnTrajectory());
Vector3d r1E(particlePtr->GetPositionAtTime(Event::time));
// glColor3f(0, 1, 0);
glBegin(GL_LINE_STRIP);
glVertex3d(r1S.GetX(), r1S.GetY(), r1S.GetZ());
glVertex3d(r1E.GetX(), r1E.GetY(), r1E.GetZ());
glEnd();
}
}
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RigidBody* const EventPlate::GetRigidBody1()
{
// cout << "Particle-Plate" << endl;
return particleNodePtr->GetData();
}
Node<RigidBody>* EventPlate::GetRigidBodyPosition1()
{
return particleNodePtr;
}
#if defined _DEBUG
char* EventPlate::GetEventType()
{
return "Plate\0";
}
#endif

Freq.h: interface for the Freq class.
//
//////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
#if !defined(FREQ_H)
#define FREQ_H
#if _MSC_VER >= 1000
#pragma once
#endif // _MSC_VER >= 1000
#include "Stats.h"
#include "SlinkedList.h"
class Freq
{
public:
Freq();
virtual ~Freq();
void AddTime(const double&);
bool GetAvgFreq(double&);
void Clear();
private:
double sumOfPeriods;
long int numberOfPeriods;
double lastTime;
};
#endif //FREQ_H

Freq.cpp: implementation of the Freq class.
//
//////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
#include "Freq.h"
//////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
// Construction/Destruction
/////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
Freq::Freq()
:lastTime(0)
,numberOfPeriods(0)
,sumOfPeriods(0)
{}
Freq::~Freq(){}
void Freq::AddTime(const double& d)
{
if (numberOfPeriods <= 0)
{
if (d >= lastTime)
{
sumOfPeriods+= d - lastTime;
numberOfPeriods++;
}
}
else
{
lastTime = d;
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}
}
bool Freq::GetAvgFreq(double& meanFreq)
{
if ((numberOfPeriods >= 1)&&( sumOfPeriods != 0.0))
{
meanFreq = numberOfPeriods/sumOfPeriods;
return true;
}
else return false;
}
void Freq::Clear()
{
numberOfPeriods = 0;
sumOfPeriods = 0;
}

Line.h: interface for the Line class.
//
//////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
#include "UnivObj.h"

#if !defined(_Line)
#define _Line
#if _MSC_VER >= 1000
#pragma once
#endif // _MSC_VER >= 1000
class Line: public UnivObj
{
public:
#ifdef _DEBUG
Line(); //debug
#endif
Line(const Vector3d& p, const Vector3d& d);
Line(const Line&);
Vector3d GetPoint(const double t) const;
Vector3d GetPosition() const;
Vector3d GetDirection() const;
virtual void glDraw() const;
bool IsPntOnLine(const Vector3d& pnt, double& t, const double& tolerance = 0.0000001) const;
virtual ~Line();
private:
Vector3d r;
//point on line
Vector3d d;
//directon
};
#endif // !defined(_Line)

Line.cpp: implementation of the Line class.
//
//////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
#include "Vector3d.h"
#include "Line.h"
#include "iostream.h"
#include <stdlib.h>
#include "gl/glut.h"
//////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
// Construction/Destruction
//////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
Line::Line(const Vector3d& point, const Vector3d& dir)
: r(point), d(dir)
{
if ((d.GetX()==0)&&(d.GetY()==0)&&(d.GetZ()==0))
{
cout << "error! Line::Line(const Vector3d& point, const Vector3d& dir) dir must be nonzero";
exit(0);
}
}
Line::Line(const Line& other)
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: r(other.r), d(other.d)
{}
#ifdef _DEBUG
Line::Line()
:r(0,0,0), d(1,0,0)
{}
#endif
Vector3d Line::GetPoint(const double t) const
{
return (r + d*t);
}
Vector3d Line::GetPosition() const
{
return r;
}
Vector3d Line::GetDirection() const
{
return d;
}
bool Line::IsPntOnLine(const Vector3d& pnt, double& t, const double& tolerance) const
{
double tx;
double ty;
double tz;
tx = (pnt.GetX() - r.GetX()) / d.GetX();
ty = (pnt.GetY() - r.GetY()) / d.GetY();
if ( (tx<=(ty+tolerance)) && (tx>=(ty-tolerance)) )
{
tz = ty = (pnt.GetZ() - r.GetZ()) / d.GetZ();
if ( (tx<=(tz+tolerance)) && (tx>=(tz-tolerance)) )
{
t = tx;
return true;
}
else return false;
}
else return false;
}
void Line::glDraw() const
{
Vector3d p1(GetPoint(0.0));
Vector3d p2(GetPoint(1000.0));
glBegin(GL_LINES);
glVertex3d(p1.GetX(), p1.GetY(), p1.GetZ());
glVertex3d(p2.GetX(), p2.GetY(), p2.GetZ());
glEnd();
}
Line::~Line(){}

LineHandler.h: interface for the LineHandler class.
//
//////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
#if !defined(_LineHandler)
#define _LineHandler
#if _MSC_VER >= 1000
#pragma once
#endif // _MSC_VER >= 1000
#include "Vector3d.h"
#include "Line.h"
class LineHandler
{
public:
static bool Intersection(const Line& a, const Line& b, Vector3d& retVec, double tolerance =
0.0000001);
static bool MinDistance(const Line& a, const Line& b, double& returnValue, double tolerance =
0.0000001); //cannot be applied successfully to parrallel lines
static bool
Parallel(const Line& a, const Line& b, double tolerance = 0.0000001);
static bool
Perpendicular(const Line& a, const Line& b, double tolerance = 0.0000001);
LineHandler();
virtual ~LineHandler();
};
#endif // !defined(_LineHandler)
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LineHandler.cpp: implementation of the LineHandler class.
//
//////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
#include "LineHandler.h"
//////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
// Construction/Destruction
//////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
bool LineHandler::Intersection(const Line& a, const Line& b, Vector3d& retVec, double tolerance)
{
Vector3d ma(a.GetDirection());
Vector3d ra(a.GetPosition());
Vector3d mb(b.GetDirection());
Vector3d rb(b.GetPosition());
if ( ((ma.GetX()==0)&&(ma.GetY()==0)&&(ma.GetZ()==0)) ||
((mb.GetX()==0)&&(mb.GetY()==0)&&(mb.GetZ()==0)) )
return false;
double tempDenominator = ma.GetY()*mb.GetX() - ma.GetX()*mb.GetY();
double t1=0;
if (tempDenominator != 0)
t1=(ma.GetX()*( rb.GetY() - ra.GetY() ) - ma.GetY()*( rb.GetX() - ra.GetX() ))/tempDenominator;
else return false;
tempDenominator = ma.GetZ()*mb.GetX() - ma.GetX()*mb.GetZ();
double t2=0;
if (tempDenominator != 0)
t2=(ma.GetX()*( rb.GetZ() - ra.GetZ() ) - ma.GetZ()*( rb.GetX() - ra.GetX() ))/tempDenominator;
else return false;
if ( ((t1+tolerance)>=t2) && ((t1-tolerance)<=t2) )
{
retVec = b.GetPoint(t1);
return true;
}
else return false;
}
bool LineHandler::MinDistance(const Line& a, const Line& b, double& retVal, double tolerance)
{
Vector3d dirCross(a.GetDirection() % b.GetDirection());
double dirCrossMag = dirCross.GetNorm();
// return false if the cross product magnitude is zero, i.e. if a and b are parrallel.
if ( ((dirCrossMag+tolerance)>=0) && ((dirCrossMag-tolerance)<=0) ) return false;
retVal = ( ( a.GetPosition()-b.GetPosition() ) * dirCross ) / dirCrossMag;
if (retVal < 0) retVal*=-1;
return true;
}
bool LineHandler::Parallel(const Line& a, const Line& b, double tolerance)
{
// may need to implement this member function
bool retVal=true;
return retVal;
}
bool LineHandler::Perpendicular(const Line& a, const Line& b, double tolerance)
{
// may need to implement this member function
bool retVal=true;
return retVal;
}
LineHandler::LineHandler() {}
LineHandler::~LineHandler() {}

Node.h: Interface and implementation of the Node template class
#if !defined _Node
#define _Node
#include <iostream.h>
template < class T > class Node
{
public:
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Node( const T& d, Node<T>* lnk = NULL);
virtual ~Node();
void SetLink( Node<T>* l);
Node<T>* GetNextNode();
T* GetData();
Node<T>& operator=(const Node<T>& rhs);
// T& GetData(); //Consider changing T* GetData(); to T& GetData();
private:
T data;
Node<T>* link;
};
template <class T>
Node< T >::~Node( void ){}
template <class T>
void Node< T >::SetLink(Node<T>* l)
{
link = l;
}
template <class T>
Node<T>* Node< T >::GetNextNode()
{
return link;
}
template <class T>
T* Node< T >::GetData()
{
return &data;
}
template <class T>
Node<T>& Node<T>::operator=(const Node<T>& rhs)
{
this->data = rhs.data;
this->link = rhs.link;
return *this;
}
template <class T>
Node< T >::Node( const T& d, Node<T>* lnk )
: data(d) ,link(lnk) {}
#endif

NodePtr: Interface and implementation of the NodePtr template class
#if !defined _NodePtr
#define _NodePtr
#include <iostream.h>
template < class T > class NodePtr
{
public:
NodePtr( const T& d, NodePtr<T>* lnk = NULL);
virtual ~NodePtr();
void SetLink( NodePtr<T>* l);
NodePtr<T>* GetNextNodePtr();
T GetData();
private:
T data;
NodePtr<T>* link;
};
template <class T>
NodePtr< T >::~NodePtr( void ) {}
template <class T>
void NodePtr< T >::SetLink(NodePtr<T>* l)
{
link = l;
}
template <class T>
NodePtr<T>* NodePtr< T >::GetNextNodePtr()
{
return link;
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//this line is where the code stops
}
template <class T>
T NodePtr< T >::GetData()
{
return data;
}
template <class T>
NodePtr< T >::NodePtr( const T& d, NodePtr<T>* lnk )
: data(d) ,link(lnk) {}

#endif

Nozzle.h: interface for the Nozzle class.
//
//////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
/*
IMPORTANT
--------The nozzle class has build into it assumptions that the particles all have
the same radius. Note use of variable: maxUsableRadius
*/
#if !defined(_Nozzle)
#define _Nozzle
#if _MSC_VER >= 1000
#pragma once
#endif // _MSC_VER >= 1000
#include
#include
#include
#include
#include
#include
#include

"Vector3d.h"
"PlaneSection.h"
"RigidBody.h"
"SLinkedList.h"
"Stats.h"
"UnivObj.h"
"Eventhandler.h"

class Nozzle : public UnivObj
{
public:
Nozzle(const Nozzle&);
Nozzle(const double& launchFrequency, const int& numberPerTimeStep, const double& maxAngle,
const Vector3d& rp, const Vector3d& v1p, const Vector3d& v2p,
const double& rMax, const double& sMax, const double& sMin,
const double& particleRadius, const double& particleMass);
Nozzle(const double& launchFrequency, const int& numberPerTimeStep, const double& maxAngle,
const Vector3d& rp, const Vector3d& dir,
const double& rMax, const double& sMax, const double& sMin,
const double& particleRadius, const double& particleMass);
void CreateEvent(); // the A is there due to a compiler error
// just use CreateEvent() to call the function
virtual ~Nozzle();
virtual void glDraw() const;
int GetNumberOfParticlesPerTimeStep() const;
void CreateParticles();
RigidBody CreateParticle();
Line GetTrajectory(const Vector3d&) const;
Vector3d GetPosition() const;
double GetRadius() const;
double GetMaxSprayAngle() const;
double GetLaunchFrequency() const;
Vector3d GetNormal() const;
void SetStandoffDistance(const double& d);
private:
double launchFrequency;
int maxParticleCreationRetries;
PlaneSection crossSection;
double maxSprayAngle;
int numberOfParticlesPerTimeStep;
Vector3d normalUnitVector;
double nozzleRadius;
double speedMax;
double speedMin;
double particleRadius;
double particleMass;
bool eventExecuted;
double timeOfExecution;
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double maxUsableRadius;
double standoff;
};
#endif // !defined(_Nozzle)

Nozzle.cpp: implementation of the Nozzle class.
//
//////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
#include "Nozzle.h"
#include "Collision.h"
#include <math.h>
#include "Universe.h"
#include "SimulationTime.h"
#include "EventNozzle.h"
#include "ProgSettings.h"
#include "stdlib.h"
#include "VectorHandler.h"
#include "gl/glut.h"
#include "rnd.h"
//////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
// Construction/Destruction
//////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
Nozzle::Nozzle(const double& lFrequency, const int& numberPerTimeStep, const double& maxAngle,
const Vector3d& rp, const Vector3d& v1p, const Vector3d& v2p,
const double& rMax, const double& sMax, const double& sMin,
const double& parRadius, const double& parMass)
:crossSection(rp,v1p,v2p,CIRCLE,rMax)
,launchFrequency(lFrequency)
,numberOfParticlesPerTimeStep(numberPerTimeStep)
,maxSprayAngle(maxAngle)
,normalUnitVector((v1p%v2p).GetUnitVector())
,nozzleRadius(rMax)
,maxParticleCreationRetries(numberPerTimeStep)
,speedMax(sMax)
,speedMin(sMin)
,particleRadius(parRadius)
,particleMass(parMass)
,eventExecuted(false) //for trajectory collision detection
,timeOfExecution(0.0)
//for trajectory collision detection
,maxUsableRadius(nozzleRadius - particleRadius) //this only works with fixed particle radius.
{
if (maxUsableRadius<0)
{
cout << "ERROR: Nozzle::Nozzle" << endl;
cout << "Particles too big or nozzle too small." << endl;
exit(0);
}
}
Nozzle::Nozzle(const Nozzle& other)
:crossSection(other.crossSection)
,launchFrequency(other.launchFrequency)
,maxSprayAngle(other.maxSprayAngle)
,normalUnitVector(other.normalUnitVector)
,numberOfParticlesPerTimeStep(other.numberOfParticlesPerTimeStep)
,nozzleRadius(other.nozzleRadius)
,maxParticleCreationRetries(other.maxParticleCreationRetries)
,speedMax(other.speedMax)
,speedMin(other.speedMin)
,particleRadius(other.particleRadius)
,particleMass(other.particleMass)
,eventExecuted(false) //for trajectory collision detection
,timeOfExecution(0.0)
//for trajectory collision detection
,maxUsableRadius(other.maxUsableRadius) //this only works with fixed particle radius.
{}

Nozzle::Nozzle(const double& lFrequency, const int& numberPerTimeStep, const double& maxAngle,
const Vector3d& rp, const Vector3d& dir,
const double& rMax, const double& sMax, const double& sMin,
const double& parRadius, const double& parMass)
:crossSection(rp,dir,CIRCLE,rMax)
,launchFrequency(lFrequency)
,numberOfParticlesPerTimeStep(numberPerTimeStep)
,maxSprayAngle(maxAngle)
,normalUnitVector(dir.GetUnitVector())
,nozzleRadius(rMax)
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,maxParticleCreationRetries(numberPerTimeStep)
,speedMax(sMax)
,speedMin(sMin)
,particleRadius(parRadius)
,particleMass(parMass)
,eventExecuted(false) //for trajectory collision detection
,timeOfExecution(0.0)
//for trajectory collision detection
,maxUsableRadius(nozzleRadius - particleRadius) //this only works with fixed particle radius.
{
if (maxUsableRadius<0)
{
cout << "ERROR: Nozzle::Nozzle" << endl;
cout << "Particles too big or nozzle too small." << endl;
exit(0);
}
}
Nozzle::~Nozzle(){}
RigidBody Nozzle::CreateParticle( )
{
double globalTime = SimulationTime::GetTime();
// maxUsableRadius depends on particle-radius even though
// the nozzle-radius is fixed.
if (nozzleRadius>=0.0)
{
crossSection.SetRadius(maxUsableRadius); // for drawing purposes.
Vector3d position(crossSection.GetRandPoint());
Vector3d rLocal = position - crossSection.GetPosition();
double radius = rLocal.GetNorm();
double speed=0.0;
double angle=0.0;
if(0.0!=maxUsableRadius)
{
speed = pow(radius/maxUsableRadius,2)*(speedMin - speedMax) + speedMax;
angle = maxSprayAngle*(radius/maxUsableRadius);
}
else
{
speed = speedMax;
angle = 0.0;
}
//THETA STAR STUFF
//
int retries = 0;
//
do
//
{
double theta = Rnd::RndHutchingsSpatialDistribution(maxSprayAngle*180/PIE)*(PIE/2); //note
maxSprayAngle is
//really the hutching focus coefficient.

//
//
//
//
//
//
//
//

angle = atan(tan(theta)-(radius/standoff)); //thetaStar
retries++;
if (retries >= 100000)
{
cout << "ERROR: Rejected too many angles from hutchings distribution" << endl;
exit(0);
}
}
while(angle < 0);
Vector3d rLocalUnitVector = rLocal.GetUnitVector();
Vector3d velocity((normalUnitVector*speed*cos(angle))+(rLocalUnitVector*speed*sin(angle)));

crossSection.SetRadius(nozzleRadius); //for drawing purposes.. sloppy
return RigidBody(particleMass, particleRadius, position, velocity, Vector3d(0,0,0),
globalTime);
}
else
{
Vector3d velocity(crossSection.GetNormal().GetUnitVector()*speedMax);
return RigidBody(particleMass, particleRadius, crossSection.GetPosition(), velocity,
Vector3d(0,0,0), globalTime);
}
}

void Nozzle::CreateEvent()
{

//Only called once at the start by universe
//to get the ball rolling.
//EventNozzle creates all other Nozzle events.

double simTime = 0;
if (!eventExecuted)
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simTime = timeOfExecution;
else
{
simTime = SimulationTime::GetTime();
timeOfExecution = simTime;
}
eventExecuted = false;
if ( simTime < 0)
{
cout << "Error: negative event time!" << endl;
exit(0);
}
if (launchFrequency == 0)
{
cout << "ERROR" << endl;
exit(0);
}
else
{
double launchPeriod = 1/launchFrequency;
if (simTime==0.0)
{
Event* tempEvent = new EventNozzle( simTime,this );
if (NULL==tempEvent)
{
cout << "Memory Allocation Failed" << endl;
exit(0);
}
EventHandler::AddEvent(tempEvent);
}
else if(simTime >= launchPeriod)
{
double remainder = fmod(simTime, launchPeriod);
double tol = 0.000001;
if ((remainder < launchPeriod + tol)&&(remainder > launchPeriod - tol))
{
remainder = 0.0;
}
double eventTime = (simTime - remainder) + launchPeriod;
if (eventTime < 0)
{
cout << "Error: negative event time!" << endl;
}
Event* tempEvent = new EventNozzle( eventTime, this );
if (NULL==tempEvent)
{
cout << "Memory Allocation Failed" << endl;
exit(0);
}
EventHandler::AddEvent(tempEvent);
}
else
{
Event* tempEvent = new EventNozzle( launchPeriod,this );
if (NULL==tempEvent)
{
cout << "Memory Allocation Failed" << endl;
exit(0);
}
EventHandler::AddEvent(tempEvent);
}
}
}
int Nozzle::GetNumberOfParticlesPerTimeStep() const
{
return numberOfParticlesPerTimeStep;
}
void Nozzle::glDraw() const
{
glColor3f(.7,.7,.7);
crossSection.glDraw();
}
void Nozzle::CreateParticles( )
{
// The Nozzle::CreateParticles member function ensures that the
// particles created by the nozzle do not occupy the same space
int particleNumberNeeded = numberOfParticlesPerTimeStep;
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int retries = -5000; // used to prevent infinite do-while loop
double globalTime = SimulationTime::GetTime();
while((particleNumberNeeded>0) && (retries < maxParticleCreationRetries))
{
RigidBody tempRigidBody(CreateParticle());
if (!(Collision::DetectionOverlap(&tempRigidBody, *Universe::GetRigidBodyListPtr())))
{
particleNumberNeeded-=1;
Node<RigidBody>* const tempRbPos = Universe::GetRigidBodyListPtr()->Insert(tempRigidBody);
EventHandler::EventCreation(tempRbPos);
#if defined RIGIDBODY_TRAJECTORY_LOG
tempRbPos->GetData()->LogTrajectory("Nozzle");
#endif
}
else
{
retries++;
if (retries==0)
cout << "Clogged Nozzle, Stream density higher than is phsically possible" << endl;
}
}
if (retries >= maxParticleCreationRetries)
{
cout << "Nozzle::CreateParticles-> No space on nozzle crossection for particle creation" <<
endl;
exit(0);
}
}
Vector3d Nozzle::GetPosition() const
{
return crossSection.GetPosition();
}
double Nozzle::GetRadius() const
{
return nozzleRadius;
}
double Nozzle::GetLaunchFrequency() const
{
return launchFrequency;
}
Vector3d Nozzle::GetNormal() const
{
return crossSection.GetNormal();
}
double Nozzle::GetMaxSprayAngle() const
{
return maxSprayAngle;
}
Line Nozzle::GetTrajectory(const Vector3d& in) const
{
//this takes any 3d vector and projects it onto the nozzle plane.
//the direction of the projection in the plane is taken as the radial direction
//with which a point on the rim of the nozzle is desired. A line is constructed
//that would be the path of a particle which was propelled from the nozzle
//while touching the inner-diameter of the nozzle.
Vector3d v(VectorHandler::ProjOrthogonal(in, GetNormal()).GetUnitVector());
/* changed to accomodate the hutchings distribution
Vector3d direction((GetNormal()*cos(maxSprayAngle))+(v*sin(maxSprayAngle))); //this
// should really be given by the nozzle class.
*/
Vector3d direction((GetNormal()*cos(0))+(v*sin(0))); //this
Line l( v*maxUsableRadius+GetPosition(), direction);
return l;
}
void Nozzle::SetStandoffDistance(const double& d)
{
standoff = d;
}
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ParametersSimpleSystem.h: interface for the ParametersSimpleSystem
class.
//
//////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
#if !defined(_ParametersSimpleSystem)
#define _ParametersSimpleSystem
#if _MSC_VER >= 1000
#pragma once
#endif // _MSC_VER >= 1000
#include <stdio.h>
class ParametersSimpleSystem
{
public:
void SetEp(const double& v);
void SetEs(const double& v);
void SetMu(const double& v);
ParametersSimpleSystem();
virtual ~ParametersSimpleSystem();
bool ConfigureProgram();
void SetUnitScale(const double& v);
void SetStandoff(const double& v);
void SetStreamDivergenceAngle(const double& v);
void SetInpingementAngle(const double& v);
void SetSurfaceWidth(const double& v);
void SetSurfaceHeight(const double& v);
void SetParticleRadius(const double& v);
void SetNozzleRadius(const double& v);
void SetParticleMass(const double& v);
void SetParticleUpperSpeedLimit(const double& v);
void SetParticleLowerSpeedLimit(const double& v);
void SetNozzleLaunchFrequency(const double& v);
void SetNozzleParticlesPerLaunch(const int& v);
void SetTimeLimit(const long double& v);
void SetDataPointQuantityLimit(const long int& v);
void SetMaxNumberOfParticlesInIncidentStream(const double& v);
void DisplayStatus();
static FILE* settingsLogFile;
private:
double unitScale;
double standoff;
bool
standoffSet;
double streamDivergenceAngle;
bool
streamDivergenceAngleSet;
double inpingementAngle;
bool
inpingementAngleSet;
double surfaceWidth;
bool
surfaceWidthSet;
double surfaceHeight;
bool
surfaceHeightSet;
double particleRadius;
bool
particleRadiusSet;
double nozzleRadius;
bool
nozzleRadiusSet;
double particleMass;
bool
particleMassSet;
double particleUpperSpeedLimit;
bool
particleUpperSpeedLimitSet;
double particleLowerSpeedLimit;
bool
particleLowerSpeedLimitSet;
double nozzleLaunchFrequency;
bool
nozzleLaunchFrequencySet;
int
nozzleParticlesPerLaunch;
bool
nozzleParticlesPerLaunchSet;
bool
limitSet;
bool
systemSetUp;
bool
epSet;
bool
esSet;
bool
muSet;
bool
maxPi4Set;
double maxPi4;
bool
logsOn;
bool
waitForSteadyStateForDataCollection;
double simulationTimeLimit;
};
#endif // !defined(_ParametersSimpleSystem)
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ParametersSimpleSystem.cpp: implementation of the
ParametersSimpleSystem class.
//
//////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
#include "ParametersSimpleSystem.h"
#include <iostream.h>
#include "SimulationTime.h"
#include "RigidBodyDatCollection.h"
#include "Universe.h"
#include "Nozzle.h"
#include "Plate.h"
#include "Progsettings.h"
#include "math.h"
#include "Collision.h"
#define STRSIZE 255
FILE* ParametersSimpleSystem::settingsLogFile=NULL;
//////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
// Construction/Destruction
//////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
ParametersSimpleSystem::ParametersSimpleSystem()
:unitScale(1)
,standoff(0)
,standoffSet(false)
,streamDivergenceAngle(0)
,streamDivergenceAngleSet(false)
,inpingementAngle(90)
,inpingementAngleSet(false)
,surfaceWidth(1)
,surfaceWidthSet(false)
,surfaceHeight(1)
,surfaceHeightSet(false)
,particleRadius(1)
,particleRadiusSet(false)
,nozzleRadius(1)
,nozzleRadiusSet(false)
,particleMass(1)
,particleMassSet(false)
,particleUpperSpeedLimit(1)
,particleUpperSpeedLimitSet(false)
,particleLowerSpeedLimit(1)
,particleLowerSpeedLimitSet(false)
,nozzleLaunchFrequency(1)
,nozzleLaunchFrequencySet(false)
,nozzleParticlesPerLaunch(1)
,nozzleParticlesPerLaunchSet(false)
,limitSet(false)
,epSet(false)
,esSet(false)
,muSet(false)
,systemSetUp(false)
,maxPi4Set(true)
,maxPi4(0.0)
,logsOn(false)
,simulationTimeLimit(0.0)
,waitForSteadyStateForDataCollection(true)
{
if (NULL==settingsLogFile)
{
char s[STRSIZE];
strcpy(s,Universe::configPath);
strcat(s,Universe::configFileName);
strcat(s,"_SET.txt");
settingsLogFile = fopen( s, "w");
if (NULL==settingsLogFile)
{
cout << "File Creation Error!" << endl;
cout << s << endl;
exit(0);
}
}
}
ParametersSimpleSystem::~ParametersSimpleSystem() {}
bool ParametersSimpleSystem::ConfigureProgram()
{
if(muSet && esSet && epSet &&
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standoffSet &&
streamDivergenceAngleSet &&
inpingementAngleSet &&
surfaceWidthSet &&
surfaceHeightSet &&
particleRadiusSet &&
nozzleRadiusSet &&
particleMassSet &&
particleUpperSpeedLimitSet &&
particleLowerSpeedLimitSet &&
nozzleLaunchFrequencySet &&
nozzleParticlesPerLaunchSet &&
limitSet &&
maxPi4Set)
{
if(!systemSetUp)
{
double thetaD = (PIE/180)*(streamDivergenceAngle);
double x = cos((PIE/180)*inpingementAngle);
double y = sin((PIE/180)*inpingementAngle);
Universe::AddNozzle(Nozzle(
nozzleLaunchFrequency,
nozzleParticlesPerLaunch,
thetaD,
Vector3d(0, x, y)*(standoff+particleRadius),
Vector3d(0,y,-1*x)*(standoff+particleRadius),
Vector3d(1,0,0),
nozzleRadius,
particleUpperSpeedLimit,
particleLowerSpeedLimit,
particleRadius,
particleMass));
Universe::AddPlate(Plate(
Vector3d(0,0,0),
Vector3d(0,0,1),
surfaceWidth,
surfaceHeight,
particleRadius));
Nozzle* nPtr = Universe::GetNozzleListPtr()->GetHeadPosition()->GetData();
nPtr->SetStandoffDistance(standoff); //addition for hutchings stream div. distribution.
Universe::GetPlateListPtr()->GetHeadPosition()->GetData()->OrientWithNozzle(*nPtr);
double pi2 = 0;
double pi3 = 0;
double pi4 = 0;
double ps = 0;
double rnp = 0;
if(0.0!=particleUpperSpeedLimit)
{
pi2 =
2*nozzleLaunchFrequency*nozzleRadius/(particleUpperSpeedLimit+particleLowerSpeedLimit);
pi3 =
2*nozzleLaunchFrequency*particleRadius/(particleUpperSpeedLimit+particleLowerSpeedLimit);
pi4 = 2*nozzleLaunchFrequency*standoff/(particleUpperSpeedLimit+particleLowerSpeedLimit);
ps = 4*pow(pi3,3)/( 3*pow(pi2,2) + 3*pi2*pi4*tan(thetaD) + pow(pi4*tan(thetaD),2));
rnp = pi2/pi3;
}
if ((pi4 > maxPi4)&&(maxPi4 > 0.0))
{
cout << "Pi4 limit exceeded, the program will be halted." << endl;
cout << "Please raise or turn off the limit if this was not desired." << endl;
exit(0);
}
// nozzle must not touch surface
if (standoff*sin((PIE/180)*inpingementAngle) < nozzleRadius*cos((PIE/180)*inpingementAngle))
{
cout << "ERROR: Nozzle is touching surface, halting program." << endl;
exit(0);
}
fprintf(settingsLogFile, "%s\t\t", "PI2,PI3,PI4,RHOs,rn/rp
");
fprintf(settingsLogFile, "%f, %f, %f, %f, %f\n",pi2,pi3,pi4,ps,rnp);
fprintf(settingsLogFile, "%s\t\t", "standoff
");
fprintf(settingsLogFile, "%f\n", standoff);
fprintf(settingsLogFile, "%s\t\t", "streamDivergenceAngle
");
fprintf(settingsLogFile, "%f\n", streamDivergenceAngle);
fprintf(settingsLogFile, "%s\t\t", "inpingementAngle
");
fprintf(settingsLogFile, "%f\n", inpingementAngle);
fprintf(settingsLogFile, "%s\t\t", "surfaceWidth
");
fprintf(settingsLogFile, "%f\n", surfaceWidth);
fprintf(settingsLogFile, "%s\t\t", "surfaceHeight
");
fprintf(settingsLogFile, "%f\n", surfaceHeight);
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fprintf(settingsLogFile,
fprintf(settingsLogFile,
fprintf(settingsLogFile,
fprintf(settingsLogFile,
fprintf(settingsLogFile,
fprintf(settingsLogFile,
fprintf(settingsLogFile,
fprintf(settingsLogFile,
fprintf(settingsLogFile,
fprintf(settingsLogFile,
fprintf(settingsLogFile,
fprintf(settingsLogFile,
fprintf(settingsLogFile,
fprintf(settingsLogFile,
fprintf(settingsLogFile,
fprintf(settingsLogFile,
fprintf(settingsLogFile,
fprintf(settingsLogFile,
fprintf(settingsLogFile,
fprintf(settingsLogFile,
systemSetUp = true;

"%s\t\t", "particleRadius
"%f\n", particleRadius);
"%s\t\t", "nozzleRadius
"%f\n", nozzleRadius);
"%s\t\t", "particleMass
"%f\n", particleMass);
"%s\t\t", "particleUpperSpeedLimit
"%f\n", particleUpperSpeedLimit);
"%s\t\t", "particleLowerSpeedLimit
"%f\n", particleLowerSpeedLimit);
"%s\t\t", "nozzleLaunchFrequency
"%f\n", nozzleLaunchFrequency);
"%s\t\t", "nozzleParticlesPerLaunch
"%d\n", nozzleParticlesPerLaunch);
"%s\t\t", "ep
"%f\n", Collision::GetEp());
"%s\t\t", "es
"%f\n", Collision::GetEs());
"%s\t\t", "mu
"%f\n", Collision::GetMu());

");
");
");
");
");
");
");
");
");
");

}
return true;
}
else
{
return false;
}
}

void ParametersSimpleSystem::DisplayStatus()
{
cout << "standoffSet
"
cout << "streamDivergenceAngleSet
"
cout << "inpingementAngleSet
"
cout << "surfaceWidthSet
"
cout << "surfaceHeightSet
"
cout << "particleRadiusSet
"
cout << "nozzleRadiusSet
"
cout << "particleMassSet
"
cout << "particleUpperSpeedLimitSet "
cout << "particleLowerSpeedLimitSet "
cout << "nozzleLaunchFrequencySet
"
cout << "nozzleParticlesPerLaunchSet "
cout << "epSet
"
cout << "esSet
"
cout << "muSet
"
cout << "limitSet
"
}

<<
<<
<<
<<
<<
<<
<<
<<
<<
<<
<<
<<
<<
<<
<<
<<

standoffSet << endl;
streamDivergenceAngleSet << endl;
inpingementAngleSet << endl;
surfaceWidthSet << endl;
surfaceHeightSet << endl;
particleRadiusSet << endl;
nozzleRadiusSet << endl;
particleMassSet << endl;
particleUpperSpeedLimitSet << endl;
particleLowerSpeedLimitSet << endl;
nozzleLaunchFrequencySet << endl;
nozzleParticlesPerLaunchSet << endl;
epSet << endl;
esSet << endl;
muSet << endl;
limitSet << endl;

void ParametersSimpleSystem::SetUnitScale(const double& v)
{
//unitScale= v;
}
void ParametersSimpleSystem::SetStandoff(const double& v)
{
standoff = fabs(v);
standoffSet = true;
}
void ParametersSimpleSystem::SetStreamDivergenceAngle(const double& v)
{
const double a = fabs(v);
if ((a<0.0)||(a>200))
{
cout << "ERROR: Invalid Stream Divergence Angle" << endl;
exit(0);
}
streamDivergenceAngle = a;
streamDivergenceAngleSet = true;
}

void ParametersSimpleSystem::SetInpingementAngle(const double& v)
{
const double a = fabs(v);
if ((a>90)||(a<0))
{
cout << "ERROR: Invalid Incident Angle" << endl;
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exit(0);
}
inpingementAngle = a;
inpingementAngleSet = true;
}

void ParametersSimpleSystem::SetSurfaceWidth(const double& v)
{
surfaceWidth = fabs(v);
surfaceWidthSet = true;
}

void ParametersSimpleSystem::SetSurfaceHeight(const double& v)
{
surfaceHeight = fabs(v);
surfaceHeightSet = true;
}

void ParametersSimpleSystem::SetParticleRadius(const double& v)
{
const double a=fabs(v);
if (a==0.0)
{
cout << "Error: Invalid Particle Radius" << endl;
exit(0);
}
particleRadius= a;
particleRadiusSet = true;
}
void ParametersSimpleSystem::SetNozzleRadius(const double& v)
{
const double a = fabs(v);
if (a==0.0)
{
cout << "Error: Invalid Nozzle Radius" << endl;
exit(0);
}
nozzleRadius= a;
nozzleRadiusSet = true;
}
void ParametersSimpleSystem::SetParticleMass(const double& v)
{
const double a = fabs(v);
if (a==0.0)
{
cout << "Error: Invalid Particle Mass" << endl;
exit(0);
}
particleMass = a;
particleMassSet = true;
}
void ParametersSimpleSystem::SetParticleUpperSpeedLimit(const double& v)
{
const double a = fabs(v);
if (a==0.0)
{
cout << "Error: Invalid Speed" << endl;
exit(0);
}
particleUpperSpeedLimit= a;
particleUpperSpeedLimitSet = true;
}
void ParametersSimpleSystem::SetParticleLowerSpeedLimit(const double& v)
{
const double a = fabs(v);
if (a==0.0)
{
cout << "Error: Invalid Speed" << endl;
exit(0);
}
particleLowerSpeedLimit= a;
particleLowerSpeedLimitSet = true;
}
void ParametersSimpleSystem::SetNozzleLaunchFrequency(const double& v)
{
const double a = fabs(v);
if (a==0.0)
{
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cout << "Error: Invalid Launch Frequency" << endl;
exit(0);
}
nozzleLaunchFrequency= a;
nozzleLaunchFrequencySet = true;
}
void ParametersSimpleSystem::SetNozzleParticlesPerLaunch(const int& v)
{
const double a = abs(v);
if (a==0)
{
cout << "Error: Invalid Launch Quantity" << endl;
exit(0);
}
nozzleParticlesPerLaunch= a;
nozzleParticlesPerLaunchSet = true;
}
void ParametersSimpleSystem::SetTimeLimit(const long double& v)
{
const long double a = fabs(v);
if (a!=0.0)
{
SimulationTime::SetTimeLimit(a);
limitSet = true;
}
}
void ParametersSimpleSystem::SetDataPointQuantityLimit(const long int& v)
{
const double a = abs(v);
if(a!=0)
{
RigidBodyDatCollection::SetDataPointQuantityLimit(a);
limitSet = true;
}
}
void ParametersSimpleSystem::SetEp(const double& v)
{
const double a = fabs(v);
if((a<0)||(a>1))
{
cout << "ERROR: Ep out of range" << endl;
exit(0);
}
Collision::SetEp(a);
epSet = true;
}
void ParametersSimpleSystem::SetEs(const double& v)
{
const double a = fabs(v);
if((a<0)||(a>1))
{
cout << "ERROR: Es out of range" << endl;
exit(0);
}
Collision::SetEs(a);
esSet = true;
}
void ParametersSimpleSystem::SetMu(const double& v)
{
const double a = fabs(v);
if((a<0)||(a>1))
{
cout << "ERROR: mu out of range" << endl;
exit(0);
}
Collision::SetMu(a);
muSet = true;
}
void ParametersSimpleSystem::SetMaxNumberOfParticlesInIncidentStream(const double& v)
{
const double a = fabs(v);
if(a<=0)
{
cout << "ERROR: MaxNumberOfParticlesInIncidentStream out of range" << endl;
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exit(0);
}
maxPi4 = a;
maxPi4Set = true;
}

Plane.h: interface for the Plane class.
//
//////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
#if !defined(_Plane)
#define _Plane
#include "Vector3d.h"
#include "UnivObj.h"
#if _MSC_VER >= 1000
#pragma once
#endif // _MSC_VER >= 1000
#include "Vector3d.h"
#include "line.h"
class Plane : public UnivObj
{
public:
Vector3d GetPosition() const;
Plane(const Plane&);
Plane();
Plane(const Vector3d& rp, const Vector3d& v1p, const Vector3d& v2p);
Plane(const Vector3d& rp, const Vector3d& n);
virtual ~Plane();
Vector3d GetPoint(const double& u1, const double& u2) const;
bool GetPoint(const Line& l, Vector3d& retVal, double& t) const;
void ProjectPointOnPlane(const Vector3d& pnt, double&, double&) const;
Vector3d GetNormal() const;
Vector3d GetAxis1() const;
Vector3d GetAxis2() const;
virtual void glDraw() const;
void SetPosition(const Vector3d&);
protected:
Vector3d r;
Vector3d v1; // X-Axis
Vector3d v2; // Y-Axis
Vector3d n; // storing the normal vector is not nessary,
// however it speeds up many routines.
private:
};
#endif // !defined(_Plane)

Plane.cpp: implementation of the Plane class.
//
//////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
#include "Plane.h"
#include "iostream.h"
#include <stdlib.h>
#include "VectorHandler.h"
//////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
// Construction/Destruction
//////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
Plane::Plane()
:r(0,0,0), v1(1,0,0), v2(0,1,0), n(0,0,1){}
Plane::Plane(const Plane &p)
:r(p.r), v1(p.v1), v2(p.v2), n(p.n){}
Plane::~Plane(){}
Plane::Plane(const Vector3d& rp, const Vector3d& normal)
: r(rp), n(normal)
{
// n1*x + n2*y + n3*z + D = 0
// rp is on plane therefore sub rp into equation, solve for D (x,y,z) = rp
// double D = -1*( n.GetX()*rp.GetX() + n.GetY()*rp.GetY() + n.GetZ()*rp.GetZ() );
// Find arbitrary perpendicular vector
double n1 = n.GetX();
double n2 = n.GetY();
double n3 = n.GetZ();
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double p1 = 0;
double p2 = 0;
double p3 = 0;
if (((n1!=0)&&(n2!=0)&&(n3!=0) )||
((n1==0)&&(n2!=0)&&(n3!=0))||
((n1!=0)&&(n2==0)&&(n3!=0)))
{
//
p1
p2
p3

choose p1 and p2 arbitrarily, solve for p3
= n3;
= n1;
= -1*(p2*n2 + p1*n1)/n3;

}
else if ( (n1!=0)&&(n2!=0)&&(n3==0) )
{
p3 = n2;
p2 = n1;
p1 = -1*(p2*n2 + p3*n3)/n1;
}
else
{
// two indices of n are are zero.
if ( (n1==0)&&(n2==0)&&(n3==0) )
{
// n is (0,0,0)
cout << "ERROR: Normal Vector for a plane must not be zero" << endl;
exit(0);
}
else
{
p1 = n2;
p2 = n3;
p3 = n1;
}
}
this->v1 = Vector3d(p1,p2,p3).GetUnitVector();
this->v2 = (n%v1).GetUnitVector();
// error checking - debug
Vector3d shouldBeN( v1%v2.GetUnitVector() );
if (!(n==shouldBeN))
{
// cout << "Not Right Hand Rule" << endl << endl;;
v2=v2*(-1);
}
double test(v1*v2);
double testi(n1*p1 + n2*p2 + n3*p3);
double testii(n*v2);
double tol = 0.000000001;
if (!((test> -1*tol )&&(test<tol))) //debug
{
cout << "Error: Plane constructor" << endl;
exit(0);
}
}

Plane::Plane(const Vector3d& rp, const Vector3d& v1p, const Vector3d& v2p)
:r(rp), v1(v1p.GetUnitVector()), v2(v2p.GetUnitVector()), n((v1p%v2p).GetUnitVector()) {}
Vector3d Plane::GetPoint(const double& u1, const double& u2) const
{
return (r + v1*u1 + v2*u2);
}

Vector3d Plane::GetPosition() const
{
return r;
}
Vector3d Plane::GetNormal() const
{
return n;
}
void Plane::glDraw() const {}
bool Plane::GetPoint(const Line& l, Vector3d& retVal, double& t) const
{
Vector3d dir(l.GetDirection());
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if ((dir.GetX()==0.0)&&(dir.GetY()==0.0)&&(dir.GetZ()==0.0)) return false;
Vector3d pn( this->GetNormal() );
double denominator = dir*pn;
if (denominator == 0) return false;
double numerator = ( pn*this->GetPosition() - pn*l.GetPosition() );
//
D - pr*pn
t = numerator/denominator;
retVal = l.GetPoint(t);
return true;
}
Vector3d Plane::GetAxis1() const
{
return v1;
}
Vector3d Plane::GetAxis2() const
{
return v2;
}

void Plane::SetPosition(const Vector3d& p)
{
this->r = p;
}
void Plane::ProjectPointOnPlane(const Vector3d& pnt, double&x, double&y) const
{
Vector3d pntWithRespectToR(pnt-r);
x = pntWithRespectToR*v1; //scalar component in the direction of v1
y = pntWithRespectToR*v2; //scalar component in the direction of v2
}

PlaneHandler.h: interface for the PlaneHandler class.
//
//////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
#if !defined(_PlaneHandler)
#define _PlaneHandler
#if _MSC_VER >= 1000
#pragma once
#endif // _MSC_VER >= 1000
#include "Plane.h"
#include "Vector3d.h"
#include "line.h"
class PlaneHandler
{
public:
PlaneHandler();
virtual ~PlaneHandler();
static bool IntersectionOfLineAndPlane(const Plane& p ,const Line& l, Vector3d& retVal, double& t
);
};
#endif // !defined(_PlaneHandler)

PlaneHandler.cpp: implementation of the PlaneHandler class.
//
//////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
#include "PlaneHandler.h"
//////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
// Construction/Destruction
//////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
PlaneHandler::PlaneHandler(){}
PlaneHandler::~PlaneHandler(){}
bool PlaneHandler::IntersectionOfLineAndPlane(const Plane& p ,const Line& l, Vector3d& retVal, double&
t )
{
Vector3d pn( p.GetNormal() );
double denominator = l.GetDirection()*pn;
if (denominator == 0) return false;
double numerator = ( pn*p.GetPosition() - pn*l.GetPosition() );
t = numerator/denominator;
retVal = l.GetPoint(t);
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return true;
}

PlaneSection.h: interface for the PlaneSection class.
//
//////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
#if !defined(_PlaneSection)
#define _PlaneSection
#if _MSC_VER >= 1000
#pragma once
#endif // _MSC_VER >= 1000
#include "Plane.h"
enum CrossSection
{
NONE,
CIRCLE,
ELIPSE,
SQUARE
};
class PlaneSection : public Plane
{
public:
virtual void glDraw() const;
PlaneSection(const PlaneSection&);
PlaneSection();
PlaneSection(const Vector3d &rp, const Vector3d &v1p, const Vector3d &v2p,
const CrossSection &cs,
const double &u1bnd, const double &u2bnd = 0);
PlaneSection(const Vector3d &rp, const Vector3d &dir,
const CrossSection &cs,
const double &u1bnd, const double &u2bnd = 0);
virtual ~PlaneSection();
Vector3d GetRandPoint();
bool GetPointInSection( const Line& l, Vector3d& retVal, double& t) const;
void SetRadius(const double& r);
double GetDim1() const;
double GetDim2() const;
protected:
double u1UpBnd;
double u2UpBnd;
int detail;
private:
CrossSection dr;
};
#endif // !defined(_PlaneSection)

PlaneSection.cpp: implementation of the PlaneSection class.
//
//////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
#include "PlaneSection.h"
#include "Rnd.h"
#include "math.h"
#include "iostream.h"
#include <gl/glut.h>
//////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
// Construction/Destruction
//////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
static const double pi = 3.14159265359;
PlaneSection::PlaneSection()
:Plane()
,u1UpBnd(1)
,u2UpBnd(1)
,dr(CIRCLE)
,detail(15)
{}
PlaneSection::PlaneSection(const PlaneSection& p)
:Plane(p.r, p.v1, p.v2)
,dr(p.dr)
,u1UpBnd(p.u1UpBnd)
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,u2UpBnd(p.u2UpBnd)
,detail( (int) p.u1UpBnd + 5 )
{}
PlaneSection::PlaneSection(const Vector3d &rp,
const Vector3d &v1p, const Vector3d &v2p,
const CrossSection &cs,
const double &u1bnd, const double &u2bnd)
: Plane(rp,v1p,v2p)
{
dr = cs;
u1UpBnd = u1bnd;
u2UpBnd = u2bnd;
}
PlaneSection::PlaneSection(const Vector3d &rp,
const Vector3d &dir,
const CrossSection &cs,
const double &u1bnd, const double &u2bnd)
: Plane(rp,dir)
{
dr = cs;
u1UpBnd = u1bnd;
u2UpBnd = u2bnd;
}

PlaneSection::~PlaneSection()
{}
Vector3d PlaneSection::GetRandPoint()
{
Vector3d retVal;
if (dr == CIRCLE)
{
// this method of finding a point requires v1 and v2 to
// be orthogonal (this is not enforced by the class).
/*
// old method.. non uniform < v57
double angleRand = 2*pi*Rnd::Num();
double radiusRand = u1UpBnd*Rnd::Num();
double u1Rand = radiusRand*cos(angleRand);
double u2Rand = radiusRand*sin(angleRand);
retVal = GetPoint(u1Rand, u2Rand);
*/
//new in version 57
double xRand;
double yRand;
do
{
xRand = Rnd::NumNegPos();
yRand = Rnd::NumNegPos();
}
while (( pow(xRand,2) + pow(yRand,2) ) > 1 );
return GetPoint(xRand*u1UpBnd, yRand*u1UpBnd);
}
else if (dr == SQUARE)
{
double u1Rand =u1UpBnd*Rnd::Num() - 0.5*u1UpBnd;
double u2Rand =u1UpBnd*Rnd::Num() - 0.5*u1UpBnd;
return GetPoint(u1Rand, u2Rand);
}
else if (dr == NONE)
{
double u1Rand = u1UpBnd*Rnd::Num() - 0.5*u1UpBnd;
double u2Rand = u2UpBnd*Rnd::Num() - 0.5*u2UpBnd;
return GetPoint(u1Rand, u2Rand);
}
return Vector3d(0,0,0);
}
void PlaneSection::SetRadius(const double& r)
{
u1UpBnd = r;
}
void PlaneSection::glDraw() const
{
if (dr == CIRCLE)
{
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glBegin(GL_POLYGON);
double section = pi/50;
double angle;
for(angle=-1*pi; (angle+section)<=pi; angle+=section)
{
Vector3d pnt(GetPoint(u1UpBnd*cos(angle), u1UpBnd*sin(angle)));
glVertex3d( pnt.GetX(), pnt.GetY(), pnt.GetZ() );
}
glEnd();
Vector3d p1(GetPoint(u1UpBnd, 0));
Vector3d p2(this->GetNormal().GetUnitVector()*u1UpBnd + r);
glBegin(GL_LINE_STRIP);
glVertex3d(p1.GetX(), p1.GetY(), p1.GetZ());
glVertex3d(r.GetX(), r.GetY(), r.GetZ());
glVertex3d(p2.GetX(), p2.GetY(), p2.GetZ());
glEnd();
}
else if (dr == SQUARE)
{
Vector3d p1(GetPoint(u1UpBnd,u2UpBnd));
Vector3d p2(GetPoint(-1*u1UpBnd,u2UpBnd));
Vector3d p3(GetPoint(-1*u1UpBnd,-1*u2UpBnd));
Vector3d p4(GetPoint(u1UpBnd,-1*u2UpBnd));
glBegin(GL_POLYGON);
glColor3f(1,0,0);
glVertex3d(p1.GetX(), p1.GetY(), p1.GetZ());
glColor3f(0,1,0);
glVertex3d(p2.GetX(), p2.GetY(), p2.GetZ());
glColor3f(0,1,1);
glVertex3d(p3.GetX(), p3.GetY(), p3.GetZ());
glColor3f(1,0,1);
glVertex3d(p4.GetX(), p4.GetY(), p4.GetZ());
glEnd();
glPointSize(5.0);
Vector3d c(GetPoint(0,0));
Vector3d top(((u1UpBnd + u2UpBnd)/10)*n + r);
glColor3f(1,1,0);
glBegin(GL_LINES);
glVertex3d(c.GetX(), c.GetY(), c.GetZ());
glVertex3d(top.GetX(), top.GetY(), top.GetZ());
glEnd();
glColor3f(1,0,0);
Vector3d y(GetPoint(0,10));
y.glDraw();
glBegin(GL_LINES);
glVertex3d(c.GetX(), c.GetY(),
glVertex3d(y.GetX(), y.GetY(),
glEnd();
glColor3f(1,1,0);
Vector3d x(GetPoint(10,0));
glBegin(GL_LINES);
glVertex3d(c.GetX(), c.GetY(),
glVertex3d(x.GetX(), x.GetY(),
glEnd();
glPointSize(1.0);
glColor3f(0.5,0.5,0.5);

c.GetZ());
y.GetZ());

c.GetZ());
x.GetZ());

}
else if (dr == NONE)
{
}
}
double PlaneSection::GetDim1() const
{
return u1UpBnd;
}
double PlaneSection::GetDim2() const
{
return u2UpBnd;
}
bool PlaneSection::GetPointInSection(const Line& l, Vector3d& p, double& tLineParam) const
{
if (this->Plane::GetPoint(l, p, tLineParam))
{
Vector3d pr(p-r);
double t1 = v1*pr;
double t2 = v2*pr;
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if (t1 < 0) t1*=-1; //absolute value
if (t2 < 0) t2*=-1;
if ((t1 <= u1UpBnd)&&(t2 <= u2UpBnd)) return true;
else return false;
}
else return false;
}

Plate.h: interface for the Plate class.
//
//////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
#if !defined(_Plate)
#define _Plate
#if _MSC_VER >= 1000
#pragma once
#endif // _MSC_VER >= 1000
#include
#include
#include
#include
#include
#include

"PlaneSection.h"
"SimulationTime.h"
"SLinkedList.h"
"Stats.h"
"Nozzle.h"
"Line.h"

class Plate : public PlaneSection
{
public:
double GetCollisionPlaneZOffset() const;
double EllipseRGivenTheta(const double& theta) const;
bool IsPointInEllipse(const double& x, const double& y) const;
bool IsProjOfPointInEllipse(const Vector3d& pnt) const;
Plate( const Vector3d &rp,
const Vector3d &v1p,
const Vector3d &v2p,
const double &w, const double &l,
const double& zOffset = 0);
Plate( const Vector3d& rp, const Vector3d& n,
const double& w, const double& l,
const double& zOffset = 0);
virtual void glDraw() const;
void OrientWithNozzle(const Nozzle& n);
bool IsPointOnPlate(const Vector3d& r) const;
virtual ~Plate();
const Plane* const GetCollisionPlane() const;
private:
double aAxis1Inter;
double bAxis2Inter;
Plane collisionPlane;
double collisionPlaneZOffset;
#ifdef _DEBUG
Vector3d aI;
Vector3d bI;
Vector3d aNegI;
Vector3d bNegI;
Vector3d cI;
Line a;
Line aNeg;
Line b;
Line bNeg;
Line cLine;
#endif
};
#endif // !defined(_Plate)

Plate.cpp: implementation of the Plate class.
//
//////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
#include
#include
#include
#include
#include
#include

"Plate.h"
"VectorHandler.h"
"math.h"
"iostream.h"
"gl/glut.h"
"progSettings.h"
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#include <stdlib.h>
#include "ParametersSimpleSystem.h"
//////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
// Construction/Destruction
//////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
Plate::Plate( const Vector3d &rp,
const Vector3d &v1p,
const Vector3d &v2p,
const double &w, const double &l, const double& zOffset )
:PlaneSection(rp,v1p,v2p,SQUARE,w/2,l/2)
,aAxis1Inter(0)
,bAxis2Inter(0)
,collisionPlane(rp+Vector3d(0,0,zOffset),v1p,v2p)
,collisionPlaneZOffset(zOffset){}
Plate::Plate( const Vector3d& rp, const Vector3d& n,
const double& w, const double& l, const double& zOffset)
:PlaneSection(rp, n, SQUARE, w/2, l/2)
,aAxis1Inter(0)
,bAxis2Inter(0)
,collisionPlane(rp+Vector3d(0,0,zOffset),n)
,collisionPlaneZOffset(zOffset){}
bool Plate::IsPointOnPlate(const Vector3d &r) const
{
// Important Note: the argument "r" is a vector
// whose tail is at the position of the plate
// and whose head is on someWhere on the plane.
// This function should really be called
// IsProjectionOfPointOnPlane
bool retVal;
if ((VectorHandler::ProjParallel(r,v1).GetNorm() < u1UpBnd) &&
(VectorHandler::ProjParallel(r,v2).GetNorm() < u2UpBnd)
)
{
retVal = true;
}
else
{
retVal = false;
}
return retVal;
}
Plate::~Plate()
{
//delete[] avgColRate; //why does this not work!
//small memory leak here.
}
void Plate::OrientWithNozzle(const Nozzle& n)
{
double originalPlateZ = this->r.GetZ();
this->r.SetZ(collisionPlane.GetPosition().GetZ());
Vector3d planeNormal( GetNormal());
Vector3d nozzleNormal(n.GetNormal().GetUnitVector());
Line centerLine(n.GetPosition(), nozzleNormal);
Vector3d majorAxisOnPlaneSection(VectorHandler::ProjOrthogonal(nozzleNormal, planeNormal));
Vector3d minorAxisOnPlaneSection(majorAxisOnPlaneSection%planeNormal);
Line majorLine(n.GetTrajectory(majorAxisOnPlaneSection));
Line minorLine(n.GetTrajectory(minorAxisOnPlaneSection));
Line majorLineNeg(n.GetTrajectory(-1*majorAxisOnPlaneSection));
Line minorLineNeg(n.GetTrajectory(-1*minorAxisOnPlaneSection));
#ifdef _DEBUG
a = majorLine;
b = minorLine;
aNeg = majorLineNeg;
bNeg = minorLineNeg;
cLine = centerLine;
#endif
Vector3d positionCenter;
Vector3d posMaj;
Vector3d posMin;
Vector3d posMajNeg;
Vector3d posMinNeg;
double lineParm;
bool isNozzlePointedAtPlane = GetPoint(centerLine, positionCenter, lineParm);
if(0 > lineParm) isNozzlePointedAtPlane = false;
bool t1 = GetPoint(majorLine, posMaj, lineParm);
if(0 > lineParm) t1 = false;
bool t2 = GetPoint(minorLine, posMin, lineParm);
if(0 > lineParm) t2 = false;
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bool t3 = GetPoint(majorLineNeg, posMajNeg, lineParm);
if(0 > lineParm) t3 = false;
bool t4 = GetPoint(minorLineNeg, posMinNeg, lineParm);
if(0 > lineParm) t4 = false;
bool isAnElipse = t1 && t2 && t3 && t4;
if ((isNozzlePointedAtPlane)&&(isAnElipse))
{
#ifdef _DEBUG
aI = posMaj;
bI = posMin;
cI = positionCenter;
#endif
this->r = 0.5*(posMajNeg-posMaj) + posMaj;
this->v1 = minorAxisOnPlaneSection.GetUnitVector();
this->v2 = majorAxisOnPlaneSection.GetUnitVector();
collisionPlane.SetPosition(this->r);
double c = fabs((positionCenter-r).GetNorm());
aAxis1Inter = 0.5*fabs((posMajNeg-posMaj).GetNorm());
bAxis2Inter = sqrt( pow(aAxis1Inter,2) - pow(c,2) );
double xo = 0.0;
double yo = 0.0;
ProjectPointOnPlane(posMin, xo, yo);
if (yo==aAxis1Inter)
{
//circle
bAxis2Inter = aAxis1Inter;
}
else
{
//elipse
bAxis2Inter = fabs((aAxis1Inter*xo)/(sqrt(pow(aAxis1Inter,2) - yo*yo)));
}
if ( u2UpBnd< aAxis1Inter*SURFACE_SIZE_SAFTEY_FACTOR)
{
u2UpBnd= aAxis1Inter*SURFACE_SIZE_SAFTEY_FACTOR;
// u1UpBnd= u2UpBnd;
}
if ( u1UpBnd< bAxis2Inter*SURFACE_SIZE_SAFTEY_FACTOR)
{
u1UpBnd= bAxis2Inter*SURFACE_SIZE_SAFTEY_FACTOR;
// u1UpBnd= u2UpBnd;
}
}
else
{
aAxis1Inter = 0;
bAxis2Inter = 0;
}
if (ParametersSimpleSystem::settingsLogFile!=NULL)
{
fprintf(ParametersSimpleSystem::settingsLogFile, "\n\n\n%s\t\t\t\t", "Ellipse Y-int" );
fprintf(ParametersSimpleSystem::settingsLogFile, "%f\n", aAxis1Inter);
fprintf(ParametersSimpleSystem::settingsLogFile, "%s\t\t\t\t", "Ellipse X-int" );
fprintf(ParametersSimpleSystem::settingsLogFile, "%f\n", bAxis2Inter);
}
this->r.SetZ(originalPlateZ);
}
void Plate::glDraw() const
{
PlaneSection::glDraw();
glColor3f(1,1,0);
#ifdef _DEBUG
a.glDraw(); // debug
b.glDraw(); // debug
cLine.glDraw(); // debug
aI.glDraw();
bI.glDraw();
cI.glDraw();
aNeg.glDraw();
bNeg.glDraw();
glBegin(GL_LINES);
glVertex3d(cI.GetX(), cI.GetY(), cI.GetZ());
glVertex3d(aI.GetX(), aI.GetY(), aI.GetZ());
glVertex3d(cI.GetX(), cI.GetY(), cI.GetZ());
glVertex3d(bI.GetX(), bI.GetY(), bI.GetZ());
glEnd();
#endif
if ((0 != aAxis1Inter) && (0 != bAxis2Inter))
{
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//draw elipse
glBegin(GL_LINE_LOOP);
double section = PIE/100;
double angle;
for(angle=0; (angle+section)<2*PIE; angle+=section)
{
double r = EllipseRGivenTheta(angle);
Vector3d pnt(GetPoint(r*cos(angle), r*sin(angle)));
glVertex3d( pnt.GetX(), pnt.GetY(), pnt.GetZ() );
}
glEnd();
}
glColor3f(0.5,0.5,0.5);
}
bool Plate::IsProjOfPointInEllipse(const Vector3d &pnt) const
{
double x=0.0;
double y=0.0;
ProjectPointOnPlane(pnt,x,y);
return IsPointInEllipse(x,y);
}
bool Plate::IsPointInEllipse(const double &x, const double &y) const
{
double r = sqrt(x*x + y*y);
double theta = atan(y/x);
double rEllipse = EllipseRGivenTheta(theta);
if (r<=rEllipse)
return true;
else
return false;
}
double Plate::EllipseRGivenTheta(const double &angle) const
{
return aAxis1Inter*bAxis2Inter*sqrt(1/
(pow(aAxis1Inter,2)*pow(cos(angle),2) + pow(bAxis2Inter,2)*pow(sin(angle),2))
}
const Plane* const Plate::GetCollisionPlane() const
{
return &collisionPlane;
}
double Plate::GetCollisionPlaneZOffset() const
{
return collisionPlaneZOffset;
}

ProgramSettings.h
////////////////////////////////////////////////////
// CONSTANTS ///////////////////////////////////////
#define VERSION_NUMBER "58H"
#define PIE 3.14159265359
#define TOLERANCE 0.0000001
#define GRAPHICS_ON
/////////////////////////////////////////////////////
#define DRAW_COLLISION_POINT
4
#define NO_COLLSION_POINT
5
#define COLLISION_GRAFIX NO_COLLSION_POINT
#define DRAW_PLATE_COLLISIONS false
/////////////////////////////////////////////////////
#define ANNHILIATION
6
#define COLLISION
7
#define EVENTPARTICLEMODE COLLISION
/////////////////////////////////////////////////////
#define COLLISION_TIME_SUBTRACTION_TO_AVOID_OVERLAP 0.0000000000000001
/////////////////////////////////////////////////////
// Universe Boundary ////////////////////////////////
#define BOUND_SAFETY_FACTOR 1
#define MIN_BOX_SIZE 0.001
/////////////////////////////////////////////////////
// Surface Collision control ////////////////////////
#define SURFACE_PARTICLE_COLLISION_WITH_FRICTION
8
#define ANGLE_OF_INCIDENCE_EQUALS_RELECTION
9
#define SURFACE_COLLISION_MODE SURFACE_PARTICLE_COLLISION_WITH_FRICTION
/////////////////////////////////////////////////////
#define SURFACE_SIZE_SAFTEY_FACTOR 3
#define DISPLAY_LIST_RANGE 20
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);

#define STRSIZE 255
// please comment out below to turn off log.
#define RIGIDBODY_TRAJECTORY_LOG
#define NUMBER_OF_PROGRESS_BAR_REPORTS 10

RigidBody.h: interface for the RigidBody class.
//
//////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
#if !defined(_RigidBody)
#define _RigidBody
#if _MSC_VER >= 1000
#pragma once
#endif // _MSC_VER >= 1000
#include
#include
#include
#include
#include
#include

"Vector3d.h"
"UnivObj.h"
"Plane.h"
"RigidBodyDatCollection.h"
<gl/glut.h>
"ProgSettings.h"

class RigidBody : public UnivObj
{
public:
static void ForceSteadyStateCondition();
Vector3d GetCurrentPosition() const;
static void AddInterParticleCollisonFrequencyData(const double& timeOfCollision);
void UpdatePosition(const double& time);
double GetLambda() const;
RigidBody( const double&, const double&, const Vector3d&, const Vector3d&, const Vector3d&, const
double & = 0);
RigidBody( const RigidBody &);
RigidBody( const double & = 0, const double & = 1,
const double & = 0, const double & = 0, const double & = 0,
const double & = 0, const double & = 0, const double & = 0,
const double & = 0, const double & = 0, const double & = 0,
const double & = 0);
virtual ~RigidBody();
virtual void glDraw() const;
RigidBody& operator=(const RigidBody &);
void Display();
void SetVelocityVector(const Vector3d&);
void SetRadius(const double &);
void SetAngularVelocity(const Vector3d&);
void SetPointOnTrajectoryAndTimeAtThisPoint(const Vector3d&, const double&);
Vector3d GetVelocityVector() const;
double
GetRadius() const;
Vector3d GetAngularVelocity() const;
Vector3d GetPointOnTrajectory() const;
double
GetMass() const;
Vector3d GetPositionAtTime(const double& t) const;
double
GetTimeAtPosition() const;
double
GetMomentOfInertia() const;
double
GetKineticEnergy() const;
void AddSurfaceData(const double& energyTransfer
,const double& x
,const double& y
,const double& iA
,const double& iM
,const double& fA
,const double& fM
,const double& energyBeforeSufaceCollision
,const bool& inEllipse
,const double& normalVelocityMag
,const double& tangentVelocityMag);
void AddDataAtParticleDeath();
void AddToInterParticleCollisionEnergyLoss(const double&);
static bool PollForSteadyStateCondition();
static int GetCount();
bool inEventList; // for debug purposes
#if defined RIGIDBODY_TRAJECTORY_LOG
void LogTrajectory(char* eventTypeString) const;
#endif
private:
#if defined RIGIDBODY_TRAJECTORY_LOG
long int identifier;
static void OpenTrajectoryLog();
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static long int rbIdentifier;
static bool constructed;
static FILE* rbTrajectoryFilePtr;
#endif
static bool glDrawn;
static GLuint displayListIndex;
void glDrawAngularVelocity() const;
Vector3d GetDrawPoint() const;
double radius;
double mass;
int detail;
Vector3d position;
Vector3d velocity;
Vector3d angularVelocity;
double timeAtPosition;
static int count;
static bool atSteadyState;
RigidBodyDatCollection dataCollector;
bool useInDataCollection;
// BEGIN - For drawing angular velocity representation
double angularVelocityMag;
// END
- For drawing angular velocity representation
};
#endif // !defined(_RigidBody)

RigidBody.cpp: implementation of the RigidBody class.
//
/////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
#include <stdio.h>
#include "RigidBody.h"
#include <iostream.h>
#include <string.h>
#include "math.h"
#include "SimulationTime.h"
#include "Stats.h"
#include <assert.h>
#include "Universe.h"
//////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
// Construction/Destruction
//////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
int RigidBody::count = 0;
bool RigidBody::atSteadyState=false;
GLuint RigidBody::displayListIndex;
bool RigidBody::glDrawn = false;
#if defined RIGIDBODY_TRAJECTORY_LOG
long int RigidBody::rbIdentifier = 0;
bool RigidBody::constructed = false;
FILE* RigidBody::rbTrajectoryFilePtr = NULL;
#endif
double RigidBody::GetLambda() const
{
return 5/2;
}
RigidBody::~RigidBody()
{
count--;
}
RigidBody::RigidBody(const double &m, const double &r,
const double &p1,const double &p2,const double &p3,
const double &v1,const double &v2,const double &v3,
const double &w1,const double &w2,const double &w3,
const double &tc)
:mass(m)
,radius(r)
,position(p1,p2,p3)
,velocity(v1,v2,v3)
,angularVelocity(w1,w2,w3)
,detail((int) (r*2 + 10))
,timeAtPosition(tc)
,angularVelocityMag(angularVelocity.GetNorm())
,inEventList(false)
,useInDataCollection(atSteadyState)
#if defined RIGIDBODY_TRAJECTORY_LOG
,identifier(++rbIdentifier)
#endif
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{
dataCollector.SetInitialEnergy(this->GetKineticEnergy());
count++;
#if defined RIGIDBODY_TRAJECTORY_LOG
OpenTrajectoryLog();
#endif
}
RigidBody::RigidBody(const RigidBody &other)
:mass(other.mass)
,radius(other.radius)
,position(other.position)
,angularVelocity(other.angularVelocity)
,velocity(other.velocity)
,detail(other.detail)
,timeAtPosition(other.timeAtPosition)
,angularVelocityMag(other.angularVelocityMag)
,inEventList(other.inEventList)
,dataCollector(other.dataCollector)
,useInDataCollection(other.useInDataCollection)
#if defined RIGIDBODY_TRAJECTORY_LOG
,identifier(other.identifier)
#endif
{
count++;
#if defined RIGIDBODY_TRAJECTORY_LOG
OpenTrajectoryLog();
#endif
}
RigidBody::RigidBody(const double &m, const double &r, const Vector3d &p, const Vector3d &v, const
Vector3d &w, const double& tc)
:mass(m)
,radius(r)
,position(p)
,velocity(v)
,angularVelocity(w)
,detail((int) (r*2 + 10))
,timeAtPosition(tc)
,angularVelocityMag(angularVelocity.GetNorm())
,inEventList(false)
,useInDataCollection(atSteadyState)
#if defined RIGIDBODY_TRAJECTORY_LOG
,identifier(++rbIdentifier)
#endif
{
count++;
#if defined RIGIDBODY_TRAJECTORY_LOG
OpenTrajectoryLog();
#endif
dataCollector.SetInitialEnergy(this->GetKineticEnergy());
}
RigidBody& RigidBody::operator=(const RigidBody &other)
{
mass = other.mass;
position = other.position;
velocity = other.velocity;
radius = other.radius;
detail = other.detail;
timeAtPosition = other.timeAtPosition;
angularVelocityMag = other.angularVelocityMag;
inEventList=other.inEventList;
dataCollector = other.dataCollector;
useInDataCollection = other.useInDataCollection;
#if defined RIGIDBODY_TRAJECTORY_LOG
identifier = other.identifier;
#endif
return *this;
}
double RigidBody::GetMass() const
{
return mass;
}
Vector3d RigidBody::GetPointOnTrajectory() const
{
return position;
}
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void RigidBody::Display( )
{
cout << "Position.......: ";
position.Display();
cout << endl;
cout << "Velocity.......: ";
velocity.Display();
cout << endl;
}
double RigidBody::GetRadius() const
{
return radius;
}
Vector3d RigidBody::GetVelocityVector() const
{
return velocity;
}
void RigidBody::SetRadius(const double &r)
{
radius = r;
}
void RigidBody::glDraw() const
{
if(!glDrawn)
{
displayListIndex = glGenLists(DISPLAY_LIST_RANGE);
assert(displayListIndex);
glNewList(displayListIndex,GL_COMPILE);
glutSolidSphere(1, 8, 8);
glEndList();
glDrawn = true;
}
glMatrixMode(GL_MODELVIEW);
glLoadIdentity();
glTranslatef(position.GetX(), position.GetY(), position.GetZ());
glScalef(radius, radius, radius);
glEnable(GL_LIGHTING);
glCallList(displayListIndex);
glDisable(GL_LIGHTING);
glLoadIdentity();
glDrawAngularVelocity();
}
void RigidBody::glDrawAngularVelocity() const
{
Vector3d p(GetDrawPoint());
glBegin(GL_LINE_STRIP);
glVertex3d( position.GetX(), position.GetY(), position.GetZ() );
glVertex3d( p.GetX(), p.GetY(), p.GetZ() );
glEnd();
}
Vector3d RigidBody::GetDrawPoint() const
{
if (!angularVelocity.IsZeroVector())
{
double revolutions = angularVelocityMag*SimulationTime::GetTime()/(2*PIE);
int turns = (int) revolutions;
double angle = -1*(revolutions - turns)*2*PIE;
const Plane drawPlane(GetPositionAtTime(SimulationTime::GetTime()), angularVelocity);
return (drawPlane.GetPoint(2*radius*cos(angle),2*radius*sin(angle)));
}
else return position;
}
void RigidBody::SetVelocityVector(const Vector3d& v)
{
this->velocity = v;
}
double RigidBody::GetTimeAtPosition() const
{
return timeAtPosition;
}
Vector3d RigidBody::GetPositionAtTime(const double& globalTime) const
{
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return position + velocity*(globalTime - timeAtPosition);
}
Vector3d RigidBody::GetAngularVelocity() const
{
return angularVelocity;
}
void RigidBody::SetAngularVelocity(const Vector3d& w)
{
angularVelocity = w;
angularVelocityMag = w.GetNorm();
}
double RigidBody::GetMomentOfInertia() const
{
double retVal = (2*mass*radius*radius)/5;
return (2*mass*radius*radius)/5;
}
void RigidBody::SetPointOnTrajectoryAndTimeAtThisPoint(const Vector3d& p, const double&
SimulationTimeAtPosition)
{
timeAtPosition = SimulationTimeAtPosition;
position = p;
}

double RigidBody::GetKineticEnergy() const
{
return ((mass*pow(velocity.GetNorm(),2) + this>GetMomentOfInertia()*pow(angularVelocity.GetNorm(),2))/2);
}
int RigidBody::GetCount()
{
return count;
}
void RigidBody::UpdatePosition(const double& time)
{
SetPointOnTrajectoryAndTimeAtThisPoint(GetPositionAtTime(time),time);
}
void RigidBody::AddSurfaceData(const double& energyTransfer
,const double& x
,const double& y
,const double& iA
,const double& iM
,const double& fA
,const double& fM
,const double& energyBeforeSufaceCollision
,const bool& inEllipse
,const double& normalVelocityMag
,const double& tangentVelocityMag)
{
if (useInDataCollection)
{
dataCollector.AddSurfaceData(this->identifier, this->mass,
energyTransfer,x,y,iA,iM,fA,fM,energyBeforeSufaceCollision,inEllipse,normalVelocityMag,
tangentVelocityMag);
}
}
bool RigidBody::PollForSteadyStateCondition()
{
static const int dataPointsRequired = 20;
static const int maxNumberOfReChecks = 2;
static int numberOfReChecks=0;
static Stats data;
static int currentNumberOfDataPointsCollected = 0;
static double minVariance=0;
static bool initialized = false;
if (atSteadyState)
{
//start collecting data
return true;
}
else //Not at SteadyState
{
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if (currentNumberOfDataPointsCollected <= dataPointsRequired)
{
data.AddData(count);
}
else
{
if (initialized)
{
double currentVariance=0;
if (!data.GetVariance(currentVariance))
{
cout << "RigidBody::DataCollection()" << endl;
exit(0);
}
// fprintf( file, "%f\n", currentVariance );
if (currentVariance < minVariance)
{
minVariance = currentVariance;
numberOfReChecks = 0; // to make the check below consecutive
}
else
{
//If this section is executed chances are we are at steady state.
//to make sure we will have to have this section execute "numberOfReChecks"
//times.
if (numberOfReChecks >= maxNumberOfReChecks)
{
cout << "The System Has Reached Steady State." << endl;
atSteadyState=true;
data.Clear();
}
numberOfReChecks++;
}
}
else
{
if (!data.GetVariance(minVariance))
{
cout << "RigidBody::DataCollection()" << endl;
exit(0);
}
initialized=true;
}
data.Clear();
currentNumberOfDataPointsCollected=0;
}
currentNumberOfDataPointsCollected++;
}//SteadyState
return false;
}
void RigidBody::AddToInterParticleCollisionEnergyLoss(const double& a)
{
if (useInDataCollection)
dataCollector.AddToInterParticleCollisionEnergyLoss(a);
}
void RigidBody::AddDataAtParticleDeath()
{
// this function is called at the particles death by
// eventbound
if (useInDataCollection)
{
// BEGIN - This assumes that the simple configuration is used
bool particleWouldHaveHitSurfaceAgain=false;
if (0>velocity.GetZ())
particleWouldHaveHitSurfaceAgain = true;
// END
- This assumes that the simple configuration is used
dataCollector.AddDataAtParticleDeath(GetKineticEnergy(),particleWouldHaveHitSurfaceAgain);
}
}
void RigidBody::AddInterParticleCollisonFrequencyData(const double& timeOfCollision)
{
if (atSteadyState)
RigidBodyDatCollection::AddInterParticleCollisonFrequencyData(timeOfCollision);
}
Vector3d RigidBody::GetCurrentPosition() const
{
return position + (SimulationTime::GetTime()-timeAtPosition)*velocity;
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}

#if defined RIGIDBODY_TRAJECTORY_LOG
void RigidBody::OpenTrajectoryLog()
{
if (!constructed)
{
if(Universe::IsDetailedDataCollectionOn())
{
char sRB[STRSIZE];
strcpy(sRB,Universe::configPath);
strcat(sRB,Universe::configFileName);
strcat(sRB,"_RB.csv");
rbTrajectoryFilePtr = fopen( sRB, "w" );
if ((NULL==rbTrajectoryFilePtr))
{
cout << "File Creation Error!" << endl;
cout << sRB << endl;
exit(0);
}
//file header creation
if (NULL != rbTrajectoryFilePtr)
fprintf( rbTrajectoryFilePtr, "%s,%s,%s,%s,%s,%s,%s,%s,%s\n"
,"Identifier"
,"t"
,"px"
,"py"
,"pz"
,"vx"
,"vy"
,"vz"
,"Event-type"
);
}
constructed = true;
}
}
void RigidBody::LogTrajectory(char* eventTypeString) const
{
if (NULL != rbTrajectoryFilePtr)
fprintf( rbTrajectoryFilePtr, "%d,%f,%f,%f,%f,%f,%f,%f,%s\n"
,identifier
,SimulationTime::GetTime()
,position.GetX()
,position.GetY()
,position.GetZ()
,velocity.GetX()
,velocity.GetY()
,velocity.GetZ()
,eventTypeString
);
}
#endif
void RigidBody::ForceSteadyStateCondition()
{
atSteadyState = true;
}

RigidBodyDatCollection.h: interface for the RigidBodyDatCollection class.
//
//////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
#if !defined(_RigidBodyDatCollection)
#define _RigidBodyDatCollection
#include "SLinkedList.h"
#include "Vector3d.h"
#include "stdio.h"
#include "Freq.h"
#if _MSC_VER >= 1000
#pragma once
#endif // _MSC_VER >= 1000
//this whole class really should have been inherited
//by the rigidbody class.
class RigidBodyDatCollection
{
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public:
static void WriteResultsToFileAndExit();
static double GetProbabilityOfParticleArrivingAtSurfaceUnmolested();
static void AddInterParticleCollisonFrequencyData(const double& timeOfCollision);
static double GetEfficiencyCorrection();
static double GetCorrectedEfficiency();
static double GetEfficiency();
static double GetEllipseEfficiency();
void Construct();
RigidBodyDatCollection();
RigidBodyDatCollection(const RigidBodyDatCollection&);
virtual ~RigidBodyDatCollection();
void AddToInterParticleCollisionEnergyLoss(const double& a);
void AddSurfaceData(
const long int& rbName
,const double& rbMass
,const double& energyTransfer
,const double& x
,const double& y
,const double& iA
,const double& iM
,const double& fA
,const double& fM
,const double& energyBeforeSurfaceCollision
,const bool& inEllipse
,const double& normalVelocityMag
,const double& tangentVelocityMag);
void SetInitialEnergy(const double& e);
void AddDataAtParticleDeath(const double& energyAtDeath, const bool& correctForBoundaryEffects);
static void SetDataPointQuantityLimit(const long int l);
private:
// void AddToSurfaceCollisionEnergyLoss(const double& a, const double& b, const bool& inEllipse);
//SLinkedList<Vector3d> EnergyTransferToSurfaceList;
double initialEnergy;
int surfaceCollisionsInEllipse;
int surfaceCollisions;
double energyLossDueSurfaceCollision;
//all particles must store these because we don't want them
//commited to the grand totals until the death of the particle
double sumOfEnergyJustBeforeSurfaceCollisionInEllipse;
double sumOfParticleEnergyBeforeSurfaceCollisions;
double sumOfNormalEnergyAvaliblityAtSurface;
double sumOfTangentEnergyAvaliblityAtSurface;
double sumOfNormalEnergyAvaliblityAtSurfaceInEllipse;
double sumOfTangentEnergyAvaliblityAtSurfaceInEllipse;
double energyLossDueToInterparticle;
int particleCollisions;
bool wasFirstEventASurfaceInteraction;
bool hasDataBeenAddedBefore;
static long int dataPointQuantityLimit;
static long int dataPointQuantity;
static double Es;
static double En;
static double EsCorrection;
static FILE* energyDistfile;
static FILE* dimensionlessPowerFile;
static bool constructed;
static void PrintFileHeaders();
static long int numInEllipse;
static long int numOutEllipse;
static long int numOfParticlesToHitSurfaceBeforeAnythingElse;
static double energyInEllipse;
static double energyOutEllipse;
static long int numberOfDataCollectingParticleDeaths;
static Freq interParticleCollisionFreq;
static double normalEnergyAvaliblityAtSurface;
static double tangentEnergyAvaliblityAtSurface;
static double normalEnergyAvaliblityAtSurfaceInEllipse;
static double tangentEnergyAvaliblityAtSurfaceInEllipse;
};
#endif // !defined(_RigidBodyDatCollection)

RigidBodyDatCollection.cpp: implementation of the
RigidBodyDatCollection class.
//
//////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
#include "RigidBodyDatCollection.h"
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#include "ParametersSimpleSystem.h"
#include "ProgSettings.h"
#include "Universe.h"
#include <string.h>
#include "SimulationTime.h"
#include "math.h"
#define STRSIZE 255
//////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
// Construction/Destruction
//////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
FILE* RigidBodyDatCollection::energyDistfile=NULL;
FILE* RigidBodyDatCollection::dimensionlessPowerFile=NULL;
bool RigidBodyDatCollection::constructed = false;
long int RigidBodyDatCollection::dataPointQuantityLimit = 0;
long int RigidBodyDatCollection::dataPointQuantity = 0;
double RigidBodyDatCollection::Es = 0;
double RigidBodyDatCollection::En = 0;
double RigidBodyDatCollection::EsCorrection = 0;
long int RigidBodyDatCollection::numInEllipse = 0;
long int RigidBodyDatCollection::numOutEllipse = 0;
double RigidBodyDatCollection::energyInEllipse = 0;
double RigidBodyDatCollection::energyOutEllipse = 0;
long int RigidBodyDatCollection::numberOfDataCollectingParticleDeaths = 0;
Freq RigidBodyDatCollection::interParticleCollisionFreq;
long int RigidBodyDatCollection::numOfParticlesToHitSurfaceBeforeAnythingElse = 0;
double RigidBodyDatCollection::normalEnergyAvaliblityAtSurface = 0;
double RigidBodyDatCollection::tangentEnergyAvaliblityAtSurface = 0;
double RigidBodyDatCollection::normalEnergyAvaliblityAtSurfaceInEllipse = 0;
double RigidBodyDatCollection::tangentEnergyAvaliblityAtSurfaceInEllipse = 0;
double RigidBodyDatCollection::GetEfficiencyCorrection()
{
if (En == 0) return 0.0;
else return (EsCorrection/En);
}
double RigidBodyDatCollection::GetCorrectedEfficiency() //crap
{
return (RigidBodyDatCollection::GetEfficiency() +
RigidBodyDatCollection::GetEfficiencyCorrection());
}
double RigidBodyDatCollection::GetEfficiency() // pie1
{
if (En == 0) return 0;
else return (Es/En);
}
double RigidBodyDatCollection::GetEllipseEfficiency() //pie1E
{
if (En == 0) return 0;
else return (energyInEllipse/En);
}
void RigidBodyDatCollection::PrintFileHeaders()
{
if (NULL != energyDistfile)
fprintf( energyDistfile, "%s,%s,%s,%s,%s,%s,%s,%s,%s,%s,%s\n", "RidigBody
Identifier","x","y","t","energyTransfer/initialEnergy",
"IncidentAngle","IncidentSpeed","ReflectedAngle","ReflectedSpeed","Number of Surface
Collisions", "inEllipse?");
if (NULL != dimensionlessPowerFile)
fprintf( dimensionlessPowerFile, "%s,%s,%s,%s,%s,%s,%s,%s,%s,%s,%s,%s\n"
,"initialEnergy"
,"numberOfSurfaceCollisions"
,"energyLossDueSurfaceCollisions"
,"numberOfParticleCollisions"
,"energyTransferFromParticleDueToInterparticleCollisions"
,"wasFirstEventASurfaceInteraction"
,"energyAtDeath"
,"simTimeOfMeasurement"
,"sumOfEnergyJustBeforeSurfaceCollisions"
,"wasParticleHeadingToSurfaceAtTimeOfDeath"
,"sumOfEnergyJustBeforeSurfaceCollisionsInEllipse"
,"numberOfsurfaceCollisionsInEllipse");
}
RigidBodyDatCollection::RigidBodyDatCollection()
:energyLossDueToInterparticle(0)
,energyLossDueSurfaceCollision(0)
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,initialEnergy(0)
,surfaceCollisions(0)
,particleCollisions(0)
,wasFirstEventASurfaceInteraction(false)
,hasDataBeenAddedBefore(false)
,sumOfParticleEnergyBeforeSurfaceCollisions(0)
,sumOfEnergyJustBeforeSurfaceCollisionInEllipse(0)
,surfaceCollisionsInEllipse(0)
,sumOfNormalEnergyAvaliblityAtSurface(0)
,sumOfTangentEnergyAvaliblityAtSurface(0)
,sumOfNormalEnergyAvaliblityAtSurfaceInEllipse(0)
,sumOfTangentEnergyAvaliblityAtSurfaceInEllipse(0)
{
Construct();
}
void RigidBodyDatCollection::Construct()
{
if (!constructed)
{
if(Universe::IsDetailedDataCollectionOn())
{
char sED[STRSIZE];
strcpy(sED,Universe::configPath);
strcat(sED,Universe::configFileName);
char sPI[STRSIZE];
strcpy(sPI,sED);
strcat(sPI,"_PI.csv");
strcat(sED,"_ED.csv");
energyDistfile = fopen( sED, "w" );
dimensionlessPowerFile = fopen( sPI , "w" );
if ((NULL==energyDistfile) || (NULL==dimensionlessPowerFile ))
{
cout << "File Creation Error! (for one or both of the files listed below)" << endl;
cout << sPI << endl;
cout << sED << endl;
exit(0);
}
RigidBodyDatCollection::PrintFileHeaders();
}
constructed = true;
}
}
RigidBodyDatCollection::~RigidBodyDatCollection(){}
RigidBodyDatCollection::RigidBodyDatCollection(const RigidBodyDatCollection& other)
:initialEnergy(other.initialEnergy)
,energyLossDueToInterparticle(other.energyLossDueToInterparticle)
,energyLossDueSurfaceCollision(other.energyLossDueSurfaceCollision)
,surfaceCollisions(other.surfaceCollisions)
,particleCollisions(other.particleCollisions)
,wasFirstEventASurfaceInteraction(other.wasFirstEventASurfaceInteraction)
,hasDataBeenAddedBefore(other.hasDataBeenAddedBefore)
,sumOfParticleEnergyBeforeSurfaceCollisions(other.sumOfParticleEnergyBeforeSurfaceCollisions)
,sumOfEnergyJustBeforeSurfaceCollisionInEllipse(other.sumOfEnergyJustBeforeSurfaceCollisionInEllipse)
,surfaceCollisionsInEllipse(other.surfaceCollisionsInEllipse)
,sumOfNormalEnergyAvaliblityAtSurface(other.sumOfNormalEnergyAvaliblityAtSurface)
,sumOfTangentEnergyAvaliblityAtSurface(other.sumOfTangentEnergyAvaliblityAtSurface)
,sumOfNormalEnergyAvaliblityAtSurfaceInEllipse(other.sumOfNormalEnergyAvaliblityAtSurfaceInEllipse)
,sumOfTangentEnergyAvaliblityAtSurfaceInEllipse(other.sumOfTangentEnergyAvaliblityAtSurfaceInEllipse)
{
Construct();
}
void RigidBodyDatCollection::AddDataAtParticleDeath(const double& energyAtDeath, const bool&
correctForBoundaryEffects)
{
// this is ment to be added at the end of a particles life.
// this is called by eventbound
dataPointQuantity++;
if((dataPointQuantity > dataPointQuantityLimit)&&(dataPointQuantityLimit>0))
{
WriteResultsToFileAndExit();
}
if(false==hasDataBeenAddedBefore)
{
// this is run for each particle at death
if (0 != initialEnergy)
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{
int correct = 0;
if (correctForBoundaryEffects)
correct = 1;
else
correct = 0;
if (NULL != dimensionlessPowerFile)
{
fprintf( dimensionlessPowerFile, "%f,%d,%f,%d,%f,%d,%f,%f,%f,%d,%f,%d\n"
,initialEnergy
,surfaceCollisions
,energyLossDueSurfaceCollision
,particleCollisions
,energyLossDueToInterparticle
,wasFirstEventASurfaceInteraction
,energyAtDeath
,SimulationTime::GetTime()
,sumOfParticleEnergyBeforeSurfaceCollisions
,correct
,sumOfEnergyJustBeforeSurfaceCollisionInEllipse
,surfaceCollisionsInEllipse);
}
Es += sumOfParticleEnergyBeforeSurfaceCollisions;
normalEnergyAvaliblityAtSurface += sumOfNormalEnergyAvaliblityAtSurface;
tangentEnergyAvaliblityAtSurface += sumOfTangentEnergyAvaliblityAtSurface;
normalEnergyAvaliblityAtSurfaceInEllipse += sumOfNormalEnergyAvaliblityAtSurfaceInEllipse;
tangentEnergyAvaliblityAtSurfaceInEllipse += sumOfTangentEnergyAvaliblityAtSurfaceInEllipse;
En += initialEnergy;
if (correctForBoundaryEffects) EsCorrection += energyAtDeath;
energyInEllipse += sumOfEnergyJustBeforeSurfaceCollisionInEllipse;
numInEllipse+=surfaceCollisionsInEllipse;
numOutEllipse+=surfaceCollisions-surfaceCollisionsInEllipse;
if (wasFirstEventASurfaceInteraction) numOfParticlesToHitSurfaceBeforeAnythingElse++;
numberOfDataCollectingParticleDeaths++;
}
}
hasDataBeenAddedBefore = true;
}
void RigidBodyDatCollection::AddSurfaceData(
const long int& rbName
,const double& rbMass
,const double& energyTransfer
,const double& x
,const double& y
,const double& iA
,const double& iM
,const double& fA
,const double& fM
,const double& energyBeforeSurfaceCollision
,const bool& inEllipse
,const double& normalVelocityMag
,const double& tangentVelocityMag)
{
double normalEnergy = 0.5*rbMass*pow(normalVelocityMag,2);
double tangentEnergy = 0.5*rbMass*pow(tangentVelocityMag,2);
if(0==particleCollisions)
{
wasFirstEventASurfaceInteraction=true;
}
if (inEllipse)
{
sumOfNormalEnergyAvaliblityAtSurfaceInEllipse += normalEnergy;
sumOfTangentEnergyAvaliblityAtSurfaceInEllipse += tangentEnergy;
sumOfEnergyJustBeforeSurfaceCollisionInEllipse += energyBeforeSurfaceCollision;
surfaceCollisionsInEllipse++;
}
surfaceCollisions++;
energyLossDueSurfaceCollision += energyTransfer;
sumOfParticleEnergyBeforeSurfaceCollisions += energyBeforeSurfaceCollision;
sumOfNormalEnergyAvaliblityAtSurface += normalEnergy;
sumOfTangentEnergyAvaliblityAtSurface += tangentEnergy;
if ((NULL != energyDistfile)&&(0 != initialEnergy))
fprintf( energyDistfile,
"%d,%f,%f,%f,%f,%f,%f,%f,%f,%d,%d\n",rbName,x,y,SimulationTime::GetTime(),energyTransfer/initial
Energy,iA,iM,fA,fM,surfaceCollisions,inEllipse);
}
void RigidBodyDatCollection::SetInitialEnergy(const double& e)
{
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initialEnergy = e;
}
void RigidBodyDatCollection::AddToInterParticleCollisionEnergyLoss(const double& a)
{
particleCollisions++;
energyLossDueToInterparticle+=a;
}
void RigidBodyDatCollection::SetDataPointQuantityLimit(const long int l)
{
dataPointQuantityLimit = l;
}
void RigidBodyDatCollection::AddInterParticleCollisonFrequencyData(const double &timeOfCollision)
{
interParticleCollisionFreq.AddTime(timeOfCollision);
}
double RigidBodyDatCollection::GetProbabilityOfParticleArrivingAtSurfaceUnmolested()
{
if(numberOfDataCollectingParticleDeaths > 0)
return ((double)numOfParticlesToHitSurfaceBeforeAnythingElse/
(double)numberOfDataCollectingParticleDeaths);
else
return 0.0;
}
void RigidBodyDatCollection::WriteResultsToFileAndExit()
{
if (0.0!=En)
{
// this is ran once just before the program exits
double surfaceAreaCollisionRatio = 0;
double surfaceAreaEnergyRatio = 0;
if (0!=(numInEllipse+numOutEllipse))
surfaceAreaCollisionRatio = (double)numInEllipse / ( (double)numOutEllipse +
(double)numInEllipse );
cout << "Data-Point Quantity: " << dataPointQuantity-1 << endl;
cout << "Surface collisions within target area = " << surfaceAreaCollisionRatio*100 << " %" <<
endl;
cout << "PercentageOfParticlesToHitSurfaceFirst = " <<
100.0*GetProbabilityOfParticleArrivingAtSurfaceUnmolested() << " %" << endl;
cout << "Normal Energy,
Surface: " << normalEnergyAvaliblityAtSurface;
cout << "\t\tTarget: " << normalEnergyAvaliblityAtSurfaceInEllipse << endl;
cout << "Tangent Energy,
Surface: " << tangentEnergyAvaliblityAtSurface;
cout << "\t\tTarget: " << tangentEnergyAvaliblityAtSurfaceInEllipse << endl;
cout << "PIE1
= EnergyToSurface / NozzleEnergy
= " <<
RigidBodyDatCollection::GetEfficiency() << endl;
cout << "PIE1N = NormalEnergyToSurface / NozzleEnergy = " <<
(normalEnergyAvaliblityAtSurface/En) << endl;
cout << "PIE1T = TangentEnergyToSurface / NozzleEnergy = " <<
(tangentEnergyAvaliblityAtSurface/En) << endl;
cout << "PIE1E = EnergyToTarget / NozzleEnergy
= " <<
RigidBodyDatCollection::GetEllipseEfficiency() << endl;
cout << "PIE1EN = NormalEnergyToTarget / NozzleEnergy
= " <<
(normalEnergyAvaliblityAtSurfaceInEllipse/En) << endl;
cout << "PIE1ET = TangentEnergyToTarget / NozzleEnergy = " <<
(tangentEnergyAvaliblityAtSurfaceInEllipse/En) << endl;
if (ParametersSimpleSystem::settingsLogFile!=NULL)
{
fprintf(ParametersSimpleSystem::settingsLogFile, "%s\t",
"PIE1=EnergyAtSurface/NozzleEnergy
" );
fprintf(ParametersSimpleSystem::settingsLogFile, "%f\n",
RigidBodyDatCollection::GetEfficiency());
fprintf(ParametersSimpleSystem::settingsLogFile, "%s\t",
"PIE1CORRECTED
" );
fprintf(ParametersSimpleSystem::settingsLogFile, "%f\n",
RigidBodyDatCollection::GetCorrectedEfficiency());
fprintf(ParametersSimpleSystem::settingsLogFile, "%s\t",
"Surface_Hits_In_Ellipse
" );
fprintf(ParametersSimpleSystem::settingsLogFile, "%f\n", surfaceAreaCollisionRatio);
fprintf(ParametersSimpleSystem::settingsLogFile, "%s\t",
"PIE1E = EnergyAtEllipse/NozzleEnergy
" );
fprintf(ParametersSimpleSystem::settingsLogFile, "%f\n",
RigidBodyDatCollection::GetEllipseEfficiency());
double avgFreq = 0.0;
if (interParticleCollisionFreq.GetAvgFreq(avgFreq))
{
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fprintf(ParametersSimpleSystem::settingsLogFile, "%s\t",
"InterParticleCollisionFrequency
" );
fprintf(ParametersSimpleSystem::settingsLogFile, "%f\n", avgFreq);
}
fprintf(ParametersSimpleSystem::settingsLogFile, "%s\t",
"PercentageOfParticlesToHitSurfaceFirst" );
fprintf(ParametersSimpleSystem::settingsLogFile, "%f\n",
100.0*GetProbabilityOfParticleArrivingAtSurfaceUnmolested());
fprintf(ParametersSimpleSystem::settingsLogFile, "%s\t",
"Normal Energy
" );
fprintf(ParametersSimpleSystem::settingsLogFile, "%E\n", normalEnergyAvaliblityAtSurface);
fprintf(ParametersSimpleSystem::settingsLogFile, "%s\t",
"Tangent Energy
" );
fprintf(ParametersSimpleSystem::settingsLogFile, "%E\n", tangentEnergyAvaliblityAtSurface);
fprintf(ParametersSimpleSystem::settingsLogFile, "%s\t",
"Normal Energy in Ellipse
" );
fprintf(ParametersSimpleSystem::settingsLogFile, "%E\n",
normalEnergyAvaliblityAtSurfaceInEllipse);
fprintf(ParametersSimpleSystem::settingsLogFile, "%s\t",
"Tangent Energy in Ellipse
" );
fprintf(ParametersSimpleSystem::settingsLogFile, "%E\n",
tangentEnergyAvaliblityAtSurfaceInEllipse);
fprintf(ParametersSimpleSystem::settingsLogFile, "%s\t",
"PIE1EN
" );
fprintf(ParametersSimpleSystem::settingsLogFile, "%f\n",
normalEnergyAvaliblityAtSurfaceInEllipse/En);
fprintf(ParametersSimpleSystem::settingsLogFile, "%s\t",
"PIE1ET
" );
fprintf(ParametersSimpleSystem::settingsLogFile, "%f\n",
tangentEnergyAvaliblityAtSurfaceInEllipse/En);
fprintf(ParametersSimpleSystem::settingsLogFile, "%s\t",
"PIE1N
" );
fprintf(ParametersSimpleSystem::settingsLogFile, "%f\n",
normalEnergyAvaliblityAtSurface/En);
fprintf(ParametersSimpleSystem::settingsLogFile, "%s\t",
"PIE1T
" );
fprintf(ParametersSimpleSystem::settingsLogFile, "%f\n",
tangentEnergyAvaliblityAtSurface/En);
fprintf(ParametersSimpleSystem::settingsLogFile, "%s\t",
"Data-Point Quantity
" );
fprintf(ParametersSimpleSystem::settingsLogFile, "%d\n", dataPointQuantity-1);
}
}
Universe::run = false;
exit(0);
}

Rnd.h: interface for the Rnd class.
//
//////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
#include <vector>
#if !defined(_Rnd)
#define _Rnd
#if _MSC_VER >= 1000
#pragma once
#endif // _MSC_VER >= 1000
class Rnd
{
public:
static double RndHutchingsSpatialDistribution(const double& B);
static double NumNegPos();
Rnd();
virtual ~Rnd();
static double Num();
private:
static double Integral(const double& theta, const double& B);
static double Function(const double& theta, const double& B);
static double focusCoefficientBeta;
static bool runBefore;
static double* Bounds;
static std::vector<double> independantVariableSet;
static bool runDistBefore;
};
#endif
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Rnd.cpp: implementation of the Rnd class.
//
//////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
#include "Rnd.h"
#include <math.h>
#include <time.h>
#include <stdlib.h>
#include <iostream.h>
#include "ProgSettings.h"
//////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
// Construction/Destruction
//////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
bool Rnd::runBefore = false;
bool Rnd::runDistBefore = false;
double Rnd::focusCoefficientBeta = 1;
std::vector<double> Rnd::independantVariableSet;
double* Rnd::Bounds = NULL;
Rnd::Rnd(){}
Rnd::~Rnd(){}
double Rnd::Num()
{
if (false == Rnd::runBefore)
{
srand( (unsigned int)time( NULL ) );
}
Rnd::runBefore = true;
double randNum = rand();
return randNum/RAND_MAX;
}
double Rnd::NumNegPos()
{
double num = Rnd::Num();
double sign = Rnd::Num();
if (sign > 0.5) return num;
else return (-1*num);
}
double Rnd::RndHutchingsSpatialDistribution(const double& B)
{
//WARNING - although it is possible to call this function
//successively with different B's it is not recommended.
//The compulational requirements for switching the B value
//is high.
if ((B!=focusCoefficientBeta)&&(runDistBefore))
{
independantVariableSet.clear();
runDistBefore = false;
}
if (!runDistBefore) focusCoefficientBeta = B;
const double APPROXIMATE_DIVISIONS = 100000;
const double DESIRED_ACCURACY = (1/(APPROXIMATE_DIVISIONS*1000));
const double DESIRED_AREA = (1 / APPROXIMATE_DIVISIONS);
const double functionUpperBound = PIE/2;
const double functionLowerBound = 0;
if (!runDistBefore)
{
cout << "Intitializing non-uniform random number generator..." << endl;
runDistBefore = true;
independantVariableSet.push_back(functionLowerBound);
double error=0;
bool firstIteration = true;
bool lastIteration = false;
double currentX=0;
double lastX=0;
double possibleArea = 1;
while(DESIRED_AREA < possibleArea)
{
double increment = 1/(10*APPROXIMATE_DIVISIONS);
currentX=independantVariableSet.back();
// find next independant coordinate that achives the DESIRED_AREA.
do
{
lastX = currentX;
currentX+=increment;
double currentY = Function(currentX,B);
double calculatedArea = Integral(currentX,B) - Integral(independantVariableSet.back(),B);
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error = DESIRED_AREA - calculatedArea;
if (error < 0.0) //went past. start over with smaller increment
{
currentX=lastX;
increment*=0.1;
}
}
while((fabs(error) >= DESIRED_ACCURACY)||(error <0));
independantVariableSet.push_back(currentX);
possibleArea = 1 - Integral(independantVariableSet.back(),B);
}
independantVariableSet.push_back(functionUpperBound);
cout << "Done!" << endl;
}
int size = independantVariableSet.size()-1;
int randSec = (int) size*Num();
double Theta = independantVariableSet[randSec];
//Convert radius so function acts as a random number generator [0,1]
Theta = Theta/(PIE/2);
//Return a number [0,1]
return (Theta);
}
double Rnd::Function(const double& theta, const double& B)
{
if ((theta > PIE/2)||(theta < 0)) return 0.0;
return B*B*sin(theta)*exp(-1*B*tan(theta))/pow(cos(theta),3);
}
double Rnd::Integral(const double& theta, const double& B)
{
return (-1*B*tan(theta)*exp(-1*B*tan(theta))-exp(-1*B*tan(theta)))+1;
}

SimulationTime.h: interface for the SimulationTime class.
//
//////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
#if !defined(_SimulationTime)
#define _SimulationTime
#if _MSC_VER >= 1000
#pragma once
#endif // _MSC_VER >= 1000
class SimulationTime
{
public:
SimulationTime();
virtual ~SimulationTime();
static double GetTime();
static void AddToTime(const double&);
static void SetTime(const double&);
static void SetTimeLimit(const double&);
static void CheckTimeLimit();
private:
//static void CountNoChangesInTime(const double& t);
static double time;
static double limit;
static double lastTime;
static int consecutiveNoChangeCounter;
static bool timeLimitSet;
};
#endif // !defined(_SimulationTime)

SimulationTime.cpp: implementation of the SimulationTime class.
//
//////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
#include "SimulationTime.h"
#include "iostream.h"
#include <stdio.h>
#include <stdlib.h>
#include <assert.h>
#include "ProgSettings.h"
#include "Universe.h"
//////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
// Construction/Destruction
//////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
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double SimulationTime::time = 0;
double SimulationTime::limit = 0;
double SimulationTime::lastTime = 0;
int SimulationTime::consecutiveNoChangeCounter = 0;
bool SimulationTime::timeLimitSet = false;
SimulationTime::SimulationTime(){}
SimulationTime::~SimulationTime(){}
double SimulationTime::GetTime()
{
return time;
}
void SimulationTime::AddToTime(const double& t)
{
if (t < 0) {
cout << "Error: Time Cannot move backward!" << endl;
}
else
{
time += t;
CheckTimeLimit();
}
}
void SimulationTime::SetTime(const double& t)
{
if ((t+TOLERANCE) < time)
{
cout << "ERROR : Time Class, time should not move backwards!" << endl;
cout << "Before: " << time << endl;
cout << "After : " << t << endl;
}
else
{
time = t;
CheckTimeLimit();
lastTime = time;
}
}
void SimulationTime::SetTimeLimit(const double& l)
{
limit=l;
timeLimitSet = true;
}
void SimulationTime::CheckTimeLimit()
{
if (limit!=0)
if (time >= limit)
{
cout << "Execution Simulation-time-limit of " << limit << " seconds reached." << endl;
time = lastTime; //bring it back to the last time since the current time change
// will not be acted on.
RigidBodyDatCollection::WriteResultsToFileAndExit();
}
}

SLinkedList.h: interface and implementation for the SLinkedList template
class.
//
//////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
#if !defined(_SLinkedList)
#define _SLinkedList
#if _MSC_VER >= 1000
#pragma once
#endif // _MSC_VER >= 1000
#include "Node.h"
#include <stdlib.h>
template <class T> class SLinkedList
{
public:
SLinkedList(void);
virtual ~SLinkedList();
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bool IsEmpty() const;
Node<T>* Insert(const T& );
void Insert(const SLinkedList<T>&);
Node<T>* InsertAtTail(const T&d);
Node<T>* InsertAfter(const T&, const Node<T>* const );
void Del(Node<T>*&);
Node<T>* GetHeadPosition() const;
void Inc(Node<T>*&) const;
int GetCount() const;
void DelAll();
SLinkedList<T>& operator=(const SLinkedList<T>&);
private:
Node<T>* headPtr;
};
//////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
// Construction/Destruction
//////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
template <class T>
SLinkedList<T>::SLinkedList(void)
: headPtr(NULL) {}
template <class T>
SLinkedList<T>::~SLinkedList()
{
Node<T>* currentPtr = headPtr;
Node<T>* nextPtr = NULL;
if (currentPtr != NULL)
{
do
{
nextPtr = currentPtr->GetNextNode();
delete currentPtr;
currentPtr = nextPtr;
}
while (nextPtr != NULL);
}
}
template <class T>
bool SLinkedList< T >::IsEmpty() const
{
if (headPtr == NULL)
return true;
else
return false;
}
template <class T>
Node<T>* SLinkedList< T >::Insert(const T& d)
{
//insertion occurs at the head only
//this is all that is required.
Node<T>* holdHeadPtr = headPtr;
headPtr = new Node<T>(d,holdHeadPtr);
if (NULL==headPtr)
{
cout << "Memory Allocation Failed" << endl;
exit(0);
}
return headPtr;
}
template <class T>
Node<T>* SLinkedList< T >::InsertAtTail(const T&d)
{
Node<T>* pos = GetHeadPosition();
if (NULL==pos)
{
return (this->Insert(d));
}
else
{
while ( NULL!=pos->GetNextNode())
{
pos = pos->GetNextNode();
}
Node<T>* temp = new Node<T>(d,NULL);
if (NULL==temp)
{
cout << "Memory Allocation Failed" << endl;
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exit(0);
}
pos->SetLink(temp);
return pos->GetNextNode();
}
}
template <class T>
Node<T>* SLinkedList< T >::InsertAfter(const T&, const Node<T>* const )
{
return NULL;
}
template <class T>
void SLinkedList< T >::Insert(const SLinkedList<T>& list)
{
Node<T>* pos = list.GetHeadPosition();
while (pos != NULL)
{
this->Insert( *(pos->GetData()) );
pos=pos->GetNextNode();
}
}
template <class T>
void SLinkedList< T >::Del(Node<T>*& delPtr)
{
//-find Node before deletion and set Node link
// to address of Node after deletion.
//-delete Node.
// NOTE: Deleting an element from the list invalidates
// the iterator (called dePtr in this function). thus the
// iterator must be positioned on a valid point on the
// list
if ((headPtr != NULL)||(delPtr != NULL))
{
if (headPtr == delPtr)
{
Node<T>* nextHeadPtr = headPtr->GetNextNode();
delete headPtr;
headPtr = nextHeadPtr;
delPtr = headPtr;
}
else
{
Node<T>* currentPtr = headPtr;
Node<T>* nextPtr = currentPtr->GetNextNode();
while (nextPtr != NULL)
{
nextPtr = currentPtr->GetNextNode();
if (nextPtr == delPtr)
{
Node<T>* afterNextPtr = nextPtr->GetNextNode();
currentPtr->SetLink(afterNextPtr);
delete delPtr;
delPtr = afterNextPtr; //making sure that the
//parameter is pointing
//to a valid Node/
//NOTE: afterNextPtr could equal NULL
break;
}
currentPtr = nextPtr;
}
}
}
}
template <class T>
void SLinkedList< T >::DelAll()
{
Node<T>* pos = GetHeadPosition();
while (pos != NULL)
{
Del(pos);
}
}
template <class T>
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Node<T>* SLinkedList< T >::GetHeadPosition() const
{
return headPtr; // return copy of headPtr
}
template <class T>
void SLinkedList< T >::Inc( Node<T>*& Ptr) const
{
if (Ptr != NULL)
Ptr=Ptr->GetNextNode();
else cout << "!!!! An attempt to access privledged memory has been averted !!!!";
}
template <class T>
SLinkedList<T>& SLinkedList<T>::operator=(const SLinkedList<T>& other)
{
this->DelAll();
this->Insert(other);
return *this;
}
template <class T>
int SLinkedList< T >::GetCount() const
{
int count = 0;
Node<T>* pos = GetHeadPosition();
while (pos != NULL)
{
count++;
pos=pos->GetNextNode();
}
return count;
}
#endif

SLinkedListPtrPtr.h: interface and implementation for the SlinkedListPtr
template class.
//
//////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
#if !defined(_SLinkedListPtr)
#define _SLinkedListPtr
#if _MSC_VER >= 1000
#pragma once
#endif // _MSC_VER >= 1000
#include "NodePtr.h"
#include <stdlib.h>
#include <assert.h>
template <class T> class SLinkedListPtr
{
public:
SLinkedListPtr(void);
virtual ~SLinkedListPtr();
bool IsEmpty() const;
NodePtr<T>* Insert(const T&);
NodePtr<T>* InsertAtTail(const T&);
void Insert(const SLinkedListPtr<T>&);
void Del(NodePtr<T>*&);
NodePtr<T>* GetHeadPosition() const;
void Inc(NodePtr<T>*&) const;
int GetCount() const;
void DelAll();
private:
NodePtr<T>* headPtr;
};
//////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
// Construction/Destruction
//////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
template <class T>
SLinkedListPtr<T>::SLinkedListPtr(void)
: headPtr(NULL) {}
template <class T>
SLinkedListPtr<T>::~SLinkedListPtr()
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{
this->DelAll();
}
template <class T>
bool SLinkedListPtr< T >::IsEmpty() const
{
if (headPtr == NULL)
return true;
else
return false;
}
template <class T>
NodePtr<T>* SLinkedListPtr< T >::Insert(const T &d)
{
//insertion occurs at the head only
//this is all that is required.
NodePtr<T>* holdHeadPtr = headPtr;
headPtr = new NodePtr<T>(d,holdHeadPtr);
if (NULL==headPtr)
{
cout << "Memory Allocation Failed" << endl;
exit(0);
}
return headPtr;
}

template <class T>
NodePtr<T>* SLinkedListPtr< T >::InsertAtTail(const T&d)
{
NodePtr<T>* pos = GetHeadPosition();
if (NULL==pos)
{
return (this->Insert(d));
}
else
{
while ( NULL!=pos->GetNextNodePtr())
{
pos = pos->GetNextNodePtr();
}
NodePtr<T>* temp = new NodePtr<T>(d,NULL);
if (NULL==temp)
{
cout << "Memory Allocation Failed" << endl;
exit(0);
}
pos->SetLink(temp);
return pos->GetNextNodePtr();
}
}
template <class T>
void SLinkedListPtr< T >::Insert(const SLinkedListPtr<T>& list)
{
NodePtr<T>* pos = list.GetHeadPosition();
while (pos != NULL)
{
this->Insert( pos->GetData() );
pos=pos->GetNextNodePtr();
}
}
template <class T>
void SLinkedListPtr< T >::Del(NodePtr<T>*& delPtr)
{
//-find NodePtr before deletion and set NodePtr link
// to address of NodePtr after deletion.
//-delete NodePtr.
// NOTE: Deleting an element from the list invalidates
// the iterator (called dePtr in this function). thus the
// iterator must be positioned on a valid point on the
// list
bool delPtrFound = false;
if ((headPtr != NULL)||(delPtr != NULL))
{
if (headPtr == delPtr)
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{
NodePtr<T>* nextHeadPtr = headPtr->GetNextNodePtr();
delPtrFound = true;
delete headPtr;
headPtr = nextHeadPtr;
delPtr = headPtr;
}
else
{
NodePtr<T>* currentPtr = headPtr;
NodePtr<T>* nextPtr = currentPtr->GetNextNodePtr();
while (nextPtr != NULL)
{
nextPtr = currentPtr->GetNextNodePtr();
if (nextPtr == delPtr)
{
NodePtr<T>* afterNextPtr = nextPtr->GetNextNodePtr();
currentPtr->SetLink(afterNextPtr);
delPtrFound = true;
delete delPtr; //ACCESS VIOLATION
delPtr = afterNextPtr; //making sure that the
//parameter is pointing
//to a valid NodePtr/
//NOTE: afterNextPtr could equal NULL
break;
}
currentPtr = nextPtr;
}
}
}
assert(delPtrFound);
}
template <class T>
void SLinkedListPtr< T >::DelAll()
{
NodePtr<T>* pos = GetHeadPosition();
while (pos != NULL)
{
Del(pos);
}
}
template <class T>
NodePtr<T>* SLinkedListPtr< T >::GetHeadPosition() const
{
return headPtr; // return copy of headPtr
}

template <class T>
void SLinkedListPtr< T >::Inc( NodePtr<T>*& Ptr) const
{
if (Ptr != NULL)
Ptr=Ptr->GetNextNodePtr();
else cout << "!!!! An attempt to access privledged memory has been averted !!!!";
}
template <class T>
int SLinkedListPtr< T >::GetCount() const
{
int count = 0;
NodePtr<T>* pos = GetHeadPosition();
while (pos != NULL)
{
count++;
pos=pos->GetNextNodePtr();
}
return count;
}
#endif

Stats.h: interface for the Stats class.
//
//////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
#if !defined(_Stats)
#define _Stats
#include "SLinkedList.h"
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class Stats
{
public:
Stats();
virtual ~Stats();
void AddData( const double& d );
void AddData(const SLinkedList<double>& d);
bool GetMean(double &) const;
bool GetVariance(double &) const;
bool GetStdDev(double &) const;
void Clear();
int GetN() const;
private:
SLinkedList<double> dataList;
};
#endif // !defined(_Stats)

Stats.cpp: implementation of the Stats class.
//
//////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
#include "Stats.h"
#include "math.h"
//////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
// Construction/Destruction
//////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
Stats::Stats(){}
Stats::~Stats(){}
void Stats::AddData( const double& d)
{
dataList.Insert(d);
}
void Stats::AddData( const SLinkedList<double>& d)
{
dataList.Insert(d);
}
bool Stats::GetMean(double& m) const
{
double avg=0;
int n=0;
Node<double>* pos = dataList.GetHeadPosition();
while (pos != NULL)
{
avg += *(pos->GetData());
dataList.Inc(pos);
n++;
}
if (n == 0)
{
return false;
}
else
{
m = avg/n;
return true;
}
}
bool Stats::GetVariance(double& v) const
{
//calculate variance
double avg = 0;
if (GetMean(avg))
{
double var=0;
int denominator = (dataList.GetCount() - 1);
Node<double>* pos = dataList.GetHeadPosition();
while (pos != NULL)
{
var += pow( *(pos->GetData()) - avg, 2 )/denominator;
dataList.Inc(pos);
}
v = var;
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return true;
}
else
{
return false;
}
}
bool Stats::GetStdDev(double& sd) const
{
double var=0;
if (GetVariance(var))
{
sd = pow(var, 0.5);
return true;
}
else return false;
}
void Stats::Clear()
{
dataList.DelAll();
}

int Stats::GetN() const
{
return dataList.GetCount();
}

Universe.h: interface for the Universe class.
//
//////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
#if !defined(_Universe)
#define _Universe
#if _MSC_VER >= 1000
#pragma once
#endif // _MSC_VER >= 1000
#include
#include
#include
#include
#include
#include
#include
#include
#include
#include

"ProgSettings.h"
"Nozzle.h"
"RigidBody.h"
"Plate.h"
"SLinkedList.h"
"SimulationTime.h"
"Stats.h"
"EventHandler.h"
"BoundingBox.h"
<string>

class Universe
{
public:
static bool IsDetailedDataCollectionOn();
static bool GraphicWindowOn();
static void FreeMemory();
static void glDraw();
static void AddNozzle(const Nozzle&);
static void AddObject(const RigidBody &);
static void AddPlate(const Plate&);
static void glFitUniverseInCameraFOV();
static void ConfigureUniverseFromFile(int& argc, char**& argv);
static void SetCameraDistanceMultiplier( const double&);
static double GetCameraDistanceMultiplier();
static void ShowBoundary();
static void HideBoundary();
Universe();
virtual ~Universe();
static void UpdateRigidBodyTranslationKinematics( );
static void Run();
static void Universe::AddObject(const double &, const double&,
const double &,const double &,const double &,
const double &,const double &,const double &);
static SLinkedList<Plate>* GetPlateListPtr();
static SLinkedList<Nozzle>* GetNozzleListPtr();
static SLinkedList<RigidBody>* GetRigidBodyListPtr();
static BoundingBox* GetBoundingBoxPtr();
static char configFileName[STRSIZE];
static char configPath[STRSIZE];
static bool run;
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private:
static
static
static
static
static
static
static
static
static
static
static
static
static
static
static
static

void DisplayHelp();
void ConvertCStringToLowerCase(char* s );
int GetCStringFromFile( FILE*& f, char* string);
void DestroyParticlesOutsideUniverseBounds(); //assumes particles much
//smaller than the plates and nozzles
void SetUniverseBounds();
void UseNozzles();
SLinkedList<RigidBody> massList;
SLinkedList<Nozzle> nozzleList;
SLinkedList<Plate> plateList;
BoundingBox* universeBoundary;
double boundRadius;
Vector3d boundCenter;
double cameraDistanceMultiplier;
bool showBoundary;
bool graphicWindowOn;
bool detailedDataCollectionOn;

};
#endif // !defined(_Universe)

Universe.cpp: implementation of the Universe class.
//
//////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
#include <stdio.h>
#include <stdlib.h>
#include <string.h>
#include <iostream.h>
#include "ParametersSimpleSystem.h"
#include "SimulationTime.h"
#include "RigidBody.h"
#include "Universe.h"
#include "Vector3d.h"
#include <math.h>
#include "Collision.h"
#include <gl/glut.h>
#include "VectorHandler.h"
#include "ProgSettings.h"
#include <time.h>
//////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
// Construction/Destruction
//////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
bool Universe::showBoundary = false;
bool Universe::run = true;
bool Universe::graphicWindowOn = true;
double Universe::cameraDistanceMultiplier = 1;
char Universe::configFileName[STRSIZE];
char Universe::configPath[STRSIZE];
static bool runBefore = false;
SLinkedList<RigidBody> Universe::massList;
SLinkedList<Nozzle> Universe::nozzleList;
SLinkedList<Plate> Universe::plateList;
double Universe::boundRadius=0;
Vector3d Universe::boundCenter;
BoundingBox* Universe::universeBoundary;
bool Universe::detailedDataCollectionOn = false;
static long int startTime = time(NULL);
SLinkedList<RigidBody>* Universe::GetRigidBodyListPtr()
{
return &massList;
}
SLinkedList<Plate>* Universe::GetPlateListPtr()
{
return &plateList;
}
SLinkedList<Nozzle>* Universe::GetNozzleListPtr()
{
return &nozzleList;
}
BoundingBox* Universe::GetBoundingBoxPtr()
{
return universeBoundary;
}
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Universe::Universe() {}
Universe::~Universe()
{
float runTime=(float)(time(NULL) - startTime)/60 ;
float simTime=(float) SimulationTime::GetTime();
if ((NULL!=ParametersSimpleSystem::settingsLogFile)&&(simTime!=0.0))
{
fprintf(ParametersSimpleSystem::settingsLogFile, "%s\t\t", "Run-Time min
fprintf(ParametersSimpleSystem::settingsLogFile, "%f\n", runTime);
fprintf(ParametersSimpleSystem::settingsLogFile, "%s\t\t", "Sim-Time sec
fprintf(ParametersSimpleSystem::settingsLogFile, "%f\n", simTime);
fprintf(ParametersSimpleSystem::settingsLogFile, "%s\t\t", "Code Version
fprintf(ParametersSimpleSystem::settingsLogFile, "%s\n", VERSION_NUMBER);
cout << "Run-time: " << runTime << " minutes" << endl;
cout << "Sim-time: " << simTime << " seconds" << endl;
}
FreeMemory();
_fcloseall( );
// cout << "Memory Deallocated!" << endl;
}
void Universe::FreeMemory()
{
delete universeBoundary;
}
void Universe::UpdateRigidBodyTranslationKinematics()
{
double t = SimulationTime::GetTime();
Node<RigidBody>* pos = massList.GetHeadPosition();
while (pos != NULL)
{
pos->GetData()->UpdatePosition(t);
massList.Inc(pos);
}
}
void Universe::AddObject(const RigidBody &m)
{
massList.Insert(m);
}
void Universe::AddObject( const double &m, const double &r,
const double &px,const double &py,const double &pz,
const double &vx,const double &vy,const double &vz )
{
RigidBody massObject(m, r,px,py,pz,vx,vy,vz);
massList.Insert(massObject);
}
void Universe::AddPlate(const Plate& p)
{
plateList.Insert(p);
}
void Universe::Run()
{
if (runBefore==false)
{
SetUniverseBounds();
runBefore = true;
// creates initial nozzle event
Node<Nozzle>* pos = nozzleList.GetHeadPosition();
while (pos != NULL)
{
pos->GetData()->CreateEvent();
nozzleList.Inc(pos);
}
}
//
//
//
//
//
//
//
//
//
//

IMPORTANT to have the correct order!
A nozzle-event is created to start the program,
the first thing that should occurs is event execution
This will create a particle. The particle's existance
will cause the creation of other events (due to collisions)
Then another nozzle event will be created.
LABEL
At this point the simulation time will be updated
to the time of the first event (in time).
The event will then be resolved, which will result
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");
");
");

//
//
//
//
//
//
}

// in more events being created.
// GOTO LABEL
EventHandler::Execute();// Updates time
// resolves event
UpdateRigidBodyTranslationKinematics(); // moves particles to updated time.
/*
#if defined _DEBUG
int numberOfOverLapingParticle = Collision::DetectionOverlap(massList);
if (numberOfOverLapingParticle > 0)
{
cout << "ERROR: " << numberOfOverLapingParticle << " Spheres are occuping the same space" <<
endl;
}
#endif
*/
#if defined GRAPHICS_ON
if (Universe::graphicWindowOn)
glutPostRedisplay();
#endif
#if defined(_DEBUG)
if (DEBUG_EVENTHANDLER)
{
draw=false;
}
#endif

void Universe::SetUniverseBounds()
{
int i;
// find average center
boundCenter.SetV(0,0,0);
i=0;
Node<Nozzle>* posN = nozzleList.GetHeadPosition();
while (posN != NULL)
{
i++;
Vector3d pos(posN->GetData()->GetPosition());
boundCenter = boundCenter + pos;
nozzleList.Inc(posN);
}
Node<Plate>* posP = plateList.GetHeadPosition();
while (posP != NULL)
{
i++;
Vector3d pos(posP->GetData()->GetPosition());
boundCenter = boundCenter + pos;
plateList.Inc(posP);
}
boundCenter = boundCenter/i;
//find max distance from average center
double maxX = 0;
double maxY = 0;
double maxZ = 0;
i=0;
posN = nozzleList.GetHeadPosition();
while (posN != NULL)
{
i++;
Vector3d pos(posN->GetData()->GetPosition());
double dx = fabs(pos.GetX() - boundCenter.GetX());
double dy = fabs(pos.GetY() - boundCenter.GetY());
double dz = fabs(pos.GetZ() - boundCenter.GetZ());
if (dx > maxX) maxX = dx;
if (dy > maxY) maxY = dy;
if (dz > maxZ) maxZ = dz;
nozzleList.Inc(posN);
}
posP = plateList.GetHeadPosition();
while (posP != NULL)
{
i++;
Vector3d pos(posP->GetData()->GetPosition());
double dx = fabs(pos.GetX() - boundCenter.GetX());
double dy = fabs(pos.GetY() - boundCenter.GetY());
double dz = fabs(pos.GetZ() - boundCenter.GetZ());
if (dx > maxX) maxX = dx;
if (dy > maxY) maxY = dy;
if (dz > maxZ) maxZ = dz;
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plateList.Inc(posP);
}
//find max dimension
i=0;
double maxDim;
posN = nozzleList.GetHeadPosition();
while (posN != NULL)
{
i++;
double d = posN->GetData()->GetRadius();
if (i==1) maxDim=d;
if (d > maxDim) maxDim=d;
nozzleList.Inc(posN);
}
posP = plateList.GetHeadPosition();
while (posP != NULL)
{
i++;
double d = posP->GetData()->GetDim2();
if (i==1) maxDim=d;
if (d > maxDim) maxDim=d;
d = posP->GetData()->GetDim1();
if (d > maxDim) maxDim=d;
plateList.Inc(posP);
}
boundRadius = maxDim + sqrt(maxX*maxX + maxY*maxY + maxZ*maxZ);
boundRadius*= BOUND_SAFETY_FACTOR; //safety factor
universeBoundary = new BoundingBox(boundCenter, (maxDim+maxX)*BOUND_SAFETY_FACTOR,
(maxDim+maxY)*BOUND_SAFETY_FACTOR,
(maxDim+maxZ)*BOUND_SAFETY_FACTOR);
if (universeBoundary==NULL)
{
cout << "Error: Universe::SetUniverseBounds()" << endl;
cout << "Cannot Allocate Memory" << endl;
exit(0);
}
}

void Universe::AddNozzle(const Nozzle &n)
{
nozzleList.Insert(n);
}
void Universe::UseNozzles()
{
Node<Nozzle>* pos = nozzleList.GetHeadPosition();
while (pos != NULL)
{
nozzleList.Inc(pos);
}
}
void Universe::glDraw()
{
if (Universe::graphicWindowOn)
{
Node<RigidBody>* posR = massList.GetHeadPosition();
while (posR != NULL)
{
posR->GetData()->glDraw();
massList.Inc(posR);
}
Node<Nozzle>* posN = nozzleList.GetHeadPosition();
while (posN != NULL)
{
posN->GetData()->glDraw();
nozzleList.Inc(posN);
}
Node<Plate>* posP = plateList.GetHeadPosition();
while (posP != NULL)
{
posP->GetData()->glDraw();
plateList.Inc(posP);
}
EventHandler::glDraw();
if (showBoundary) universeBoundary->glDraw();
}
}
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void Universe::DestroyParticlesOutsideUniverseBounds()
{
Node<RigidBody>* pos = massList.GetHeadPosition();
while (pos != NULL)
{
double d = VectorHandler::Distance(boundCenter, pos->GetData()->GetPointOnTrajectory());
if (d >= boundRadius) massList.Del(pos);
else massList.Inc(pos);
}
}
void Universe::glFitUniverseInCameraFOV()
{
gluPerspective(40,1,boundRadius*0.001,6*boundRadius);
gluLookAt(boundRadius*cameraDistanceMultiplier,boundRadius*cameraDistanceMultiplier,0.3*boundRadius*ca
meraDistanceMultiplier,
boundCenter.GetX(),boundCenter.GetY(), boundCenter.GetZ(), 0,0,1);
}
void Universe::ConfigureUniverseFromFile(int& argc, char**& argv)
{
char s[STRSIZE];
if (NULL!=argv[1])
{
strcpy(configFileName, argv[1]);
strcpy(s,argv[0]);
char* endOfPath = strrchr(s, '\\');
if (NULL!=endOfPath)
{
int i=0;
while ((endOfPath!=&s[i])&&(i<STRSIZE-1))
{
i++;
}
i++;
s[i] = '\0';
strcpy(configPath, s);
strcat(s,configFileName);
}
else
{
strcpy(s, configFileName);
}
FILE* configurationFile = fopen( s , "r");
if (NULL != configurationFile)
{
while(!feof( configurationFile ))
{
if (GetCStringFromFile(configurationFile,s))
{
if(!strcmp( "nozzle", s))
{
if (GetCStringFromFile( configurationFile, s))
{
cout << endl;
}
}
else if (!strcmp("surface", s))
{
cout << endl;
}
else if (!strcmp("simple", s))
{
ParametersSimpleSystem sys;
do
{
if (GetCStringFromFile( configurationFile, s))
{
double v=0;
if(!strcmp( "standoffdistance", s))
{
if(GetCStringFromFile( configurationFile, s))
sys.SetStandoff(atof(s));
}
else if(!strcmp( "angleofattack", s))
{
if(GetCStringFromFile( configurationFile, s))
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sys.SetInpingementAngle(atof(s));
}
else if(!strcmp( "streamdivergenceangle", s))
{
if(GetCStringFromFile( configurationFile, s))
sys.SetStreamDivergenceAngle(atof(s));
}
else if(!strcmp( "surfacewidth", s))
{
if(GetCStringFromFile( configurationFile, s))
sys.SetSurfaceWidth(atof(s));
}
else if(!strcmp( "surfaceheight", s))
{
if(GetCStringFromFile( configurationFile, s))
sys.SetSurfaceHeight(atof(s));
}
else if(!strcmp( "unitscale", s))
{
if(GetCStringFromFile( configurationFile, s))
sys.SetUnitScale(atof(s));
}
else if(!strcmp( "particleradius", s))
{
if(GetCStringFromFile( configurationFile, s))
sys.SetParticleRadius(atof(s));
}
else if(!strcmp( "nozzleradius", s))
{
if(GetCStringFromFile( configurationFile, s))
sys.SetNozzleRadius(atof(s));
}
else if(!strcmp( "particlemass", s))
{
if(GetCStringFromFile( configurationFile, s))
sys.SetParticleMass(atof(s));
}
else if(!strcmp( "particleupperspeedlimit", s))
{
if(GetCStringFromFile( configurationFile, s))
sys.SetParticleUpperSpeedLimit(atof(s));
}
else if(!strcmp( "particlelowerspeedlimit", s))
{
if(GetCStringFromFile( configurationFile, s))
sys.SetParticleLowerSpeedLimit(atof(s));
}
else if(!strcmp( "nozzlelaunchfrequency", s))
{
if(GetCStringFromFile( configurationFile, s))
sys.SetNozzleLaunchFrequency(atof(s));
}
else if(!strcmp( "nozzleparticlesperlaunch", s))
{
if(GetCStringFromFile( configurationFile, s))
sys.SetNozzleParticlesPerLaunch(atof(s));
}
else if(!strcmp( "executiontimelimit", s))
{
if(GetCStringFromFile( configurationFile, s))
sys.SetTimeLimit(atof(s));
}
else if(!strcmp( "executiondatalimit", s))
{
if(GetCStringFromFile( configurationFile, s))
sys.SetDataPointQuantityLimit(atol(s));
}
else if(!strcmp( "cameradistancemultiplier", s))
{
if(GetCStringFromFile( configurationFile, s))
cameraDistanceMultiplier = (atof(s));
}
else if(!strcmp( "es", s))
{
if(GetCStringFromFile( configurationFile, s))
sys.SetEs(atof(s));
}
else if(!strcmp( "ep", s))
{
if(GetCStringFromFile( configurationFile, s))
sys.SetEp(atof(s));
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}
else if(!strcmp( "mu", s))
{
if(GetCStringFromFile( configurationFile, s))
sys.SetMu(atof(s));
}
else if(!strcmp( "showboundary", s))
{
showBoundary = true;
}
else if(!strcmp( "pi4limit", s))
{
if(GetCStringFromFile( configurationFile, s))
sys.SetMaxNumberOfParticlesInIncidentStream(atof(s));
}
else if(!strcmp( "graphicswindowoff", s))
{
Universe::graphicWindowOn = false;
}
else if(!strcmp( "collectdatafromstart", s))
{
RigidBody::ForceSteadyStateCondition();
}
else if(!strcmp( "detaileddatacollection", s))
{
Universe::detailedDataCollectionOn = true;
}
else if(!strcmp( "", s))
{
}
else
{
cout << "Bad Command: " << s << endl;
exit(0);
}
}
}
while(!feof( configurationFile )); // ||(!completed));
if(!sys.ConfigureProgram())
{
cout << "ERROR-> Unexpected End Of Configuration File; Some commands are
missing." << endl;
sys.DisplayStatus();
exit(0);
}
}
else
{
cout << "Bad Command: " << s << endl;
exit(0);
}
}
}
fclose(configurationFile);
}
else
{
cout << "ERROR: Invalid File Name -> " << argv[1] << endl << endl;
//DisplayHelp();
}
}
else
{
cout << "ERROR: Need Configuration file!" << endl << endl;
DisplayHelp();
exit(0);
}
}
void Universe::DisplayHelp()
{
cout << "Usage:
blast.exe filename.ext" << endl;
cout << "Valid Commands (that are contained in filename.ext)" << endl;
cout << "simple" << " (Note: this is a MODE command) " << endl;
cout << "stand off distance" << endl;
cout << "angle of attack"<< endl;
cout << "stream divergence angle"<< endl;
cout << "particle radius"<< endl;
cout << "nozzle radius"<< endl;
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cout
cout
cout
cout
cout
cout
cout
cout
cout
cout
cout
cout
cout

<<
<<
<<
<<
<<
<<
<<
<<
<<
<<
<<
<<
<<

"nozzle launch frequency"<< endl;
"nozzle particles per launch"<< endl;
"particle mass"<< endl;
"particle upper speed limit"<< endl;
"particle lower speed limit"<< endl;
"surface width"<< endl;
"surface height"<< endl;
"execution time limit"<< endl;
"execution data limit"<< endl;
"pi4 limit"<< endl;
"collect data from start" << endl;
"graphics window off" << endl;
"detailed data collection" << endl;

}
void Universe::ConvertCStringToLowerCase(char* s )
{
int i=0;
while('\0' != s[i])
{
s[i] = tolower(s[i]);
i++;
}
}
int Universe::GetCStringFromFile( FILE*& f, char* string)
{
int retval = true;
if(!feof( f ))
{
int i=0;
int j=0;
if( fgets( string, 50, f ) == NULL)
{
retval=false;
}
else
{
ConvertCStringToLowerCase(string);
for(i=0; i<STRSIZE; i++)
{
if ((string[i]=='\n')||(string[i]==' ')
||(string[i]=='\t')||(string[i]=='\f')
||(string[i]=='\r')||(string[i]=='\v'))
{
}
else
{
string[j]=string[i];
j++;
}
}
}
if (string[0] == ';')
retval = false;
}
else
{
return false;
}
return retval;
}
void Universe::SetCameraDistanceMultiplier( const double& v)
{
cameraDistanceMultiplier = v;
}
double Universe::GetCameraDistanceMultiplier()
{
return cameraDistanceMultiplier;
}
void Universe::ShowBoundary()
{
showBoundary = true;
}
void Universe::HideBoundary()
{
showBoundary = false;
}
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bool Universe::GraphicWindowOn()
{
return graphicWindowOn;
}
bool Universe::IsDetailedDataCollectionOn()
{
return Universe::detailedDataCollectionOn;
}

UnivObj.h: interface for the UnivObj class.
//
//////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
//Abstract Class
#if !defined(_UnivObj)
#define _UnivObj
#if _MSC_VER >= 1000
#pragma once
#endif // _MSC_VER >= 1000
class UnivObj
{
public:
UnivObj();
virtual ~UnivObj();
virtual void glDraw() const = 0;
private:
};
#endif // !defined(_UnivObj)

UnivObj.cpp: implementation of the UnivObj class.
//
//////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
#include "UnivObj.h"
//////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
// Construction/Destruction
//////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
UnivObj::UnivObj(){}
UnivObj::~UnivObj(){}
void UnivObj::glDraw() const {}

Vector3d.h: interface for the Vector3d class.
//
//////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
#if !defined(_Vector3d)
#define _Vector3d
#if _MSC_VER >= 1000
#pragma once
#endif // _MSC_VER >= 1000
class Vector3d
{
public:
void glDraw() const;
Vector3d(const Vector3d &);
Vector3d(const double & = 0, const double & = 0, const double & = 0);
virtual ~Vector3d();
Vector3d operator/(const double &) const;
Vector3d operator-(const Vector3d&) const;
//Vector Subtraction
Vector3d operator+(const Vector3d &) const; //Vector Addition
bool operator==(const Vector3d&) const;
//Comparision
bool operator!=(const Vector3d&) const;
//Comparision
Vector3d& operator=(const Vector3d&);
//Asignment
Vector3d operator*(const double &) const; //Scalar Multiple (after vector i.e: v*5)
double operator*(const Vector3d &) const; //Dot Product
Vector3d operator%(const Vector3d &) const; //Cross Product
friend Vector3d operator*(const double &, const Vector3d &); //Scalar Multiple (Before vector i.e:
5*v)
bool IsZeroVector() const;
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void Display() const ; //Print Vector to screen
double GetNorm() const;
double GetZ() const;
double GetY() const;
double GetX() const;
Vector3d GetUnitVector() const;
void SetZ(const double &c);
void SetY(const double &b);
void SetX(const double &);
void SetV(const double &, const double &, const double &);
private:
double z;
double y;
double x;
};
#endif // !defined(_Vector3d)

Vector3d.cpp: implementation of the Vector3d class.
//
//////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
#include <iostream.h>
#include <stdlib.h>
#include <math.h>
#include "Vector3d.h"
#include "gl/glut.h"
//////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
// Construction/Destruction
//////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
Vector3d::Vector3d(const Vector3d &v)
:x(v.x), y(v.y), z(v.z){}
Vector3d::Vector3d(const double &a, const double &b, const double &c)
: x(a), y(b), z(c){}
Vector3d::~Vector3d(){}
void Vector3d::SetV(const double & a, const double & b , const double & c)
{
x=a;
y=b;
z=c;
}
void Vector3d::SetX(const double & a)
{
x=a;
}
void Vector3d::SetY(const double & b)
{
y=b;
}
void Vector3d::SetZ(const double & c)
{
z=c;
}
double Vector3d::GetX() const
{
return x;
}
double Vector3d::GetY() const
{
return y;
}
double Vector3d::GetZ() const
{
return z;
}
Vector3d Vector3d::operator%(const Vector3d &rhs) const
{
Vector3d v(
y*rhs.z - z*rhs.y,
z*rhs.x - x*rhs.z,
x*rhs.y - y*rhs.x );
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return v;
}
void Vector3d::Display() const
{
cout << x << "\t" << y << "\t" << z;
}
double Vector3d::operator *(const Vector3d &rhs) const
{
return (x*rhs.x + y*rhs.y + z*rhs.z);
}
Vector3d operator*(const double&
{
Vector3d returnValue(rhs);
returnValue.x = returnValue.x
returnValue.y = returnValue.y
returnValue.z = returnValue.z
return returnValue;
}

lhs, const Vector3d &rhs)

* lhs;
* lhs;
* lhs;

Vector3d Vector3d::operator*(const double &rhs) const
{
Vector3d returnValue(*this);
returnValue.x*=rhs;
returnValue.y*=rhs;
returnValue.z*=rhs;
return returnValue;
}
Vector3d& Vector3d::operator=(const Vector3d &rhs)
{
x=rhs.x;
y=rhs.y;
z=rhs.z;
return *this;
}
bool Vector3d::operator==(const Vector3d &rhs) const
{
if ((x==rhs.x) && (y==rhs.y) && (z==rhs.z))
return true;
else
return false;
}
bool Vector3d::operator!=(const Vector3d& rhs) const
{
return !operator==(rhs);
}

Vector3d Vector3d::operator +(const Vector3d &rhs) const
{
Vector3d returnValue(*this);
returnValue.x+=rhs.x;
returnValue.y+=rhs.y;
returnValue.z+=rhs.z;
return returnValue;
}
Vector3d Vector3d::operator-(const Vector3d &rhs) const
{
Vector3d returnValue(*this);
returnValue.x-=rhs.x;
returnValue.y-=rhs.y;
returnValue.z-=rhs.z;
return returnValue;
}
double Vector3d::GetNorm() const
{
double returnValue( sqrt(x*x + y*y + z*z));
return returnValue;
}
Vector3d Vector3d::GetUnitVector() const
{
double magnitude = this->GetNorm();
if (magnitude == 0.0)
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{
return Vector3d(0,0,0);
}
Vector3d returnValue((*this) * (1/magnitude));
return returnValue;
}
Vector3d Vector3d::operator /(const double &rhs) const
{
Vector3d returnValue((*this) * (1/rhs));
return returnValue;
}
bool Vector3d::IsZeroVector() const
{
if (((*this).GetX()==0.0)&&((*this).GetY()==0.0)&&((*this).GetZ()==0.0))
return true;
else
return false;
}
void Vector3d::glDraw() const
{
glPointSize(3.0);
glBegin(GL_POINTS);
glVertex3d(x,y,z);
glEnd();
}

VectorHandler.h: interface for the VectorHandler class.
//
//////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
#if !defined(_VectorHandler)
#define _VectorHandler
#if _MSC_VER >= 1000
#pragma once
#endif // _MSC_VER >= 1000
#include "Vector3d.h"
class VectorHandler
{
public:
static double Distance(Vector3d& , Vector3d&);
static Vector3d ProjParallel(const Vector3d &u, const Vector3d &a);
static Vector3d ProjOrthogonal(const Vector3d &u, const Vector3d &a);
static double ProjParallelScalar(const Vector3d &u, const Vector3d &a);
VectorHandler();
virtual ~VectorHandler();
};
#endif // !defined(_VectorHandler)

VectorHandler.cpp: implementation of the VectorHandler class.
//
//////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
#include "VectorHandler.h"
#include "math.h"
#include "stdlib.h"
#include "iostream.h"
//////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
// Construction/Destruction
//////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
VectorHandler::VectorHandler(){}
VectorHandler::~VectorHandler(){}
double VectorHandler::Distance(Vector3d &lhs, Vector3d &rhs)
{
Vector3d v(rhs-lhs);
return v.GetNorm();
}
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Vector3d VectorHandler::ProjParallel(const Vector3d &u, const Vector3d &a)
{
//vector component of u along a
double magOfaSquared = pow(a.GetNorm(),2);
if (magOfaSquared == 0.0)
{
cout << "ERROR: VectorHandler::ProjParallel, Arg 2 cannot be zero vector." << endl;
exit(0);
}
return ( (a/magOfaSquared)*(u*a) );
}
Vector3d VectorHandler::ProjOrthogonal(const Vector3d &u, const Vector3d &a)
{
//vector component of u orthogonal to a
return ( u - VectorHandler::ProjParallel(u,a) );
}
double VectorHandler::ProjParallelScalar(const Vector3d &u, const Vector3d &a)
{
// this should just be the dot product!!!!!
// duh...
Vector3d vecComponentOfUalongA(VectorHandler::ProjParallel(u, a));
if (vecComponentOfUalongA.IsZeroVector())
{
return 0.0;
}
else
{
double magOfUalongA = vecComponentOfUalongA.GetNorm();
if (vecComponentOfUalongA.GetUnitVector() != a) magOfUalongA*=(-1.0);
return magOfUalongA;
}
}
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